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ABSTRACT
In the classical dynamics of coupled oscillator systems, nonlinearity leads to the
existence of stable solutions in which energy remains localized for all time. Here the
quantum-mechanical counterpart of classical self-localization is investigated in the
context of two model systems. For these quantum models, the terms corresponding
to classical nonlinearities modify a subset of the stationary quantum states to be
particularly suited to the creation of nonstationary wavepackets that localize energy
for long times.
The first model considered here is the Quantized Discrete Self-Trapping model
(QDST), a system of anharmonic oscillators with linear dispersive coupling used to
model local modes of vibration in polyatomic molecules. A simple formula is derived
for a particular symmetry class of QDST systems which gives an analytic connection
between quantum self-localization and classical local modes. This formula is also
shown to be useful in the interpretation of the vibrational spectra of some molecules.
The second model studied is the Frohlich/Einstein Dimer (FED), a two-site
system of anharmonically coupled oscillators based on the Frohlich Hamiltonian
and motivated by the theory of Davydov solitons in biological protein. The BornOppenheimer perturbation method is used to obtain approximate stationary state
wavefunctions with error estimates for the FED at the first excited level. A second
approach is used to reduce the first excited level FED eigenvalue problem to a system
of ordinary differential equations. A simple theory of low-energy self-localization in
the FED is discussed.
The quantum theories of self-localization in the intrinsic QDST model and the
extrinsic FED model are compared.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Through nonlinear interaction, a localized disturbance in a dynamical system can
inhibit its own dispersion. This inherently nonlinear phenomenon is called selftrapping or self-localization.
Many physical systems exhibit similar effects. A solitary pulse of water in a shal
low, narrow channel can propagate without spreading [64]. The mechanical energy
in a homogeneous lattice of masses connected by springs can remain concentrated in
one area of the lattice [22]. Electromagnetic energy can move along an optical fiber
in a discrete packet, like a bead on a wire [42]. Using nonlinear equations, each of
these observations can be described both simply and accurately as self-localization.
The concept of self-localization has also been successfully used to describe the
behavior of molecules and solids.

However, complete descriptions of molecular

and condensed matter systems must include quantum-mechanical effects. Because
quanturn-mechanical systems are governed by linear operators and linear equations,
it is not obvious how the nonlinear phenomenon of self-localization can be reconciled
with the quantum theory.
The development of a rigorous theory of self-localization in quantum systems is
part of a more general area of applied mathematics: the study of the relationship
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between nonlinear dynamics and quantum mechanics. It is hoped that many useful
concepts from the mathematical theory of dynamical systems can be synthesized
with the principles of quantum mechanics in a rigorous way. One example of progress
in this endeavor is the theory of quantum chaos [6]. Another direction of related
work is the search for experimental evidence that nonlinear terms belong in the
equations of the quantum theory [69]. The work presented in this dissertation is
intended to contribute to the existing body of knowledge in this general field of
research.
Two quantum-mechanical models are investigated here. Both models describe
systems of coupled oscillators that in the classical limit are nonlinear systems. The
classical approximation of the first model to be discussed has the following property:
the individual oscillators are anharmonic but the interactions between them are
linear. This property has been designated intrinsic nonlinearity. In the classical
equations corresponding to the second model presented, it is the interactions between
oscillators that make the system nonlinear. This second system is said to have
extrinsic nonlinearity. While classically the self-localization effects found in the

two models are quite similar, there are important differences between the quantum
theories of the intrinsic and extrinsic models.
The localization of vibrational energy in small, polyatomic molecules can be
modeled by a dynamical system with intrinsic nonlinearity. Chapter 2 gives a brief
account of experimental evidence for self-localization in small molecules and intro
duces the classical and quantum versions of a mathematical model for this effect.
Original results for this intrinsic model are presented in Chapter 3. A simple formula
is derived that shows how self-localization is manifested in the quantized model.

12

This formula is useful interpreting experimental data and provides an analytical
connection between quantum and classical descriptions of self-localization.
Chapters 4 and 5 are concerned with extrinsic nonlinearity. Chapter 4 sum
marizes past research involving a particular class of extrinsic quantum models for
self-localization in solids and biological protein molecules. A summary is given of
unsolved problems related to these models. A new extrinsic quantum model is in
troduced in Chapter 5; it is one of the simplest possible systems that nonetheless
includes the necessary ingredients for extrinsic self-localization. The analysis of this
new model gives a particularly clear picture of quantum extrinsic self-localization
and is used to investigate the accuracy of approximation techniques commonly used
in studies of larger and more complex models.
In Chapter 6, the intrinsic and extrinsic models for self-localization in quantum
systems are compared and plans for related future research are discussed.
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CHAPTER 2

INTRINSIC LOCAL MODES

2.1 Local Modes In Molecules

Nonlinear self-localization and the quantum theory have been successfully integrated
in the description of molecular vibrations given by the local mode theories of physical
chemistry [2, 33, 31, 32, 47, 46, 67, 68]. These theories suggest that in systems of
identical bond oscillators, such as the six CH bonds in benzene (Figure 2.1a) or the
two CH bonds in a dihalomethane (Figure 2.1b), intrinsic nonlinearity allows the
energy to be stably concentrated on a single bond. The energy-localizing states are
called local modes.
Evidence for energy localization in molecules is obtained from measurements
of infrared absorption spectra. To observe nonlinear localization effects, one must
compare the spectrum of a molecule with several bond oscillators of a particular
type to the spectrum of a molecule with a single bond oscillator of the same type.
For example, consider the experimentally-measured spectra of benzene (C g H q )
and pentadeuterobenzene (C&HD5) [54]. It is possible to identify peaks in the
spectra of these molecules that correspond to CH stretch vibrations. The positions
and intensities of peaks corresponding to vibrations of the six identical CH bond

Figure 2.1: The chemical structures of (a) benzene and (b) dichloromethane. (Note
that the real structure of dichloromethane is non-planar.)
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oscillators in benzene are nearly identical to the positions and intensities of peaks
corresponding to vibrations of the single CH oscillator in CqHDs.
A good description is given of the positions (energies) of the strong CH peaks in
these spectra by the Birge-Spooner relation,
E{n) = An — Bn 2 ,

where A and B are constants and n is the quantum level. For C q HD s , this indicates
that the single CH oscillator is anharmonic. The striking similarity between the
spectrum of benzene and the spectrum of pentadeuterobenzene suggests that in the
CH overtone levels of benzene, all n quanta of vibrational energy are localized on a
single anharmonic CH bond.
There are two quantum-mechanical descriptions of the overtone states of ben
zene consistent with the observed positions of spectral peaks. Quantum states could
be either those that localize energy on a single, specific bond, or those for which
there is some probability of energy being localized on any of the six bonds. At
first consideration, the latter possibility appears to be a better quantum-mechanical
description because the stationary quantum wavefunctions for a system of identi
cal, interacting oscillators must be properly symmetrized with respect to oscillator
exchanges. However, the strong intensities of the relevant spectral lines suggest
another conclusion.
The intensities of the spectral lines in these measurements indicate the strength
of the transition dipole moment of the corresponding state. While a state in ben
zene with only one CH bond excited does have a large transition dipole moment,
wavefunctions that have the symmetry of a benzene molecule generally do not. In
accordance with this data, the local modes in benzene are described as asymmetric
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nonstationary wavepackets. The stationary state components of such wavepackets
are properly-symmetrized, but the wavepacket itself may initially localize all the
vibrational energy on a single specific bond.

2.2 The DST Equation
A simple classical dynamical system that models local modes in molecules is
(2.1)

This nonlinear system of ordinary differential equations describes a group of / iden
tical, interacting bond oscillators; it is called the Discrete Self-Trapping Equation
(DST) [21]. The complex mode amplitude A,- gives the magnitude and phase of
the oscillations of the ith bond in the system. The real parameter 7 measures the
degree of anharmonicity (softness) of the bonds. Linear dispersive interactions are
introduced through the real, symmetric matrix M and the real parameter J. The
relative strength of the interactions between the iih and jth oscillators is given by
the element M{j of the real, symmetric matrix M. The overall strength of the dis
persive coupling is absorbed into the real parameter J so the largest element in M
has magnitude 1.
If -y = 0 but J ^ 0, the DST represents a system of coupled harmonic oscillators.
If instead J = 0 but 7 ^ 0, the DST describes / uncoupled but anharmonic oscilla
tors. Thus the DST model has intrinsic nonlinearity. In modeling self-localization
in molecules, the case of primary interest is where both
The DST can be derived from the Hamiltonian
/

/

7

and J are nonzero.
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The complex amplitudes A,- satisfy the complex version of Hamilton's equations
OH
dAf

iA{ =

The corresponding real canonically conjugate variables p,- and

<7,-

are related to Ai

and A* through the relation
1

Ai =

(ft 0 qi + ipi).

y/2

Two quantities are conserved by the solutions of Eq. (2.1). One is the energy,
H. The other conserved quantity is the number
n = y.

i=i
sometimes called the norm. According to Noether's Theorem [50, 44] conservation
of N is equivalent to the property that Eq. (2.1) is invariant under gauge transfor
mations of the form
Aj —> Aje' a , for all j.

In using Eq. (2.1) to interpret experimentally-measured spectra, solutions of the
form
A\
A2
A3
.

A

f .

</>i
<j> 2

=

<f>3

. fa .

are particularly important. These are called stationary solutions ; they are charac
terized by a single harmonic oscillation frequency fi and vibration amplitudes <f>{
that remain constant in time.
Self-localization in the DST is manifested in a certain class of stationary solutions
known as local modes. Consider a DST model with two degrees of freedom, such as
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would be used to describe the two CH stretch modes of a dihalomethane or the two
OH stretch modes of water. When / = 2, Eq. (2.1) becomes
iA\ =

— l\A\ |2-^-i "t" JA.2

(2.2)

IA.2 — (LOA? — 7| J 42| 2 -^2 + J A%.
Eqs. (2.2) have four stationary solutions. One of these solutions (+) is symmetric
with respect to exchanges of the two bonds; another (—) is anti-symmetric. The
remaining two stationary solutions (LM1 and LM2) are local modes in which energy
is concentrated on one of the two bonds. Using the parameter

the characteristics of these stationary solutions are listed in Figure 2.2 for N = 1 .
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Mode

+

<f> i

4 *2

Q

H

1

1
v/2

fio - ^(1 + P)

f i 0 - 2 ( 1 + 2/?)

fi0-l(l-/J)

fi0 - J(1 - 2/3)

V2

1
-

V2

1
~vi

LM1

M - ' y

fi0 - 7

n0 - J(2 + /?2)

LM2

r+*-'V

fi0 - 7

n0 -1(2 + /32)

Figure 2.2: Stationary solutions of the DST with two freedoms and N = 1 .
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Figure 2.3 is a bifurcation diagram in which the energies of these stationary
solutions are plotted against /?. For /? > 1 (weak nonlinearity), only the symmetric
and anti-symmetric solutions exist. As (3 decreases below 1, there is a bifurcation:
the symmetric solution becomes unstable and the two local modes appear. For
/? < 1 (strong nonlinearity), the anti-symmetric solution and the two local modes
are stable.
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1
On - -

4

Y
On " JL
2

LMl. LM2

P
stable
unstable
Figure 2.3: Bifurcation diagram of H vs. 0 for the stationary solutions of the
two-freedom DST.
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Analytic and numerical methods have been used to catalogue all the stationary
solutions of Eq. (2.1) for the cases / = 3 and / = 4. Analytic forms for stationary
solutions are known only in a few cases for / > 4. However, the following general
properties are observed [63]:

1. As /? is decreased from oo, there are many bifurcation points where changes
occur in the number, stability and symmetry of stationary solutions.

2. For the DST with / modes, there are / stationary solutions that localize
energy completely on one bond in the limit /? —»• 0.

The DST equation with the dispersion matrix
/ 0 1 0 0
10 10
0 0 1 0

0 0 0 l\
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

M =

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0
10 10

\1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 1

0 1

is a discrete approximation of the nonlinear Schrodinger equation (NLS), a partial
differential equation that has pulse-like, energy-localizing soliton solutions. Some of
the stationary solutions of the DST equation with / = 200 and this nearest-neighbor
dispersion matrix M have been computed. The solutions found distribute energy
over the 200 bonds according to the characteristic bell-shaped profile of an NLS
soliton. More will be said about the connection between the DST equation and the
NLS in Chapter 4.
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2.3 The Quantized DST
The transformation from the classical DST system to the quantized Discrete SelfTrapping model (QDST) is straightforward. The two conserved quantities of the
classical model, the energy H and the number N, are transformed to the corre
sponding quantum-mechanical operators by the substitutions
A{

—>

B{

and
A- -> B\.
The linear operators Bi{B\) are annihilation(creation) operators for bosons of the
ith bond. Products of classical amplitudes such as \Ai\4 are transformed to the

averages over all possible orderings of the non-commuting quantum operators [61].
One obtains from the above transformations the energy operator

H=

5
1
1 5
P) £ B]B, - - 7
«=1
>=1

B,)' - J ^ M.FILIH
i^j

(2.3)

and the number operator
i

f

N = Y,B\Bi+J~.

(2.4)

1=1

Because the H commutes with N , it is possible to find simultaneous eigenstates of
both operators.
Each term B\Bi in Eq. (2.4) has the form of the Hamiltonian for a single
independent harmonic oscillator. The number states |6t) satisfy
B}Bi\bi) = b ^ ) .
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Thus an eigenfunction of N with eigenvalue n is the product

where
BI

= n-

•=i
These product states have the same spatial character as the stationary states of a
system of noninteracting harmonic oscillators. For given values of n and /, there
are
„

(n + /-l)!

/oc,
<2-5>

distinct such product states, where p is the number of ways that n indistinguishable
quanta can be placed onto / degrees of freedom.
These p number eigenstates are used as a basis in which to represent the QDST
quantum operators. Each basis state can be described completely by the set {bi},
but it is also useful to assign to each of them a unique index /, where I runs from 1
to p. The variable bij represents the number of quanta on the jih degree of freedom
in the state |n;). Note that I is merely an index and not a quantum number, and
that all the basis states |ni) satisfy
N\ni) = n\ni).

The states |n/) are written
|n/) — [fen fe/2 feo • • • bij]
where for typographical convenience
[bn fe/2 bia . . . bif] = |fe/i)| fe/2) 1^/3) • • • I bij).
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A general eigenfunction of N with eigenvalue n can be constructed as a linear
combination
l*») = $Zc'ln'>z=i
For example, with three degrees of freedom and n = 4,
|^4> = c1[4 0 0] + c2[0 4 0] + c3[0 0 4] + c4[3 10] + c5[3 0 1]+

(2-6)

(2.7)

c$[l 3 0] + 07(0 3 1] + cg[l 0 3] + cg[0 13] + cjo[2 2 0] +
c„[2 0 2] + c12[0 2 2] + C13[2 1 1] + c14[l 2 1] + c15[1 1 2],
It is possible to choose the coefficients {c/} in Eq. (2.6) so that |\Pn) is an eigen
function of H as well as N, that is
H\V n ) = E n \V n ).

(2.8)

Satisfying Eq. (2.8) requires that the column vector c = col(ci, c2, c3,..., c p ) satisfy
the matrix equation
He = E n c

(2.9)

The full, infinite-dimensional Hamiltonian operator H is block-diagonal in the basis
of number eigenstates |n/), with each block corresponding to a particular quantum
level n. The matrix H in Eq. (2.9) is the n t h such block. It is a symmetric p x p
matrix with real components.
The calculation of energy levels for the ground state (n = 0) and the first excited
state (n = 1) are particularly simple.
® For n = 0, p = 1 and there is only one stationary state; it has energy E = 0.
© For n = 1, p = f and the stationary state energies are the eigenvalues of
= (fto - l)I + JM,
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where I is the / x / identity matrix. The spectrum for n = 1 thus consists of
/ levels with energies
e« =

- 7 + JA«,

where the A^ are the eigenvalues of the dispersion matrix M.

The energy levels corresponding to a given value of n may be computed nu
merically to arbitrary precision from the p x p matrix H. Stationary states and
stationary state energies computed in this manner are exact. No approximations
have been used in the deriving these quantum equations from the Eq. (2.1).
The QDST model has been used to describe the CH stretch vibrations of benzene
and deuterated benzene. In [60], the parameters J,

7

and fio are fit so that the

eigenvalues of the matrix H for n = 1 approximate the fundamental CH stretch
frequencies. In reference [57], these parameter values are used in the matrix H for
n = 2 to generate the spectra of the second excited level. The energy levels predicted
for the second excited level by the QDST are in reasonable agreement with measured
values. The values of the parameter (3 obtained from those calculations are listed
below; in each case /? << 1, indicating that these systems are strongly nonlinear in
the classical limit.

p

CeHe Vapor
.086

CeD6 Vapor
.17

CeH6 Liquid
.068

CeD6 Liquid
.15

In Chapter 3, similar calculations for the QDST models of dichloro-, dibromo-, and
di-iodomethane are discussed.
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2.4 Symmetry and Quantum States
In studying the quantum theory of self-localization in molecules with symmetry, it
is important to keep in mind the following properties of quantum states.
Stationary quantum states are eigenstates of the Hamiltonian operator governing
the system. The Hamiltonian operator H for a system with symmetry commutes
with the operators Q{ of the corresponding symmetry group. That is
HQi = QiH.

(2.10)

If $ is a stationary state with energy E, then
HV = E9.

(2.11)

It follows from Eq. (2.10) and (2.11) that
HQ& = EQ&.

(2.12)

In other words, Q{\P is also an eigenstate of H with energy E. Eq. (2.12) has two
significant implications.
1. Nondegenerate stationary quantum states must have the symmetry of the sys
tem. If E is a nondegenerate level, then any vector v that satisfies
Hv = Ev
must be a constant multiple of

It follows that for a nondegenerate level E,

Eq. (2.12) implies
Q$! oc VP.
That is, a nondegenerate stationary state \P must be an eigenfunction of each
symmetry operator Qi that commutes with H.
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2. Degenerate unsymmetric quantum stationary states can be symmetrized. Con
sider for example the system of two CH bonds in a dihalomethane. The Hamiltonian for this system will commute with the operator Pi2 that exchanges the
two CH bonds. If, for some model of a dihalomethane,

is a stationary state

that localizes energy on one of the CH two bonds, then by Eq. (2.12), there
must also be a stationary state
P12$! =
with energy E that localizes energy on the other CH bond.
Because, like all quantum Hamiltonians, H for this system is a linear operator,
the symmetric state
$5 = ^ ( « i + *2)

and the anti-symmetric state
VA = -^(«i - $2)
are also stationary states with energy E.
In the context of a model, degenerate unsymmetric states

and

could be

valid stationary wavefunctions for a symmetric system such as dichloromethane; the
mathematics of linear operators does not forbid this. However, in a real molecule
and in most realistic models there are interactions that couple two such localized
wavefunctions, causing a break in the degeneracy of the energy level E. Stationary
states then fall into case (1.) and must be symmetric or anti-symmetric. In the
QDST model, as in the local mode theories of physical chemistry, local modes are
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described as nonstationary wavepackets created from the superposition of nondegenerate and hence symmetrized exact eigenstates.
In the literature of mathematical physics, Arnol'd calls such nonstationary unsymmetric wavepackets quasi-modes [3]. In discussing his own semi-classical stud
ies of quasi-modes, Arnol'd stresses that it is important to make exact quantummechanical calculations of the lifetimes of quasi-modes. Such calculations are made
in Chapter 3.
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CHAPTER 3

QUANTUM INTRINSIC LOCAL MODES

In Chapter 2, local modes were defined both as experimental phenomena and as
solutions of a classical dynamical system with intrinsic nonlinearity. Here the local
modes of the QDST are considered.
The QDST model is not intended to reproduce all of the features of real molec
ular spectra; the purpose of this model is to capture the basic physics of quantum
local modes in a description that is widely applicable, quantitative and analytic.
Because the classical DST can be quantized without approximations, the QDST
is particularly useful for understanding the mathematical connection between non
linear classical dynamics and the linear equations of the quantum theory. Using
degenerate perturbation theory of arbitrary order n, a formula is derived here that
puts the quantum/classical connection in a clear, analytical context.
Like other models for quantum local modes found in the physical chemistry lit
erature, the QDST theory of self-localization describes local modes as nonstationary
quantum wavepackets. For a QDST system with two degrees of freedom, the energy
splitting AE between the symmetric and anti-symmetric stationary states of lowest
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energy is
7n+1

9r> Tn

AE=-r-^i n-1r + 0(- n )
(n — l)!7
7

(3.1)

where n is the quantum number. If, at some initial time, energy is localized on
a particular site by a wavefunction that mixes these two stationary states, it will
remain so localized for a time that is inversely proportional to AE. If AE is made
arbitrarily large by making the quantum level n sufficiently large or the ratio J / 7
sufficiently small, the quantum lifetime of such a localized state can be made arbi
trarily large.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 details the n t h order pertur
bation theory appropriate for the derivation of Eq. (3.1) and its many-degreesof-freedom counterpart. The perturbation theory is applied to systems with two
freedoms in Section 3.3. Section 3.4 considers systems with an arbitrary number of
freedoms, and isolates from all such systems a symmetry class which can support
stable localized excitations. The related mathematical details are left to Appendix A
and Section 3.4 concludes with a presentation of the energy splitting formulae for
two interesting special cases. In Section 3.5 contains numerical evidence indicating
that the first term of the expression in Eq. (3.1) is an upper bound on AE, and
therefore can be used to understand the quantum theory in the classical limit. The
results of this chapter are discussed in Section 3.6.

3.1 Perturbation Theory
These perturbation calculations, are based on the assumption that the coupling-tononlinearity ratio
0

2J
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is small, as is the case for models of the CH stretch vibrations in some polyatomic
molecules. Only quantum levels n > 2 are considered; this perturbation theory is
not needed to prove that the splitting formulae hold for n = 0 and n = 1.
The energies of the stationary states for a given value of n are the eigenvalues of
the p x p matrix H. By separating the diagonal elements from the coupling terms,

H can be written
H = HO+ JV.
In the notation introduced in Section 2.3, the diagonal matrix HQ has elements
1
1
(H0)u = (flo - g ? ) " - g f

5

i=i
The perturbation matrix V is composed of the elements
Vw =

and is symmetric,
Vw = V,«.

Since B}Bj acting on a state |n/<) effectively moves one quantum from the j t h degree
of freedom to the ith, the quantity
^ 2 MijB}Bj\ni>)

is a linear combination of the number eigenstates with n quanta that differ from
|rc//) in the position of one quantum. It follows that Vw = 0 unless the basis states
|rc/) and |n//) differ from each other in the position of exactly one quantum.
Recall that for each value of n there are p stationary states, which can be written
in the form in Eq. (2.6). In the limit J = 0, a subset of / of these p states are
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degenerate and have energy
E 0 = (fio " |)n - \ n \

This is the lowest energy level for a given value of n. These states have the form
10n) = CI \n p

0] + c2\0 n P
/—1 times

0] +

(3.2)

/—2 times

03(0 0 n P

0.1 + e4[0 0 0 n P
/—3 times

h Cf_i [P

0] + • • •
/—4 times

Q, n 0] + c/fO
/—2 times

0, n]
J—1 times

and are of particular importance in describing local modes.
For J ^ 0 but sufficiently small, there will still be a set of / eigenvalues close to
Eo. These eigenvalues can be written [37]
E = Eo + J E\ + J 2 E 2 + • • • + J k Ek + • • •.

(3-3)

Similarly, the corresponding coefficient vectors c can be written
c = Co + Jc.\ + J% + • • • + J k Ck + • • •.

(3.4)

The unperturbed eigenvector c0 corresponding to a degenerate eigenvalue Eo is a
vector in the /-dimensional eigenspace of Eo. The form of c0 corresponding to a
specific perturbed eigenstate is not known at the start of the perturbation calcula
tions; it is determined when the calculations are carried out to a sufficiently high
order.
Without loss of generality the eigenvectors Co can be required to satisfy
(c0, c0) = 1

(3.5)
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and
(co,c) = l.

(3.6)

The inner product in Eqs. (3.5) and (3.6) is the standard one on Cp,
p
(®»») =

i=l
where * denotes complex conjugate. Combining (3.5) and (3.6) gives

(c0, Cj) = 0, j # 0.

In other words, we divide the p-dimensional vector space into two orthogonal parts:

® the /-dimensional subspace corresponding to E 0 , which is spanned by the /
basis states
[n 0 0 • • • 0], [0 n 0 • • • 0],..., [0 0 • • • n]

and

e the (p — /)-dimensional complementary space.

Defining the operator
L = H Q -EoI
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and following standard degenerate perturbation theory [43] we obtain the system of
equations
Lc 0 = 0

(3.7)

Lei = (Ei — V)c 0
LC2

=

(E\

— V)di + E2C0

Lcz

=

(Ei

Lck-i

=

(Ei — V)ck~ 2 + ii/2Cfc-3 + • • • + E k -iCo

—

V)C2

+

E2C1

+

E3C0

Lck = (Ei — V)&k-1 + E2Ck~2 + • • • + EkC0

Using this set of equations, it will now be shown that the k t h order correction to
the eigenvalue Eo depends on the solution of an / x / matrix eigenvalue problem.
To this end it is useful to define two new operators. P0 is a projection operator
that projects onto the /-dimensional space containing the vector c0. The operator
Q0 projects onto the complementary (p — /)-dimensional space that contains all the

higher-order eigenvector corrections Cj, j ^ 0. The P0 space is the null space of the
operator L. Because L is a self-adjoint operator, the complement of its null space
is its range space, and thus Q 0 projects onto the range space of L.
First, the equation
Lc k = •••

is projected with P 0 . Because Lck is in the range of L,
PoLc k — 0.
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Projection by PQ also eliminates all of the terms on the right hand side that are
constant multiples of vectors in the range space, leaving only
PoVck-i = E k P 0 c 0 .

(3-8)

In the case k = 1, Eq. (3.8) implies that
PoVco = E 1 P 0 c 0 .
Using that cq = PoCo, one finds
PoVPoCo

=

Ei Co-

Thus, Ei must be an eigenvalue of PQVPO- The matrix PQVPQ describes couplings
by V between the pairs of basis states from the set
[ n O O • • • 0], [0 n 0 • • • 0],..., [0 0 • • • n].

(3.9)

For n > 2, none of these states are directly coupled by V; V only directly couples
basis states that differ from each other in the position of a single quantum. That V
does not couple the states of the type listed in (3.9) implies that PqVPo is the zero
matrix and Ei = 0. It follows that all terms in Eqs. (3.7) containing E\ may be
deleted.
Next, the second of Eqs. (3.7) is projected with Q0. The matrix X-1 is defined
to be the diagonal matrix with elements
( Ij?'
(L-1),, = I
{ 0,

if Ln

±

0

if L„ = 0

and use that L~LQ0 = L~L to obtain
ci = -L^Vcq.

(3.10)
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Projecting the third of Eqs. (3.7) with Q 0 gives
c 2 = —L~ l Vc\,

and substituting for Ci from Eq. (3.10),
c2 = {L^Vfco.
Similarly,
c 3 = [-{L~ 1 Vf-E 2 {L- 1 fV]co

and
c4 = [(L-'V) 4 + E 2 L- 1 V{L-^) 2 V + E 2 L~\L- l V) 2 - E^L-yv}^.

(3.11)

Applying the same procedure successively to each of the first k equations of (3.7),
an expression is obtained for Ck-i in terms of Co,
Cfc_ i = W k c 0 .

(3.12)

Wk is a polynomial expression in the matrices V and L~ l , with coefficients coming
from the set E2, . . ., Ek-1, i.e. an expression like that in Eq. (3.11). Substituting
the expression for Ck-\ from (3.12) into Eq. (3.8) and using that Co = P0c0, we find
PQVW^PqCQ

=

EkCo-

Defining another polynomial expression in the matrices L-1 and V
wit = v w k ,

gives
PoW k PoCo = E k c 0 .

(3.13)
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Eq. (3.13) shows that the coefficients Ek of J h in the power series expansion (3.3)
must be eigenvalues of the matrix PoWkPo with eigenvector c 0 .
There is not a simple general expression for Wk, but the matrix polynomial that
defines Wk does have some general properties. One important property is that for
any value of k, there is exactly one term in this matrix polynomial of highest order
in V; it is the term (—\)kV{L~1V)k~1, which has k factors of V. All other products
in the linear combination have strictly less than k factors of V. We will also use the
fact that all the matrix products in this linear combination have at least one factor
of V.
PoWkPo is by definition a p x p matrix, but one for which all but f 2 elements
have been set to zero by the projection operations of P0. The eigenvalues Ek that
give the coefficient of Jk in Eq. (3.3) are the same as the eigenvalues of the / x /
matrix
Ajt,

formed from the elements of PoWkPo not eliminated by the projection operation.
The matrix Ajt acts on the /-dimensional vector space containing c0. Eq. (3.13) is
thus equivalent to an /-dimensional eigenvalue problem in the null space of L.
The formulae that are derived in the next sections for splittings between station
ary state energy eigenvalues are a consequence of the way in which the form of Ajt
(and hence its spectrum) varies with k.

3.2 Two Degrees Of Freedom
The splitting between the two lowest energy levels of a two-degrees-of-freedom sys
tem satisfies the following theorem.
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Theorem 1 Let AE be the magnitude of the difference between the two lowest en
ergy levels for a QDST system with two degrees of freedom at the n t h excited level.
Then
AE =

2nJ"
+ 0 ( — )•
(n — 1)!t"—
7n

(3.14)

The proof of this theorem is presented after some discussion.
Analogous splitting formulae exist for a more general class of systems, but the
two-degrees-of-freedom case is presented first because it is especially instructive;
for this case it is possible to write down simple formulae for the elements of the
matrices involved in the perturbation theory [61]. Being able to display explicitly
the matrices corresponding to the perturbation theory operators allows us to point
out those properties of the operators that allow degeneracy to persist until nth order.
A general eigenfunction of N is
l^n) = ci[n 0] + c2[n - 1 1] + c3[n - 2 2] H

t-c„_i[2 n - 2] + cn[l n — l] + cn+i[0 n].

The basis states are numbered to emphasize symmetry. In particular, the pairs of
basis states numbered Cj and cn+2_j are those with the same partitioning of the
quanta. With this choice of numbering, and n even,

H 0 = dia,g(Eo,cti,a2,a3,...,an,...,a3,a 2 ,ai,Eo).

E 0 = Hon -

n + n2)

and
= £l 0 n - -(n + n2 — 2nj + 2j 2 ).
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The matrix L~ l is diagonal as well and has the form

L' 1

(3.15)

The nonzero elements of L

^

1

are

7(n 2 - 6/i 2 - b, 2 2 )

The matrices Ho and L~ l are symmetric across both the diagonal and the counterdiagonal. The counter-diagonal symmetry reflects that the matrix elements of the
zeroth order Hamiltonian operator with a given basis state |n/) depend only on the
partitioning of the quanta between the two degrees of freedom in that state. In
other words, both members of a pair of states such as |ni) and |ra„+i) with the same
partitioning of the quanta have same matrix elements with Ho and with L~x. The
two oscillators of the uncoupled system are thus identical; the matrices describing
the system are the same no matter which oscillator is designated as the first and
which is designated as the second. This is the first of three properties of the system
that are necessary for nth order energy splitting.
Following the convention of defining the coupling parameter J so that the largest
element of the dispersion matrix is equal to 1, the only possible symmetric dispersion
matrix is

(3.16)
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The matrix V that describes the coupling between degrees of freedom takes the form
y/n

0

0

0 ^

y/K

0

a/2(n -1)

0

0

0

y/2(n - 1)

0

V3(n - 2)

0

0

V3(n - 2)

0

^2(n - 1)

0

0

0

y/2(n - 1)

0

y/n

\ o

0

0

y/n

( 0

V =

0 /

Because elements of M are either 0 or 1, the matrix elements of V are just the square
root factors that come from the annihilation and creation operators. Note that the
matrix V is also symmetric across both the diagonal and the counter-diagonal. The
counter-diagonal symmetry of V shows that the effect of coupling is the same on
each of the two oscillators; the form of V does not depend on which oscillator is
designated as the first and which is designated as the second. This invariance of
the coupling operator under relabelings of the oscillators is the second property of
this system that keeps the lowest energy levels degenerate until nth order in the
perturbation calculations.
The nonzero off-diagonal elements {V)ui indicate those pairs of basis states |n/),
|riii) that are directly coupled to each other by the operator V. Two states \ni) and
|n//) will be directly coupled only if |n/) can be obtained from |n/») by moving one
quantum from one degree of freedom to another. The basis states are numbered so
that the state |rej) is only coupled to the states

and

This gives the

matrix V its tri-diagonal structure. In studying the splittings between the lowest
energy levels, the basis states of primary interest are [n 0] and [0 n], which are not
coupled directly to each other by V. The third property crucial to the nth order
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splitting effect is that coupling between these basis states involves the combination
of at least n of the O(J) direct couplings. These n direct couplings are represented
by the n sub(super)-diagonal elements of the matrix V. It is useful to think of the
operator V as representing processes which move a single quantum from one bond
oscillator to another. The unique strongest process that couples the basis states
[n 0] and [0 n] corresponds to the unique shortest way to move n quanta, one at a
time, from one bond to another.
In summary, the three properties important in the derivation of Eq. (3.14)
are as follows: the indistinguishability of the oscillators of the uncoupled system,
symmetry in the effects of coupling on those two oscillators, and lowest-energy basis
states whose influence on each other requires at least n O(J) direct couplings.
With the chosen numbering of the basis states, the projection operator Pq
projects onto the Is' and (n •+• l)s< elements of a vector, so that
( (WiOn

0

:

0

(Wfc)i„+i ^

o

o

:

o

o

o

o

;

o

o

0

:

0

PoW k P 0 =

\(Wfc)n+ll

(WiOn+1 n + 1 )

The corresponding 2x2 matrix that has the coefficients Ek from Eq. (3.3) as its
eigenvalues is
(Wk)u

(W^b)n+1 1

(W fc ) ln+1
(Wfc)n+1 n+1

(3.17)

The proof of Theorem 1 is given next, in a manner that relies heavily on two
lemmas. This is done to clarify the main ideas of the proof before delving into the
mathematical details. These details are presented afterwards, in the proofs of the
lemmas.
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Proof of Theorem 1 As stated in Section 3.1, the lowest two energy levels of a
two-freedom system can each be described by a power series in J. It is necessary
to prove that the coefficients Eo, E\, E2,..., up to En-\ are the same for the two
corresponding series and further that the two coefficients En of «7" differ by exactly

2n
(n — l)!7 n "

The values of Eo are identical, being by definition the two lowest degenerate
eigenvalues of H 0 , and Ei = 0 for excited levels n > 2. The values of E 2 , E3,
E4,...,En are eigenvalues of the 2x2 matrices A2, A3, A4,...,A„, respectively. The

remainder of our proof involves facts concerning the forms of the matrices A*, which
are stated as two lemmas.

Lemma 1 For k > 2, the diagonal elements of Ak are identical, that is

(Ajfc)n = (Afc)22-

Idea of proof: The l3t(2nd) diagonal element of Ak is determined by properties of
what is the lat(2nd) oscillator in the system. It will be shown in the proof of this
lemma that the QDST Hamiltonian treats the two oscillators equally, and therefore
the two diagonal elements of A^ have the same value.
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Lemma 2 The off-diagonal elements of Ak satisfy

lllkn<n .

(W*)i „+i = (W*)»+i i = ( °' (-1)""

(3.18)

Idea of proof: For any value of k, the off-diagonal elements of Ak describe the
couplings between the basis states [n 0] and [0 n] of order Jk or stronger. Because
the strongest coupling between the basis states [ n 0] and [0 n] is an effect of 0(J n ),
the product of n direct couplings, (Afc)i2 is zero for k < n. The strongest coupling
between [n 0] and [0 n] is the n step chain of direct connections from [n 0] to [n—1 1],
from [n — 1 1] to [n — 2 2], from [ra — 2 2] to [n — 3 3] and so forth; the connection is
manifested in the elements
(—l)"n
(n — l)!7n_1
of the matrix W n .
It follows from Lemmas 1 and 2 that for 1 < k < n,
A

((A*)n

* V

0

0

A

( Ak ) n )

so that Ajt has one doubly-degenerate eigenvalue, (Ajt)n, and the first n terms of

the power series for both of the two lowest energy levels can be written
E = E 0 + ( A 2)h J 2 + (A 3)u J 3 + (A 4)h J 4 + • • • + (A n _i)n J n

1

+ 0(J n ).

The nth order coefficients in these series are the two distinct eigenvalues of
A

_ (

(A")n

( n - I)""*- 1 )

)

so that
E& = E 0 + (A 2 ) h J 2 + • • • + [ ( A „)n ±

( 1)
n
(n Ji ) ,"7 n_1

] J n + 0(J n + 1 ).
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Calculating the magnitude of the difference between these two energies gives
9n Tn
AS=|SW-SH| = j;r-3jTFT + 0(J-«).

(3.19)

In order that AE have units of energy, the denominator of the 0(J n + 1 ) term must
have units of energy to the nth power. These can only be provided by factors of the
jn+1

parameter 7 . It follows that the second term in formula (3.19) must be 0(——),
and Theorem 1 is proved.
At order n in the perturbation calculations the corresponding eigenvectors cj
are determined up to O(J). They have components in Po space which are the
eigenvectors of A„, and components in the complementary space which are order J.
Normalized according to Eq. (3.5), the eigenstates are
cb^ = 4=(1

0 •••

0

±1 f + 0(J).

v2

It follows that the components of a localized wavepacket are the two stationary
states
W(±) =

^([n0]±[0n]) + 0(J)'

Proof of Lemma 1 It is necessary to show that the diagonal elements of Ak are
equal, that is
(W*)ii = (Wfc)n+ln+1.

(3.20)

It has been noted that DST systems with two freedoms are symmetric with
respect to exchanges of the two oscillators that characterize the uncoupled system.
These two oscillators correspond to the two elements of the basis states |n/) =
[6/1

6/2]- Exchanging the two elements of a basis state induces a permutation on
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n + 1 elements in the following way. Exchanging the elements bn and 6/2 of a basis

state |n;) gives another basis state |n/<) = [6/2 6/i]. By identifying each state |n/) with
the state |n/») that it becomes under such a transformation, we define a one-to-one
mapping from the set 1,2,3,..., n, n + 1 onto itself.
For instance, the state |ni) = [n 0] becomes the state |ran+i) = [0 n] when the
elements are exchanged, thus the permutation maps the index 1 to the index n + 1.
The matrix that corresponds to this permutation onn + 1 elements is
0
0 0
0 0

(0

0
0
0

• • • 0 0 1\
••• 0 1 0
••• 1 0 0

0 0 1
0 1 0 •••
\1 0 0 • • •

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0/

In terms of the matrix Q, the invariance of V and L

1

when the labels of the

two oscillators are exchanged can be be formally expressed by the relations
V = QVQ- 1

and L~ x = QL~ l Q- 1 .

In other words, V and L~ x commute with the operator Q corresponding to a rela
beling of the two oscillators.
The permutation Q exchanges the elements 1 and n+1, and correspondingly the
matrix transformation Wk —• QWkQ~l maps the n + 1 n + 1 element of Wk into
the 11 position, that is to say,
(QW k Q~ 1 ) 1 1 = (W k ) n + l n + 1 .

(3.21)

In Section 3.1, Wit was defined as a polynomial in the matrices V and L-1. Because
V and L~x commute with the operator Q, an arbitrary product of V and L~l will
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also commute with Q as will any linear combination of such products. In particular,
the linear combination that defines Wk will commute with Q so that

W k = QW k Q -i

and more specifically,
(W*)n = ( < Q W k Q (3.22)

Comparing Eq. (3.21) and Eq. (3.22) implies that Eq. (3.20) holds, and Lemma 1
follows.

Proof of Lemma 2 In proving Lemma 2, we are interested in the off-diagonal
elements of A*. It was just shown that Wk is invariant under the permutation of its
rows and columns by Q. This implies that

(W k )n+l 1 = (W k )1 n+1

so that it is sufficient to prove that (Wjt)i „+i satisfies Eq. (3.18).
Consider the contribution to the IV th element of Wk from the matrix product
(—1 )kV(L~1V)k~1. By extending recursively the definition of matrix multiplication

mf)

the elements of (—1 ) k V(L

1 V)fc 1

can be written
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((-1 ) h V(L- 1 V) k ~ 1 ) l l l =

(3.23)

(-1)*

E (V)'«
Sli«2.—.S2fc-l

L-1)^ • • •

•••(V) S2k —3®2fc—2 ("^

)s2*-2s2fc-l

where the multiple sum is defined by
p

E

31 ,S2,...,S2k-l

p

p

- SE E S

1 =1 32=1 33=1

E •

«2fc-l=l

Since L~ l is diagonal,
(-k - 1 )//' =

(L'^uSw

and Eq. (3.23) is equivalent to
((-1fViL-Wf-^u, =

(3.24)

si ,S2,-|S*-1
. . . ( V)a 2k—2 s 2k—l

)s2k-l32k-l

32*-l''*

Now consider an arbitrary product of the matrices X-1 and V. Any such product
will, like the product ((—l)fcV(£-1V)fc_1), have elements defined by multiple sums
such as that in Eq. (3.24). The matrix element factors (L~1)Si Si and (V)3i Sj in the
multiple sum corresponding to an arbitrary product of L~l and V will alternate in
the same pattern as do the matrices L~l and V in the matrix product.
The 1 n + l"1 element of such a product can be nonzero only if at least one term
in the defining sum is nonzero. It is necessary for the existence of a nonzero term
that every element in the k element sequence (F)i Sl, (F)a] 32, ...(Vr)afc_1
nonzero for at least one set of values of Si, s25

n+i

must be

s^-i- The required sequence for the

1 n-\-I t h element of V must start with an element from row 1 of V and end with

an element from column n + 1 of V. Eq.(3.24) also shows that the row index s,- of
an element (V%, ai+1 in the sequence must match the column index of the preceding
element.
Inspection of the matrix V shows that the unique shortest possible sequence of
elements starting in the first row of V, ending in the n + 1st column of V, and for
which the indices of adjacent elements are equal is the sequence
( V)l2, (V) 2 3 , (V)a4, (V) 4 5 , • • •, (V) n - 2

, (F) n _j

(V) n n+1 .

(3.25)

This sequence has n elements, and can be thought of as representing the n step
process of moving n quanta, one at a time, from one bond to another. It follows
that the 1 n + 1 element of any product of X-1 and V can be nonzero only if the
matrix product has at least n factors of the matrix V.
In the definition of the matrix Wk it was noted that in the linear combination
of matrix products which adds up to Wk, the product ((—l) fc F(Z -1 F) ,: ~ 1 ) (with k
factors of V) has more factors of V than any of the other products. Thus, for k < n,
all of the matrix products contributing to Wk have less than n factors of V; none

have the n factors of V sufficient for a nonzero 1 n + 1 element. The first case of
Eq. (3.18) follows immediately. When k = n, the linear combination of matrix prod
ucts which adds up to Wn has only one term with at least n factors of V, the term
(—l)nV(i-1V)n-1. Thus the only possible contribution to the element (Wfc)i „+i is
that from (—l)n(V(Zi-1 V)n-1)i „+i. To derive the k = n case of Eq. (3.18), we only
need to calculate (—\)n(V(L~^ V)n-1)i „+i.
Further, since (—l)"(y(Z)-1^)n-1)i
one possible sequence (V)i Sl, (V)3l

S2,

n+i

has exactly n factors of V, there is only

...(V)3k_1

n+i

that leads to a nonzero term in
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the sum of Eq. (3.24), and that sequence is (3.25). Thus,
(-1)"(V(£-110b-1)1,H-I =

(3.26)

(-1)"(V)12(Z,-1)22(V)23(JL-1)33(V)34 • ' *
•••(VU,(r1)»„(V)^1.
Substituting the expressions for the matrix elements gives
(-1)B(V(I-1V)»-1)1B+1 =

(3.27)

( - l V v W T . , 1 ^ \Zr^-~I\/2- 1
l ( n — 1)7
2 ( n — 2)7
• • • V2y/n — I7

^ . \/l\fn(n — 2)27
(n — 1)17'

Finally, multiplying out the product above gives

The matrix element (W)t)i„+i represents the strength of the unique strongest process
coupling the basis states [n 0] and [0 n]. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
In summary, the perturbation theory has been used to derive formula (3.14) for
the splitting between the two lowest energy levels of a two freedom system at the n t h
excited level. Assuming that the right side of Eq. (3.14) can be approximated by the
first term, the splitting between the local mode component energy levels decreases
rapidly as the quantum level n increases. Thus the QDST model predicts that if the
ratio J/7 is sufficiently small, the time for which a wavepacket could concentrate
energy on a single molecular bond increases rapidly with the excited level n. This
prediction is in agreement with experimental observations.
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3.3 Many Degrees Of Freedom
Here we generalize our perturbation calculations to include systems with an arbitrary
number / of degrees of freedom. Again we seek stationary solutions that could be
used to concentrate energy on a single bond; here such solutions will be a linear
combination of the / stationary states of lowest energy for a given n. A specific
symmetry class of coupled oscillator systems is defined and a theorem is proved
which implies that, for this symmetry class, the range AE of the / lowest energy
levels satisfies
AB

(AX)nJ~ (n - l ) ! y -

+

nJ"*\

.

°(

(3'28)

— '•

In Eq. (3.28), AX is the maximum splitting between the eigenvalues of the matrix
whose elements are defined in terms of the elements M,j of the dispersion
matrix M by
(MW)ij = (Mti)n.

(3.29)

It follows from our normalization of dispersion matrices that for any such matrix
M, AA is bounded by

AA<2(/-1).
As for two oscillator systems, the lifetime of a prepared localized state is inversely
proportional to AE. When AE can be approximated by the first term of Eq. (3.28),
systems in this symmetry class admit localized solutions that can be made arbitrarily
stable (i.e. the localization can be made to last arbitrarily long) by making n
sufficiently large or J/7 sufficiently small.
The derivation of Eq. (3.28) parallels that of the previous section, in that it in
volves the same properties of the perturbation matrices. We will use the symmetry
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of the system, described by the invariance of the relevant matrices under renumberings of the degrees of freedom, and we will use the existence of a unique strongest
connection of 0(Jn) between the basis states that have all n quanta on a single
degree of freedom.
The / freedom systems described by Eq. (3.28) are those that are composed of f
weakly coupled oscillators that are indistinguishable. An example of such a system
is the six CH stretch oscillators of the benzene molecule (see Figure 2.1a). In the
context of this model, the / weakly coupled components must have exactly the same
fundamental frequency fl0 in the limit J = 0. In addition, the environment of each
oscillator due to coupling must be the same. The requirement of identical coupling
environments can be characterized by a symmetry property of the corresponding
dispersion matrix M.
The element

of the symmetric dispersion matrix specifies the coupling be

tween the oscillators i and j, normalized so that the largest of the Mij is equal to 1.
A given system has a specific set of coupling strengths, but M can be given different
representations by numbering the oscillators in the system 1,...,/ in different ways.
A numbering scheme and the corresponding dispersion matrix M completely specify
the influence of coupling on each oscillator in a system.
If the coupling environments of all the oscillators in the system are identical, it
is impossible to determine how the oscillators have been numbered by an inspection
of M. More specifically, there exist / numbering schemes, each labeling a different
oscillator number one, but all of that the lead to exactly the same representation of
M. Consider for example a rectangular configuration of four oscillators, for which

the strengths of the couplings between the oscillators are inversely proportional
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to the distances between them (see Figure 3.1). Numbering the oscillators as in
Figure 3.1a, the dispersion matrix takes the form

M =

^0 1 a
10 6a
a
\b

,
b
a

„
0

1

1 0/

where a,b < 1. There are four different numbering schemes that give M this repre
sentation, each of which starts numbering at a different oscillator; these numbering
schemes are illustrated in Figures 3.1b, 3.1c, and 3.Id.

a)

b)
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21

Figure 3.1: Four ways to number the oscillators in a rectangular system. Each
numbering scheme gives the label 1 to a different oscillator, but the distance between
the oscillators with any given pair of labels (e.q. 2 and 4) is the same in all schemes.
The existence of four such schemes implies that this system has transitive symmetry.
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The transformation of the dispersion matrix that corresponds to a relabeling of
the oscillators can be described mathematically by the transformation
M -> P m MP m - 1

where P m is an / x / permutation matrix that rearranges the elements of a vector in
the way that the oscillators appear to have been rearranged by the new numbering
scheme. The subscript m is used to indicate that the permutation Pm maps the
mth element of a vector to the first position; Pm corresponds to a relabeling of the

oscillators that assigns the number 1 to the oscillator originally labeled m. The
dispersion matrix M for a system of fundamentally indistinguishable oscillators is
invariant under a complete set of these transformations, that is, M satisfies
M = P m MP m ~ l

for each m = 1,..., /.
A set of permutations on / elements P m , m = 1,...,/, where P m maps the ele
ment m to 1, generate a larger set of permutations on f elements that is a group.
This group has the property that it contains a permutation that replaces any given
element of the set 1,...,/ with any other given one, and is called a transitive per
mutation group [15]. A dispersion matrix M that is invariant under the transforma

tions corresponding to the generators Pm will be invariant under the transformation
corresponding to any group element. Examples of transitive groups are the full per
mutation group on / elements and the cyclic group on / elements. There are also
non-cyclic transitive groups, for instance Klein's 4-Group K, which corresponds to
the symmetry of the rectangular system in Figure 3.1.
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The symmetry class of systems of indistinguishable coupled oscillators can now
be defined as follows.
Definition A system of / oscillators is said to possess transitive symmetry if the
corresponding dispersion matrix M satisfies
M = PMP- 1

for all the elements P of some transitive permutation group.
For example, if every oscillator in a system of / oscillators is coupled to each
of the others with unit strength, the corresponding dispersion matrix is invariant
under the full permutation group on / elements. As the full permutation group on /
elements is a transitive permutation group, the system has transitive symmetry. The
CH bond oscillators in methane have this full permutation group symmetry. The
six CH bond oscillators in benzene also form a system with transitive symmetry; the
corresponding transitive group is the cyclic group on six elements. The rectangular
system in Figure 3.1 is another example of a system with transitive symmetry.
Every oscillator in a system with transitive symmetry feels the same effect from
coupling. A system of three oscillators in a line that has the dispersion matrix

a < 1, is not transitive because the middle oscillator is coupled to two others with

unit strength, while the end oscillators have one coupling of lesser strength. Thus the
middle oscillator can be distinguished from the others. In general, it is a necessary
but not sufficient requirement for transitive symmetry that each row(column) of the
dispersion matrix M have the same set of elements.
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Using the definition above, we are now in the position to state a theorem that
leads to formula (3.28). Recall that in Section 3.1 it was shown that the coefficients
Ek of the kth order terms in the power series' for the lowest / energy levels are the
eigenvalues of the matrices A*. For convenience in stating our theorem, we assume
that the / basis states with all n quanta on one degree of freedom are given the
indices 1 through / as follows
k ) = [oo • • •

^
j th

•••00].

position

With this choice of numbering, the matrix A& is simply the upper left / x / section
of the p x p matrix Wk.
Theorem 2 Consider a system with f degrees of freedom in the n t h excited level.
Let Ak be the matrix defined in Section 3.1; each of the f eigenvalues of Ak is the
coefficient Ek in the power series expansion for one of the f lowest energy levels of
the system. If the system has transitive symmetry, then
'(Wk)nI,

if k < n;

(3.30)

Ak =

(WB)nJ +
Here I is the f x / identity matrix and the matrix

ifk = n.
is defined by Eq. (3.29).

For systems with specific dispersion matrices, one can use Eq. (3.30) to calculate
exact formulae for the energy splittings. One special case is systems with two
degrees of freedom, all of which have the dispersion matrix given by Eq. (3.16). All
two freedom systems have transitive symmetry, and using Eq. (3.30) to calculate
the exact splitting formula for two freedom systems leads to Theorem 1.
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Theorem 2 is a consequence of the following two lemmas.

Lemma 3 For all 1 < m < f, and for all k,
(W k )mm
m m = (W f c )„.

Lemma 4 For all 1

^ I',
ifk<n

f
(Ajt);/' = (Ak)iu — <

The proofs of Lemmas 3 and 4 are similar to the proofs of Lemmas 1 and 2, and
are presented in Appendix A. Here we will show how Theorem 2 leads to Eq. (3.28),
and then find exact formulae for the energy splittings in two special cases.
For k < n, Theorem 2 implies that the eigenvalues of Ak are /-fold degenerate,
and hence the / lowest energy levels described by the power series (3.3) are degen
erate up to 0(Jn). For k = n, Theorem 2 implies that the eigenvalues En^ of An
are
BP = (Wn)u +

where

(—l) n nA(J>
(n — l)!7n_1'

is an eigenvalue of M'nl It follows that the energy splittings between the

lowest / levels can be determined from the splittings between the A^.
We can place an upper bound on the energy splittings that depends only on the
number of freedoms in the system and the quantum level. By Gerschgorin's Circle
Theorem [70] the eigenvalues of MM are bounded in absolute value by
/

|A(j)| < max(]T |(MW)0|).

(3.31)
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Since the largest element in the the matrix Af'"' is equal to 1, and any row of
has at most / — 1 nonzero elements, the magnitude of the sum in Eq. (3.31) is
bounded by / — 1. Thus,
AA<2(/-1).
We now consider the implications of Theorem 2 for two special types of dispersion
matrices.
Equal Interactions
We consider first the case in which every oscillator in a system is coupled to
each of the others with equal strength. The OH stretch oscillators of water and the
CH stretch oscillators of methane are some examples. The dispersion matrix M has
elements
Mij = 1 - 6 { j .

Since all the elements of M are either 0 or 1,

A/W = M.

The eigenvalues of MM are A'1' = / of multiplicity one, and A'2) = —1 of multiplicity
/ — 1. Thus
AA = f.

The splitting between the / lowest energy levels for such systems is given by
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Nearest Neighbor Interactions
Here we consider dispersion matrices of the form
1 0
1 0 1
0 1 0
0 0 1

(0

0
0
0
\1

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

0
0
1
0

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

0 . . 0
0 . . 1
0 . . 0
0 . . 0

1
0
1
0

0 1\
0 0
0 0
0 0
0
1
0
1

0
0
1
0/

This example is motivated by Davydov's model of the alpha helix in protein as a long
molecular chain with periodic boundary conditions and by corresponding studies of
crystalline acetanilide (see Chapter 4). Again
M [ n l = M.

The eigenvalues of M are
AW=2(—l)"cos(^),
where
3

f0,±l,±2,...,±//2,
i f / iis even
\ 0 , ± l , ± 2 , . . . , ± ( / - l ) / 2 , i f / iis odd

Thus we have
AA = 4.

A localized state prepared by combining the lowest energy stationary states at some
initial time will remain localized for a time inversely proportional to
An T n

T n+1

AE = -——^
r + 0().
(n — 1)!t"~
7n

(3.33)
v

'
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The results for systems with dispersion matrices in the form given by Eq. (3.32)
also apply in the limit of large n to any physical system of molecular bond oscil
lators with the geometry of a highly symmetric long chain with periodic boundary
conditions. In such a system, each oscillator is coupled with equal strength to its
two nearest neighbors, and more weakly to each of the others. Without loss of
generality, we can assume that the oscillators are numbered consecutively along the
chain so that the dispersion matrix takes the form

M=

1
0
1

Mi3

M\3

Mu

0

1
M13
m14

{

1

• COS

(

1
0
1

M14
Ml3

1
0

.
.

"
•

•
. •

Mis .

•

1

M13
M14
Mis

o

^

(3.34)

)

where |M,j| < 1 away from the super- and sub-diagonals. For this class of systems,

(
M[n]

\

n
M13

1
Mh
Mi4

1
0
1
M\3

1
0
1

M\4
M\3
1
0

1

M?3

M?4

M&

0

1 \
m3

m?4
m?5

(3.35)

0 /

As n becomes large, the elements less than 1 in magnitude approach zero, and
the matrix MM approaches the matrix in Eq. (3.32). Thus as the quantum level
increases, the energy splittings corresponding to this general chain system approach
the condition given by Eq. (3.33)

3.4

Numerical Investigation

We seek a description of energy-localizing quantum wavefunctions that is valid in
the classical limit, so that it is possible to study the correspondence between the
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classical and quantum theories of energy localization. In the previous section we
derived the formula
(AX)nJ n
AE

~

.c(Jn+\

(n-

,

.

(

}

for the splittings between the / lowest energy levels of systems with transitive sym
metry. Recall that AE is inversely proportional to the amount of time for which
energy can be localized in one of these quantum systems of identical oscillators.
While (3.36) is valid for all energy levels, from the ground state to the classical limit
of large n, only the first term is easily evaluated for all values of n. The coefficients of
the higher order terms on the right side depend in an unknown way on the quantum
level n. Since J «

7,

it appears that the first term in Eq. (3.36) is the dominant

term and that the higher order corrections to the value of AE are small. In this
section, we discuss the results of numerical calculations that indicate that the first
term of Eq. (3.36) is a good approximation to the exact AE. In fact, as n increases
towards the classical limit, the exact energy splitting AE appears to converge to
the first term. This suggests that the easily-calculated first term of Eq. (3.36) can
be used to describe energy-localizing quantum wavepackets in the correspondence
limit.
The first results presented are for two-freedom systems, for which AA = 2 in
Eq. (3.36). For increasing values of n, we used the EISPACK routine IMTQR1 to
find the lowest two eigenvalues of the matrix H. For each value of n, the exact
energy splitting AE was compared to the corresponding value of the first term of
Eq. (3.36) by looking at the ratio
R{n) -

AE

(
2nJ"
A
\(n — 1)!7"-1 /
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The value of R(n) is always less than 1.0, indicating that the exact AE is smaller
than the first term of the splitting formula. The first term thus appears to be an
upper bound on the exact energy level differences, and hence determines a minimum
lifetime for energy localization. As n increases, R(n) approaches 1.0, indicating that
AE approaches the value of the first term in Eq. (3.36).

These results can be seen in Figure 3.2, where R(n ) is plotted versus n for
several physically reasonable values of the ratio /?/2 = J/7. In each case, n was
increased until the difference between the two lowest eigenvalues of H was too small
to calculate accurately in quadruple precision on a VAX 8650.
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Excited Level n
Figure 3.2: The ratio R(n ) is plotted against the excited level n for /3/2 = J/ 7
values 1/2, 1/3, 1/4 and 1/5. Ratios are defined for integral values of n\ the points
are connected to distinguish the curves corresponding to different J/7 values.
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Although these numerical results do not constitute a proof, they suggest that
the first term of Eq. (3.36) is an upper bound on the value of AE, the speed at
which localized energy disperses from a quantum local mode. As n is increased to
the classical limit, this upper bound on AE approaches zero. This indicates that
in the classical limit the energy concentrated on a single oscillator by a quantum
wavepacket remains localized for all time.
These calculations were made using values of the parameters J,

7,

and

ap

propriate for the description of real molecular bond oscillations. Values for J,

7,

and fi0 were fit to the experimental spectra of the dihalomethanes measured by
Mortensen, Henry and Mohammadi (MHM) in [47]. MHM list the energies of 15
experimentally-observed transitions for each of the three dihalomethanes studied.
They also list calculated values for those energies, obtained by fitting the three pa
rameters of their model to the experimental data. A corresponding set of calculated
energy levels was obtained using the QDST by choosing J,

7,

and

to minimize

the root mean square error between the calculated energies and the experimental
values. Table 3.1 shows the best set of parameter values found for each of the three
dihalomethanes. In each case the ratio J/7 lies between 1/5 and 1/2, the range
of values used for the calculations presented in Figure 3.2. In Table 3.2, the rms
errors of these calculations are compared with those of MHM. The QDST models
the calculated spectra reasonably well; for all three molecules the spectra calculated
using the DST equation match the experimental data somewhat better than the
spectra calculated by MHM.

QDST Parameters

CH2C12

CH2Br2

CH2I2

J

29.54

32.80

33.69

7

127.44

125.45

124.25

fio

3147.51

3152.25

3130.86

0/2

.23

.26

.27

Table 3.1: QDST parameter values for the dihalomethanes (cm-1). The ratio (3/2
J/7 is also listed.

CH2C12

CH2Br2

CH2I2

QDST

9.0

6.9

8.0

MHM

12.5

11.2

18.8

Table 3.2: Rms errors between theory and experiment for 15 spectral lines (cm-1
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Similar calculations were done comparing the first term of Eq. (3.36) with the
exact energy splittings for the QDST model of benzene. Values for the parameters
<7, 7, ti0 and the elements of the dispersion matrix M from [60] were used. The size
of the matrix H used to calculate the exact energy splittings for that six freedom
system increases rapidly with n; thus it was only possible to calculate ratios R(n)
for n < 5. No evidence was found to contradict the supposition that for any system
with transitive symmetry, the exact value of AE for large n can be approximated
by the first term of Eq. (3.36).

3.5 Discussion
In this chapter, a quantum-mechanical description of self-localization in a coupled
system of nonlinear oscillators has been derived. In particular, we have investigated
the case in which the individual oscillators are identical and are coupled together in
such a way that the effects of coupling are the same on each. The term transitive
symmetry was defined to describe this class of systems.
Systems with transitive symmetry are of interest because for these systems it is
not obvious how the quantum theory can describe the local modes that are found
both experimentally and in the classical model. The classical equations of motion
have stable solutions for which energy is concentrated on a single one of the identical
bond oscillators for all time. In contrast, the stable solutions of quantum mechanics,
the stationary quantum states, reflect the symmetry properties of the molecule being
described and distribute energy equally among the identical interacting oscillators.
Thus local modes in realistic models cannot be described by stationary quantum
states.
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One can create an energy-localizing quantum wavefunction from a linear combi
nation of stationary states. At some initial time, such a quantum wavepacket can
concentrate energy on a single bond oscillator. However, each of the stationary state
components in the wavepacket evolves in time according to its own energy, so that
eventually these components will be out of phase and their amplitudes will no longer
add constructively on the original bond. The smaller the differences between the
energy levels of the component stationary states, the longer it takes for the initially
localized energy to disperse. Thus the splitting AE between the energy levels of
the stationary states that comprise an energy-localizing wavepacket determines the
lifetime of a quantum-mechanical local mode.
The formulae for AE presented here are new knowledge. While the idea of 0(J n )
energy splittings is known to physical chemists [30], to my knowledge a similarly
detailed analytic expression for AE as a function of n has not been obtained as part
of any other theory. The factor
(n

1
— 1)!

found here to govern the behavior of AE is not predicted by other models. The
existence of this rigorous connection to classical local mode dynamics appears to be
a special feature of the QDST model.
According to the correspondence principle, in the classical limit of large principal
quantum number n the quantum description of local modes must agree with the
classical description. That is to say, when the quantum theory is evaluated in the
classical limit, energy localized by a quantum wavepacket should remain localized
as it does in a classical local mode. The formula
AE =

(AA)"Jn
+ 0(—)
(n — l)!7n_1
7n

(3.37)
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derived in Section 3.3 describes how the lifetime of an energy-localizing quantum
wavepacket can become infinite in the classical limit. Eq. (3.37) gives the energy
splitting AE between the stationary states that comprise a local mode wavepacket
as a function of n. The numerical investigations discussed in Section 3.4 suggest
that the first term of Eq. (3.37) is a good approximation to the exact AE for large
values of n. Assuming that this is the case, the lifetime At of a quantum-mechanical
local mode satisfies

(» - l)l 7 - 1
nJ n

where J «

7.

As n —>

00,

this lifetime becomes arbitrarily long. Thus in the

classical limit, the QDST describes states in which the energy is permanently con
centrated on a single bond oscillator, as it is in the stable, localized solutions of the
corresponding classical equation.
The quantum-mechanical equations that determine the stationary state energy
levels and hence AE are completely linear for each value of n. The way that the
nonlinear nature of the classical equations manifests itself in the quantum theory is
through the narrowing of AE as n is increased. The size of AE for a particular ex
cited level indicates how well the dynamics of the system at that energy is described
by the classical model. Both the numerical calculations of AE and the (n — 1)! in
the denominator of (3.37) indicate that AE decreases rapidly as a function of n.
This shows that the classical nonlinear equations can be used to gain insight into
the dynamics of quantum systems starting at energies only a few levels above the
quantum mechanical ground state.
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CHAPTER 4

EXTRINSIC SELF-LOCALIZATION: BACKGROUND

4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 3, we looked at the quantum theory for a dynamical system with intrinsic
nonlinearity, the classical DST equation. Using the exact procedure for quantizing
the DST, it was shown how the self-localization phenomenon of the classical system
is manifested in the corresponding quantum dynamics.
Next, we consider self-localization in systems with extrinsic nonlinearity. Ex
trinsic nonlinearity is that which comes about through the interaction of two linear
subsystems. Here we focus our attention on a well-known quantum-mechanical
model that describes such extrinsic interactions: the Frohlich Hamiltonian. This
quantum-mechanical model has been linked to a classical nonlinear dynamical sys
tem through a series of approximations that are not well understood. Two topics
are studied: 1) the accuracy of this approximate connection between quantum and
classical models and 2) the link between the corresponding classical and quantum
descriptions of self-localization.
Chapter 4 presents the physical and mathematical problems that motivate the
original work presented in Chapter 5. This chapter is organized as follows. In Sec
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tion 4.2 we discuss the quantum-mechanical Frohlich model as it was first developed
in condensed matter physics. In Sections 4.3 and 4.4, a brief summary is given of
the developments in applied mathematics and biology that led to Davydov's the
ory of self-localization in biological protein molecules. Davydov's theory develops
the connection between the Frohlich Hamiltonian and nonlinear classical dynamics
and is a major motivation for the work in this dissertation; thus the basic physics
and mathematics of his model are presented in Sections 4.5 and 4.6. A discussion
of more recent theoretical work inspired by Davydov's original proposal is given
in Section 4.7, with an emphasis on specific questions about the theory that still
remain unanswered. Finally, in Section 4.8 we discuss some experimental evidence
for Davydov-like self-trapping that gives further motivation for the work presented
in Chapter 5.

4.2

An Extrinsic Quantum Model

Extrinsic interactions have been studied in the context of quantum-mechanical sys
tems for many years. Perhaps the earliest example is a mechanism for the nonlinear
self-trapping of electronic energy in crystals proposed in 1933 by Landau [39]. Lan
dau suggested that the interaction between an electron and the ions of a crystal
lattice could form a localized excitation. In his scenario, the localized electron po
larizes the surrounding region of the lattice while in turn, this polarization acts as
a potential well, trapping the electron.
Detailed investigations of Landau's idea were made by Pekar [51, 52], who gave
the name "polaron" to the combination of localized electronic energy and lattice
polarization. Pekar studied limit of weak electron/lattice interaction. The localized
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states Pekar found in this weak interaction regime spread over several lattice sites
and are called "large" or "Pekar" polarons.
Frohlich also studied the motion of electrons in a crystal lattice and derived a
quantum Hamiltonian operator for such systems that bears his name [27]. This
Frohlich Hamiltonian has the form

HF = H E L + Hlat + Hint,

(4.1)

where H e i is the energy of an electron in an unpolarized lattice, Hi a t is the energy of
the polarization field of the lattice ions, neglecting the effect of the electron, and Hint
is the energy of the electron/lattice interaction [27]. The characteristics of polarons
are determined by the eigenfunctions of Hf- Our studies of self-trapping in extrinsic
quantum systems involve a special case of the general Frohlich Hamiltonian for a
crystal.
Holstein studied energy-localizing approximate eigenstates of H f in both the
weak and strong electron/lattice interaction limits [35, 36]. In the case of strong
electron-lattice interaction, Holstein described polarons that are localized on essen
tially a single lattice site; these are called "small " or "Holstein" polarons.
Between the regions of parameter space where approximation methods can be
used to describe large and small polarons, there is an intermediate region where
the approximation theories used by Pelcar, Frohlich and Holstein are invalid. Other
techniques including canonical transformations and path integral methods have been
applied to the Frohlich Hamiltonian eigenvalue problem, expanding the range of
parameter values for which valid approximate solutions are known [40, 23]; a good
summary is given in Haken [29]. Satisfactory theories of electronic motion in crystals
have been obtained for many materials. However, there are still many regions of
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parameter space for which eigenstates of the Frohlich Hamiltonian are unknown.
In our work in Chapter 5, we consider the use of Frohlich's Hamiltonian to
model the self-trapping of vibrational energy instead of electronic energy. We are
interested in the entire parameter space, including the area between the large and
small polaron limits.

4.3 Soliton Theory
While solid state physicists continued to attack the Frohlich Hamiltonian with new
theoretical approaches, progress of another sort was being made in the mathe
matics community. In 1965, applied mathematicians studying the KdV nonlin
ear wave equation discovered among its solutions dynamical objects that behave
much like classical particles. These pulse-like waves had velocities proportional to
their heights, and interacted with each other in a unique way. They were called
"solitons"[71].
The properties of solitons were carefully studied. Soliton solutions were found
to a collection of nonlinear partial differential equations from mathematical physics
[49]. Examples of similar objects were found in a wide range of real physical systems,
tracing back to John Scott Russell's observations of a canal near Edinburgh in 1834.
The "great wave of translation" Russell described was a "rounded, smooth and
well-defined heap of water" that traveled along the canal for several miles before
appearing to lose energy [64].
The high degree of stability and resistance to dissipation described by Russell is
characteristic of solitons in general. Shaped either like localized humps or kinks in a
system, they have unique profiles that distinguish them from sinusoidal wave pulses.
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They can be either fixed or moving in space, and can transport energy without
loss. Equations with soliton solutions describe a competition between two effects:
dispersion, which tends to spread out localized solutions, and anharmonicity, which
acts to increase the localization. Solitons are created from the balance between these
two effects.
A particular soliton equation that will be referred to later is the nonlinear
Schrodinger equation (NLS). Letting subscripts denote partial differentiations of
the complex-valued function a(x,t), the NLS can be written

ia t + Ja x x

+ 7 |a|2a

= 0.

(4.2)

Here, J is a real constant determining the magnitude of the dispersion and 7 is a real
constant giving the strength of the nonlinearity. For appropriate initial conditions
and values of J and 7, the NLS has solutions that satisfy

'a(x' ^'2 = 8jsech2 [ij(® ~

(4-3)

where v is determined by the initial conditions. This bell-shaped wave envelope
moves with constant velocity v; the corresponding function a(x, t) is an NLS soliton
[66, 38].
In the 10 years following the first soliton paper, the mathematical properties
of soliton equations were analyzed extensively. A sophisticated mathematical tech
nique, (resembling a nonlinear version of the Fourier transform method) was devel
oped to yield analytic solutions to the NLS and other soliton equations [1], The
idea of modeling energy transport in real physical systems by solitons propagated
through the physics community.
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4.4 The "Crisis in Bioenergetics"
Around the same time that solitons were launched in the general physics community,
there were discussions among biologists of a "crisis in bioenergetics" [28]. Although
a vast amount was known about the biochemical pathways along which energy is
processed in living systems, there was a gap in this knowledge that became apparent,
in the early 1970s.
A question arose which conventional (linear) molecular dynamics calculations
could not answer: how is the energy released by the hydrolysis of ATP channeled
into useful mechanical work such as stimulating the contractions of muscle fibers?
In simulations of proteins based on linear dynamics, energy initially localized in
useful lumps was found to spread quickly over the molecule into useless incoherent
motions. Detailed alternative dynamical models did not exist.

4.5

Davydov's Solitons: Biophysics

In 1973, A. S. Davydov invented a theoretical model with the goal of contribut
ing to the solution of the bioenergetics crisis. Davydov proposed a mechanism for
energy transport in proteins that combined quantum-mechanical extrinsic nonlinearity, as described by Frohlich's Hamiltonian, with the soliton theory of nonlinear
mathematics [18].
To understand Davydov's theory, one must first understand some basic properties
of protein structure [20]. The primary structure of protein is a linear chain of amino
acids linked by peptide bonds. See Figure 4.1. The "side chain" represented by
Ri can be any one of about twenty different structures. The pattern of side chains
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is what gives each protein its unique character. For our purposes, the significant
feature of the linear primary structure is the existence a C=0 or "amide-I" double
bond in each amino acid unit.
Hydrogen bonds, Van der Waals forces, and disulfide bridges shape the basic
linear chain structure into helices, sheets, and other less-regular regions. A very
important secondary structure is the alpha-helix. Alpha-helix structure is formed
by hydrogen bonds between amino acids that are three units apart on the chain.
Figure 4.2 depicts a section of the alpha-helix. By following the amino acid units
linked by the helix-forming hydrogen bonds, one finds "channels" along the helix,
each with the sequence
H — N —C =O

H - N - C =0

H — N —C =O

(4.4)

where the dashed lines represent hydrogen bonds. The dynamics along these three
channels forms the basis for Davydov's theory of energy transport.
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Hp

Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of two amino acids and the formation of a
peptide bond. A peptide bond is formed between the amide-I (C=0) carbon of
one amino acid and the nitrogen of another when two hydrogens and an oxygen
leave to form a water molecule. The basic structure of protein is a linear chain of
peptide-bonded amino acids.
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Figure 4.2: Alpha helix structure. One of the three channels is cross-hatched.
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Davydov's theory of extrinsic self-trapping combines the basic ingredients de
scribed above as follows.
Amide-I vibrations. Davydov pointed out in his original theory that the resonant
energy of the amide-I vibrations in natural protein is approximately .21 eV
[48]. The hydrolysis of ATP produces about .42 eV of free energy [26], a value
very close to the energy of two quanta of amide-I excitation. For this reason,
Davydov chose the amide-I vibrations as the basic receptacle for energy storage
in his theory.
Dipole coupling. Dipole-dipole electromagnetic coupling between different amide-I
oscillators tends to disperse amide-I energy over the C=0 bonds in the helix.
These forces act to spread energy from amide-I bond to amide-I bond along
each channel and from one channel to another.
Acoustic phonons. The relative softness of the hydrogen bonds that create the helix
structure allows the propagation of low-frequency longitudinal waves along the
channels of the helix.
Phonon-amide-I interaction. Davydov proposed that initially-localized amide-I en
ergy creates a distortion in the nearby region of the helix by affecting the
adjacent hydrogen bond lengths. The distortion in turn lowers the energy
of the amide-I mode, creating a potential well that acts to keep the energy
localized.
Davydov's model used ideas from soliton theory. In his theory, the self-trapping
effects of the phonon/amide-I interaction compete with the dispersive force of the
dipole-dipole coupling. Davydov suggested that a balance between the nonlinear
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self-trapping and the dispersion creates a stable, soliton-like object that can propa
gate along the protein molecule.

4.6

Davydov's Solitons: Mathematical Methods

Davydov based the mathematical description of his theory on a Hamiltonian op
erator that is mathematically equivalent to the Frohlich Hamiltonian. It has the
form
Hd = Hco + Hph + Hint,

(4.5)

where Hco describes amide-I vibrational energy and dipole-dipole coupling effects,
Hph gives the energy of longitudinal phonons along channels of the helix, and £T,nt
describes the amide-I/phonon interaction.
In order to motivate the studies of Chapter 5, we need not consider Davydov's
model in complete detail; only terms necessary to describe the mathematical proce
dures of interest are included here. It is important to recognize that the simplified
model presented here should not be used to draw quantitative conclusions about the
dynamics of natural protein.
The amide-I term of our streamlined Davydov model is

N
Hco = Sl 0 J2

t=i

N
" J £(•B\B i + 1 + B\Bi. i)
t'=i

(4.6)

where Bi and B\ are annihilation and creation operators for excitations of the i t h
amide-I oscillator,

is the amide-I resonant energy, and J determines the mag

nitude of dipole-dipole coupling. The exciton operators obey boson commutation
relations. The amide-I energy Hco is restricted to describe only a single channel of a
helix and to neglect dipole-dipole coupling other than that between nearest-neighbor
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sites.
Davydov's Hamiltonian conserves the number of amide-I quanta in the system.
Thus without approximation we can focus attention on wavefunctions with a single
quantum of amide-I energy. That is, we consider only states

that satisfy

N
(4.7)
1=1

This allows the term Hco to be written

N
Hco

=nQ

+ B\Bi.i ) .

- J

(4.8)

«=i
In the second term of Hp,

N
=

(4-9)
fc=i

the operators bk and b\ are annihilation and creation operators for the k t h mode of
longitudinal sound waves along the channel. The frequencies u>k in Hph are given by
the standard dispersion relation for acoustic waves [10],
ujk = w0|sin ^^0 |,

(4.10)

where I is the longitudinal distance between two amino acids along a channel. The
interaction term is written

N

N
+

#••«<=

(4-11)

•=i fc=i

where x is a real parameter that measures the magnitude of the phonon/amide-I
interaction.
As written here, the Frohlich Hamiltonian is a completely quantum-mechanical
operator, and thus a linear operator. The corresponding system dynamics are gov
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erned by the time-dependent Schrodinger equation for Hd , a linear partial differen
tial equation. Only in approximate treatments is the interaction term H{nt trans
formed into a nonlinear function. However, refer Hint is called the "nonlinear term"
in reference to its behavior in approximate treatments.
There is a significant distinction between the extrinsic quantum system defined
by Hd and the quantum theory for the intrinsic quantized DST model. For the
QDST the effect of the nonlinear parameter 7 disappears at the first excited level.
Here, however, restricting the amide-I vibrations to a single quantum of excitation
does not remove the effect of the nonlinear parameter x- In the small polaron
limit, well-controlled perturbation theory results show that the nonlinear term H{nt
effects the quantum levels in an observable way [58, 59]. In this sense the extrinsic
nonlinearity in a Frohlich model is "stronger" than the intrinsic nonlinearity in the
QDST system.
Even with the simplifications made here, analytic solutions to the Schrodinger
equation for the Frohlich Hamiltonian are not known for general parameter values.
The approximations made by Davydov in describing the system dynamics can be
broken down into the following sequence of steps.
1. The ansatz,

N
®(<) = 53a''W^«'exP
1=1

N
(^(')Pi - #(*)«<) |0),

(4.12)

t=i

is made for time-dependent solutions of the Schrodinger equation for Hd The function |0) represents a vacuum state of the system. The exponential
expression acting on this vacuum state creates a minimum-uncertainty (coher
ent state) wavepacket for the phonon modes. The time-dependent parameter
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Yi( t ) is the average displacement of the i t h amino acid and Pi( t ) the average
momentum. The terms ut- and p; are the quantum operators for the displace
ment and momentum of the ith amino acid and can be written in terms of
and bk• The quantity a,(i) is another time-dependent parameter measuring
t h e p r o b a b i l i t y a m p l i t u d e of excitations of t h e i i h a m i d e - I oscillator; t h e a ; ( f )
satisfy
£ M*)l2 =

L

(4-13)

1=1

It has been shown that the product form of the ansatz in Eq. (4.12) is not
sufficiently general to describe an arbitrary state in the appropriate Hilbert
space; thus the quantum dynamics generated by this approach will not be
exact [11, 12]. However, this choice of \P(i) makes it possible to obtain useful
approximate dynamical equations for the system.
2. The ansatz (4.12), substituted into the time-dependent Schrodinger equation
for Hd, is used to derive the nonlinear dynamical equations [19]:
On = £l 0 a< - J(a i + 1 + <x,_i) + x(5^+i - Yi)

(4.14)

MYi = w(Yi+1 - 2Yi + Yi_ x ) + x ( | a , | 2 - | a , - i | 2 ) .

(4.15)

and

Substituting the solutions a,(i) and Vi(i) of these nonlinear ordinary differ
ential equations into the ansatz gives an approximate description of the true
quantum dynamics of a wavefunction of the form (4.12). The errors in this
approximation are not known for general parameter values. However, these
dynamical equations are the starting point for many studies of Davydov's
soliton.
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3. An adiabatic approximation is made, assuming that the amide-I part of the

system acts on a sufficiently fast time scale to react adiabatically to motions
of the phonon system. This implies that the phonon system will always be at
an equilibrium point so that
Yi(t) = 0

(4.16)

and the dynamical equations reduce to
X2

ihi = fi 0a< — J(a i + i + a,-_i) — —|a,|2a,-.

(4.17)

In other words, under the adiabatic approximation the parameters a,(<) satisfy
the classical DST equation. Stationary solutions of the DST equation thus
correspond to stationary approximate wavefunctions in the form of Davydov's
ansatz (4.12).
4. It is assumed that the localized excitation in the system is large relative to
the spacing of the amino acids along the channel. Then the significant dy
namics can be described using a continuum approximation of the discrete
molecular model. The set of discrete values a,(<) is replaced by the continuous
function a(x, t). Measuring distance in units of the lattice spacing /, using the
relation
J(a i + 1 + fli-i) = 2Ja< + J (a j+i — 2a,- + a,-i)

(4.18)

and making a continuum approximation, one finds
J(a,+i + a,_i)

ps

2Ja + a x x .

(4.19)

(For alpha-helix protein, the lattice spacing 1 is about 4.5A.) The continuum
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approximation of (4.17) is then
idt + 2t7a

Ja x x +

w

|a|^a = 0.

(4.20)

The gauge transformation
a(x,t) —» a(x,t)e 2 , J t

(4.21)

leads to
y2
ia t + Ja x x -)

w

|a|2a = 0.

(4.22)

This is the NLS equation. As discussed in Section 4.3, (4.22) describes the
stable propagation of energy-carrying solitons.
This NLS model is unquestionably a far cry from the complicated exact quantummechanical description of natural alpha-helix dynamics. However, the link that
Davydov forged between the extrinsic quantum model and soliton theory is a com
pelling one. Nearly two decades of research have followed Davydov's original pro
posal, by researchers seeking to modify, enhance, and more carefully investigate this
connection. The current level of understanding is the topic of the next section.

4.7

Other Theoretical Work

Reference [16] contains a large collection of current research results and references
to Davydov-inspired protein dynamics studies. These additional investigations of
energy transport in proteins explore many different modifications of Davydov's orig
inal model. Among these works, more general Hamiltonians are introduced as well
as more general ansatze. Quantum Monte Carlo computer calculations are used on
Davydov's Hamiltonian. Numerical methods are used to solve Davydov's dynamical
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equations or modified versions of those equations. The DST equation resulting from
the adiabatic approximation is studied, as are soliton equations obtained from a
continuum approximation. Ab initio calculations are made to obtain estimates of
parameter values suitable for real alpha-helix. The effects of temperature are in
troduced. Often, some biological realism is sacrificed in exchange for mathematical
or numerical advantages. Much progress and understanding has resulted from this
array of research. However, conclusive answers have not yet been found to several
important questions, including the following:
1. Davydov's product wavefunction is known to lead to errors that increase as
the system evolves through time. What are the size and character of these
errors?
2. What errors are incurred when the adiabatic approximation is made? A very
important consequence of the adiabatic approximation is that it transforms an
extrinsically nonlinear system ((4.14) and (4.15)) to the intrinsic DST equation
(4.17). Any differences between the quantum theories of extrinsic and intrinsic
self-localization are thus lost when this approximation is made.
3. How should the dynamical system be interpreted with respect to the quantum-mechanical uncertainty principle? Davydov's procedure begins with a
quantum-mechanical formulation, but the uncertainty that is implicit in the
exact quantum problem is lost in the derivation of the completely deterministic
dynamical equations.
4. What is the symmetry character of the exact stationary states of the Frohlich
Hamiltonian? Nondegenerate eigenstates of Hd must reflect the symmetry of
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the lattice, but if Hd has multiple degenerate eigenvalues, stationary states
can be unsymmetric. In different limits of parameter space, there are different
answers to this question. The symmetry character of exact stationary states
of Hd has not been determined for general parameter values.
5. What is the effect of biological temperature (300 K) on localized states for
Davydov's model? Some say that temperature effects destroy self-localization,
others say that localized states are stable at biological temperatures. Introduc
ing the effects of temperature to a dynamic model involves introducing approx
imations of temperature effects to already-approximate dynamical equations.
Conflict arises because not only are different techniques used to introduce
temperature but different approximate dynamical models are used as starting
points. A better understanding of the basic quantum dynamics would allow
future temperature studies to be built on a firmer foundation.
The goal of the work presented in the following chapter is to contribute to the
solution of the outstanding problems listed above. This work is motivated by a gen
eral interest in nonlinear effects in quantum systems as well as the specific problem
of protein dynamics. In the last section of this chapter, some experimental results
that give further motivation for the work in Chapter 5 are described.

4.8 Experimental Evidence
It is difficult to test Davydov's theory of protein dynamics by making experimental
measurements on natural protein. One hurdle is the fast (10-12 second) time scale
of the relevant motion. Another obstacle is the difficulty of preparing pure samples
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of alpha-helix segments. These and other problems hinder attempts to measure
frequency spectra and impede multiple-beam experiments designed to detect the
actual propagation of energy. Nonetheless, experimental investigations of Davydov
solitons in natural protein are being developed [16].
There is a significant body of experimental evidence for self-trapping in a sys
tem that is similar to alpha-helix protein, acetanilide (CH3CONHC6H5), or ACN
[13, 14, 62]. ACN is a crystalline solid that is significantly easier to study spectroscopically than natural protein. Crystals of ACN have one-dimensional channels
running through them with the sequence of atoms
H — N -C =0

H — N —C —O

H — N —C =0

(4.23)

as in alpha-helix protein. The bond angles along the channel are remarkably close
to those found in a natural alpha-helix.
Extensive spectroscopic studies of ACN have been conducted over the past two
decades by Careri and coworkers [13, 14], and more recently by others [59, 5]. Here,
some significant results are summarized. The spectra of ACN measured by a variety
of techniques in the energy region corresponding to the amide-I vibration showed
an unexplained band at 1650 cm-1 with strong temperature dependence. Measure
ments were made on samples at temperatures from 10-315 K. All existing "conven
tional" spectroscopic effects were considered in fitting measured data, but none gave
a satisfactory explanation of the temperature dependence of the band at 1650 cm-1.
Only after standard models had been found lacking, a Davydov-style theory was
proposed describing extrinsic self-trapping of amide-I vibrational energy in ACN.
This model, based on the Frohlich Hamiltonian, was able to explain the measure
ments. Further, the self-trapping theory successfully predicted positions of overtone
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lines when experiments were extended to higher energy levels.
The theoretical model used to describe self-localization in ACN differs from
Davydov's protein theory in the following way. For ACN, optical phonons (possibly
the displacement of the hydrogen-bonding proton) play the role of the low-frequency
system interacting with amide-I vibrations. The theoretical difference between op
tical and acoustic phonons is in the corresponding dispersion relations. Optical
phonons satisfy the dispersion relation
a;* « ±u>0cos(kl).

(4.24)

Unlike acoustic phonons, optical phonons can be approximated by identical har
monic oscillators located at each amide-I site. These Einstein oscillators1 describe
a system with no dispersion, that is, the frequency u>k is independent of k. Einstein
oscillators been used successfully to fit measured spectra of ACN [59] and will be
used in our theoretical model in Chapter 5.
The ACN results suggest that the search for an energy transport mechanism
in natural protein should not be restricted to the specific amide-I/acoustic-phonon
interaction originally proposed by Davydov. Optical phonons, bending modes of
the helix, torsional vibrations or other molecular motions may play a role in an
extrinsic self-trapping mechanism. Various possibilities along these lines are being
investigated in ACN by Barthes using incoherent neutron scattering [5, 55]. Con
sidering the many possible elements in a self-trapping mechanism requires that the
theoretical model should be understood for as wide as possible a range of parameter
values.
JThe concept of "Einstein oscillators" was invented by Albert Einstein in the first application
of quantum mechanics to a theory for the specific heats of solids [4].
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CHAPTER 5

THE FROHLICH/EINSTEIN DIMER

As discussed in Chapter 4, a complete understanding of the quantum dynamics of
systems modeled by the Frohlich Hamiltonian has evaded physicists for nearly 40
years. Here we consider a substantially simplified model that nonetheless includes
the essential ingredients of nonlinear interaction and dispersion. This two-site sys
tem is called the Frohlich/Einstein Dimer (FED).
The FED is defined by the Hamiltonian operator
2

HFED = Ei"oB\Bi + x(St + bi)B\Bi + cooblk} - J{B\B 2 + B\B t \

(5.1)

:=1
where B\{Bi) is a creation(annihilation) operator for excitations on the i t h site in
the system (following the language of polaron theory they are called excitons) and
b](bi) is a creation(annihilation) operator for an Einstein oscillator associated with

the iih site. The creation and annihilation operators for both types of excitations
satisfy boson commutation relations. All the exciton operators commute with all
the Einstein oscillator operators.
The real parameter J determines the magnitude of the intersite interactions
between the exciton oscillators. For the sake of clarity, only the case J > 0 is
discussed here; results for J < 0 are qualitatively the same. The positive real
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parameter x specifies the strength of the intrasite interactions between excitons
and Einstein oscillators. The two sites are identical. It follows that nondegenerate
stationary quantum states must be symmetric or antisymmetric with respect to site
exchanges. Implicit in the model are the masses and spring constants for the FED
oscillators that satisfy the relations
fio = y/k/m and cjo = y/w/M.
For simplicity % = 1. The dimer is depicted schematically in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic drawing of the Frohlich/Einstein Dimer (FED).
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Like other Frohlich models, Hfed conserves the total exciton number

n = n 1 + n 2 = b\b x + b\b 2 .
We are interested in the case n = 1; the system has exactly one quantum of exciton
energy.
The problem of determining the n = 1 eigenstates of HFED is attacked with
two methods. The first is an approximate solution method that is simple enough
to also be useful in studying other, more complicated extrinsic systems with many
degrees of freedom. The second method is an exact reformulation of the eigenvalue
problem that gives useful results for the dimer but is not particularly useful for the
analysis of larger systems. Combining the results from these two methods, both a
picture of local modes for the FED and a prescription for using the simpler method
most effectively on larger and more complicated systems are obtained.
The simple approximation method used here is that developed by Born and
Oppenheimer in the 1920s to study the dynamics of nuclei and electrons in molecules.
It is related to the adiabatic approximations used on Frohlich systems by Davydov
and by Holstein. However, there are significant differences between those studies
and the work presented here. In particular, the approximations made here are in
some cases accompanied by rigorous estimates of the corresponding errors. The
exact reformulation method is based on a paper by Born from 1951; an approach
that to my knowledge has never before been used in studying Frohlich Hamiltonian
systems.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 the exact eigenstates of the
FED are presented for special cases where they can be found analytically. Section 5.3
contains the results of the Born Oppenheimer perturbation method and Section 5.4
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describes the results of Born's exact approach. A description of self-localization in
the FED is presented in Section 5.5.
These studies of the FED are directed toward two goals. One goal is to un
derstand of the quantum local modes for this specific model. A second aim is to
find mathematical methods suitable for studying self-localization in a wide class of
many-freedom systems with extrinsic nonlinearity.

5.1 Limiting Case Solutions
The eigenvalue problem for the FED can be solved exactly in several limits.

No Intersite Coupling (J = 0)
In this limit the dynamics of the two sites are independent. The Hamiltonian can
be written as the sum of energy operators involving the two sites
H — hi -f- /12

and solutions may be written as products

^ = \<h)\fa)
of the eigenfunctions of these site-specific operators. The energy operator for site i
is
h{ = ftoNi + x(SJ + bi)N{ + uiob\bi

Because N{ commutes with hi, we can choose stationary states with a fixed value of
Ni. From the restriction that the total exciton number N = 1, we must have either
Ni = 0 or Ni = 1. Once the eigenvalue of Ni has been chosen, we may treat the
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operator Ni like a parameter while searching for the Einstein oscillator part of the
wavefunction.
We use xi and x 2 as the position coordinates for the exciton oscillators at site 1
and site 2 and Yi and Y2 as the position coordinates for the corresponding Einstein
oscillators. In most cases the operators B\ and B, will be used to describe the
exciton part of the system, but we will often use the position representation for the
Einstein oscillators.
The Einstein oscillator operators can be transformed from the number represen
tation to the position representation via
x(U + bi) = xYi

(5.2)

where Yi is the operator for the displacement of the i t h Einstein oscillator from its
equilibrium position[17] and
X = x*\/2Mt<;o.
After this transformation,
hi =

Ni + X YiNi +

1

oY? +

—1 f)2

2 ~ ~ * ' 2 MdYi 2 '

Completing the square for the middle two terms we can rewrite hi as
hi = fl0Ni + \w{Yi + ^)2 -^+ ^^2 •
2
w
2w
2M dYi

We can write the first and third terms above in the form
fin —

X 2 Ni
2w

N.

Treating the Ni in the brackets as a parameter makes this the energy operator for
a harmonic oscillator in exciton coordinates with frequency
=

(5 ' 3)
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where TV,- = 0 or Ni = 1. The remaining terms in hi describe the motion of the Ein
stein oscillator as a harmonic oscillator with frequency ujq and equilibrium position
Y{ =

w

Thus we can write eigenstates of hi as
<f>i=}Ni(xi))\ni(Yi + ^ ) ) .

where the first factor is an exciton number state with frequency ft and the second
factor is a number state of a displaced harmonic oscillator.
These J — 0 eigenstates have been derived as solutions to the same equations
when they arose in studies of color centers [24] and were presented in the context of
the Frohlich model in [36].
Eigenstates of the full Hamiltonian H can thus be written as localized wavefunctions with the exciton energy either on site 1
*i.o,»,.», = |i)|o>Mri + £))|„ 2 (y 2 ))

or on site 2
®o.i,» 1 .n a =

|o)|i)|n1(y1))Mya + p).

The first two factors in the wavefunctions above are number states in exciton coor
dinates and the last two are number states in Einstein oscillator coordinates. For
typographical simplicity, we do not write the exciton coordinate dependence explic
itly; we follow the convention that the first factor in any product of exciton states
corresponds to site 1 and the second factor to site 2. The Einstein oscillator at the
site where exciton energy is localized has its equilibrium position displaced by an
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amount — x / w - For given values of raj and n2, the states ®i1o,n1,n2 and ^o,i,ni,n2 are
degenerate and have energy
Y2

E = Qo — ^ + (*>o(ni + ^2 + !)•

Here the zero-point exciton energy has been subtracted out, but the Einstein os
cillator zero-point energy is included because it plays a role in later calculations.
Because there is this degeneracy, it is also possible to write exact eigenstates for the
J = 0 problem as symmetrized linear combinations of local states

^±,ni,n2 =

i ^0,l,ni,n2)*

(5-4)

In one sense these symmetrized states are also localized: a single measurement of
exciton energy made on a system described by $+i„litl2 or $_inii„2 would detect all
the exciton energy on one of the two sites.
There is a countably-infinite set of eigenstates. For each value of the sum n =
rii +

there are 2(n +1) degenerate states because there are n +1 distinct pairs of

values (ni,n2) that add up to n. Each pair (^i,"2) generates one wavefunction with
exciton energy localized site 1 and one wavefunction with exciton energy localized
on site 2 (or one symmetric state and one anti-symmetric state).
In Figure 5.2, we have plotted the lowest few energy levels against increasing x
for J = 0. In Figures 5.3 and 5.4 the Einstein oscillator parts of the two localized
lowest-energy wavefunctions $1,0,0,0 and

$0,1,0,0

are plotted above the Yi,Y2 plane.
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10.

Figure 5.2: Lowest energy levels vs. x f°r J — 0. Here, we have chosen SIq — 1000
and ljq = 10.0 for illustrative purposes. These values have the correct orders of
magnitude for physical systems of interest (such as ACN) if energy units are taken
to be cm-1.
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Figure 5.3: Einstein oscillator part of the J — 0 wavefunction $i,o,o,o- The origin
of the Yi, Y2 plane is the back corner of the figure. The negative Yi axis is forward
and left from the origin, the negative Y2 axis is forward and right of the origin. The
peak of the Einstein oscillator wavefunction is displaced further along the Y\ axis
in this state; in this manner the Einstein oscillator part of the wavefunction reflects
the localization of exciton energy on site 1.

Figure 5.4: Einstein oscillator part of the J = 0 wavefunction \&0,i,o,o- The peak
of the Einstein oscillator wavefunction is displaced further along the Y2 axis in this
state; here the Einstein oscillator part of the wavefunction reflects the localization
of exciton energy on site 2.
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Weak Intersite Coupling (J

0) for n = 0

There are known results of perturbation calculations in small J for J « u>0 for the
lowest energy state nj + n2 = 0. The works of Holstein [36] and Scott [59] indicate
that when J is increased from zero, the two-fold degeneracy of this lowest level is
broken. The perturbed wavefunctions satisfy

*±.o,o« ~ [|1)|0)|0(H + |))|0(r2)) ± |0)|1)|0(F1))|0(F2 + £)))],

(5.5)

where the errors are 0{J). These states are the properly-symmetrized zero-order
states of Eq. (5.4) for ni = n2 = 0. The states (5.5) are close in energy for u0 small;
the splitting between the two energies satisfies1

A E = 2Jexp(——^—-) + 0(J 2 ).
2wuj 0

A local mode created from a superposition of the states ¥+,0,0 and ¥-,o,o can put all
the exciton energy on one site. Energy localized by such a superposition remains on
the original site for a time At that is inversely proportional to A E. If ujq « x 2 / w i
the time At can be quite long.
These calculations are only valid in the range J « ujo because only the zeroorder states with no Einstein oscillator excitation {n\ = n2 = 0) have been included.
For larger values of J, states of higher Einstein oscillator excitation (n,- = 1,2,3...)
mix strongly with the lowest levels and must also be included in the perturbation
theory.
1The calculations in [59] use a definition of ljq that is slightly different from that used here,
giving a different form to the expression for AE.
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No Intersite Interaction (x = 0)
If the interaction between the exciton and Einstein oscillator systems is removed by
setting x = 0, the FED is a system of two independent Einstein harmonic oscillators
and two linearly-coupled harmonic exciton oscillators. The exact eigenstates can be
written

V±,nun2 =

^(l1)!0) ± |0>|l»|n1(ra))|n2(r2))

(5.6)

and have energies
-®±.ii>n2 =

+

wo{ n i

+ ^2 + 1) -F

J-

There is a difference between these x = 0 wavefunctions and the symmetrized J = 0
states in Eq.(5.5): in the wavefunctions in Eq. (5.6) there is no displacement of
Einstein oscillator equilibrium positions.
The exciton parts of the states described by (5.6) are symmetric (VP+.m.na) and
anti-symmetric (®-iniln2) with respect to exchanges of the two sites. However, the
Einstein oscillator energy may be distributed unequally over the two sites in these
wavefunctions. In states where n\ > n2, the amount of Einstein oscillator energy on
site 1 is greater than the amount on site 2. In states where ni < n2, the amount of
Einstein oscillator energy on site 1 is less than the amount on site 2.
The energies of the lowest-energy eigenstates are plotted against increasing J for

X = 0 in Figure 5.5. The Einstein oscillator functions corresponding to the lowest
three energy levels are plotted in Figures 5.6,5.7 and 5.8. In Figure 5.7, the major
ity of Einstein oscillator energy is associated with the Y2 axis. In Figure 5.8, the
majority of Einstein oscillator energy is associated with motion in the Yj direction.
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990

Figure 5.5: Lowest energy levels vs. J for x = 0- Again we have chosen flo = 1000
and u>0 = 10.0 for illustrative purposes. The multiple crossings of energy levels
complicate perturbation theories. Calculations can still be simple for the case J «
uio /2 and for the lower energy levels when J » u 0 -
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v'V
"/>•

X

Figure 5.6: Einstein oscillator part of the x = 0 wavefunction \P+,o,o- Here the origin
of the Y\, Y2 plane is in the center of the figure - the peak of the wavefunction is at
the origin. The negative Yi axis is forward and left from the origin, the negative Y 2
axis is forward and right of the origin.
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Figure 5.7: Einstein oscillator part of the x = 0 wavefunction ^+,i,o- Again the
origin is in the center of the figure. Because rax > n2, the majority of energy
corresponds to motion parallel to the Yi axis (forward and to the left).

Figure 5.8: Einstein oscillator part of the x = 0 wavefunction $+,0,1 • Because
ri2 > ni, the majority of energy corresponds to motion parallel to the Y-i axis
(forward and to the right).
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Special Case For x

=

0-

In a small subset of the parameter space, it is possible to have exact x — 0 stationary
states for which energy is completely localized on one or the other site. If J is an
integer multiple of w0, it is possible to find values rii and n2 such that the energy of
a state with symmetric exciton part and highly excited Einstein oscillators

E+,ni,n2

= ^0 — J + Uo{ni + n 2 + 1)

is equal to the energy of a state with anti-symmetric exciton part. For example, if
2 J = w0(ni + n2),
then
E+,ni,n2 = E-fi,0 = Oo + J + Wo.
A superposition of the two states would also be a stationary state, and exciton
energy could remain completely localized on one site forever.
There is a threshold energy below which localized states of this kind cannot be
formed. This threshold is at the energy of the lowest-energy state with symmetric
exciton part,
E m in = fio + J + W0.

This special type of localized wavefunction is not generic and thus is not a good
candidate for local modes in physical systems. However, in studying systems with
the FED model, it is important to be aware that these nongeneric local modes exist.
( The phenomenon where one parameter in a model is an exact integer multiple of
another is a common condition in numerical analyses. )
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wo = 0: The Adiabatic Limit
The nature of local modes for the FED is determined by the competition between
the intersite and intrasite coupling forces. The case wo = 0 is significant because it
is an exactly-solvable limit in which the competing effects of intersite and intrasite
coupling can both be substantial. However, perturbation theory away from this
limit is particularly difficult, because it is singular perturbation theory: the terms
that vanish in the limit are the differential operators of highest order in the Einstein
oscillator coordinates. The character of eigenstates and the nature of the spectrum
can change abruptly arbitrarily close to the limit wo = 0. We proceed with this in
mind.
We approach the limit u>o = 0 by letting the Einstein oscillator masses become
infinite while their effective spring constants remain fixed. It is then possible to
treat the Einstein oscillator positions as parameters instead of quantum-mechanical
operators.
In the limit M —• oo, H becomes
2

Ho =

2

+ xYi)B\Bi\ -

t=i

+ BlB i ) + \ w £ Y?.

(5.7)

t=i

Unlike the full Hamiltonian, H 0 is not a differential operator in the Einstein oscillator
coordinates. The Einstein oscillator potential energy operator is a multiplication
operator. Is is an unbounded operator with an unbounded inverse. The part of
the spectrum it generates is continuous spectrum; there are no real eigenvalues
or eigenvectors. One way of handling this situation is to describe the Einstein
oscillator part of the wavefunction by Dirac ^-functions located at the fixed Einstein
oscillator positions. These ^-functions lead to wavefunctions that are not vectors in
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the appropriate Hilbert space. It is sometimes possible to deal rigorously with such
a situation by treating the ^-functions as generalized eigenvectors in the sense of
distributions [25, 65]. Here we proceed formally.
The exciton part of any wavefunction with Ni + N2 = 1 can be written in terms
of products of exciton number states |0)|1) and |1)|0). A general wavefunction in
this form is
<p = ci|l)|0) + c 2 |0)|l).

Using the vector of coefficients
c=

Cl
c2

the eigenvalue problem for H 0 can be written as the 2x2 matrix eigenvalue problem
H 0 c = E 0 c.

(5.8)

The appropriate matrix representation of Ho is

Ho = [fio + 1(*i + Y 2 ) + |(Y : ? + r22)] I +

where
S = Fx - Y 2

and I is the 2x2 identity matrix. (This is equivalent to the nonresonant QDST
problem for two degrees of freedom as described in [56]).
For any pair of values Yi and Y 2 there are two energy levels
e± = Ho + |(Yr + Y 2 ) + % ^{Y l 2 + y22) T i+ X^.

(5.9)

These energy levels generate two energy surfaces in the Yi, F2 plane. There are two
eigenfunctions ip± corresponding to e±. These are written concisely by introducing
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the function
2J
01^

~ xS+y/W + X^'

(5'10)

Using this notation, the eigenfunctions belonging to e+ and e_ are
ip+(x u x 2 ,6) =

[o:(£)|l)|0) + |0)|1)]

(5.11)

[|1)|0) - a(tf)|0)|l)].

(5.12)

y/1 + a 2 (d)

and
t,p-(x u x 2 ,6) =

1

yj\ + a2(<5)

These states form the exciton parts of generalized eigenstates for the FED system
in the limit u>0 = 0.
In writing the full generalized eigenstates, we use Yi and Y2 as independent vari
ables and we also use particular values of Yi and Y2 as parameters. Here particular
values are written

Y1 and Y2
to distinguish them from the coordinates Yi and Y 2 . In the same way we distinguish
a specific value 6 from t h e coordinate 6 .
Each pair of values Y\ and Y2 generate two distinct generalized eigenfunctions
for the FED. These states can be written
^! + {x u x 2 ,Y 1 ,Y 2] Y l ,Y 2 ) = <p + (a • 1 , X 2 - , S ) S ( Y 1 - Y 1 )6 (Y 2 - Y 2 )

(5.13)

and
V-ixuXiiYuYxYuYfi = <p-{x l t x 2 ;S)6(Yi - Y 1 )6(Y 2 - %).

(5.14)

The quantities Y\, Y 2 and 6 are treated as parameters in these wavefunctions. We
have explicitly written all the coordinate dependences of the wavefunction as well as
the parameter dependence following the

• The functions describing the Einstein
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oscillators are Dirac ^-functions. It is hoped that the notation makes it clear that 6
indicates a ^-function in the states above while elsewhere 6 = Yi — Y 2 .
As 5 ranges over the entire real line, a(S) ranges from 0 to oo. In Figures 5.9 and
5.10 are plotted the exciton energy on site 1 in the states

and *5+, respectively.

For any fixed value of 6 ^ 0, these states localize energy on a particular site. For
6 < 0,

(the upper figure) has less than half the exciton energy on site 1 (thus

\]/_ localizes the majority of exciton energy on site 2) while \t+ (the lower figure)
has more than half the exciton energy on site 1. For 5 = 0, both

and \P+ have

exactly half of the exciton energy on site 1 (and hence an equal amount on site 2).
For 6 > 0, the localization behavior of the two sites is the opposite of what it was
for negative 6: <£_ localizes the majority of the energy on site 1 while

favors site

2.

Thus for a given value of 8 ^ 0, the two generalized eigenfunctions are localized,
each favoring a different site with the majority of the energy. However, when the
eigenfunctions are considered over the full range of 6 values, neither \P+ nor \I/_ can
can be said to favor a particular site.
For both

and \P_, the total energy distributed over the two sites includes

not only the exciton energy but also the Einstein oscillator potential energy. The
amount of Einstein oscillator potential energy on site 1 is given by the function
Ui = \wY?.

The amount of Einstein oscillator energy on site 1 relative to the total Einstein
oscillator potential energy in the system is given by
u

u'
U, + U 2

Y t ' + Yf
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The distribution of Einstein oscillator potential energy is the same for

and

However, there is a difference between the two states in the way that the lo
cation of exciton energy is related to the location of Einstein oscillator potential
energy. It will be shown later on that in the lowest-energy FED states, the Einstein
oscillator displacements execute small oscillations around an equilibrium configura
tion for which Y\ + Y2 = ~x/w. In Figure 5.11 the quantity U\>rei is plotted
versus 8 for the case
Y1 + Y2 = -1.

For \I/_, as 8 goes from negative to positive the exciton energy moves from site 2 to
site 1 while the Einstein oscillator potential energy moves from site 1 to site 2. For
\&+, the exciton energy and the Einstein oscillator potential energy both move from
site 1 to site 2 as 8 goes from negative to positive. The state ^+, where exciton
energy and Einstein oscillator energy move "in-phase" with each other, has a lower
energy than \P_ for all values of 8.
A summary of the characteristics of the u>o = 0 wavefunctions is as follows: the
positions of the Einstein oscillators Y\ and Y2 (and hence 6) are fixed and act as
parameters in the Hamiltonian. The characters of the generalized eigenstates
and

are determined by the chosen values of Y\ and Y2. It was shown that these

wavefunctions can localize energy (for Yi ^ Y2 and hence 8 ^ 0) or the wavefunctions
can distribute energy equally between the two sites (for 8 = 0.)

Ill

81t« 1 Exciton Cnargy for Pal-

Figure 5.9: Fraction of exciton energy on site 1 for the
= 0 state
vs. 6 =
Yi — Y2. The curves are for x — 1 and J = .1, .5,1,2,5, and 10. The slope near zero
is steepest for J = .1 and decreases as J increases.

81C* 2 Exoiton trargy for Pal*

Figure 5.10: Fraction of exciton energy on site 1 for the w0 = 0 state

vs.

6 = Yi — Y2- As above, the slope near zero is steepest for J = .1 and becomes less

steep with increasing J.
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Einstein oscillator potential energy on site 1

'delta

Figure 5.11: Einstein oscillator potential energy on site 1 vs. 8 for the uj 0 = 0
eigenstates \P±, subject to Y\ + Y? = —1. This function is the same for both
and
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Summary of Limiting Cases
The behavior of the FED can be characterized by the values of three parameters:
J, Xi and cl>o- Exact solutions to the problem are known in the limits J = 0, \ = 0
and w0 = 0. The nature of the exact solutions on these three special planes in the
three-dimensional parameter space is depicted in Figure 5.12.
In the x

=

0 limit, there is a discrete set of stationary wavefunctions. The

exciton energy of these states is distributed equally between the two sites. Each of

the Einstein oscillators is a separate isolated system; Einstein oscillator energy may
be localized by stationary states above the lowest energy level.
In the J = 0 limit, there is also a discrete set of stationary states. These states
can be chosen so that each completely localizes exciton energy on one or the other
site. We call such states "local modes". These local modes occur in degenerate
pairs; they can be taken in linear combinations that are also stationary states and
that are properly-symmetrized with respect to site exchanges.
In the wo = 0 limit, the FED has only continuous spectrum and no true eigenstates. For each point in the continuous spectrum there is at least one corresponding
generalized eigenstate. Some of the generalized wavefunctions localize energy while
others are symmetric or anti-symmetric with respect to site exchanges.
The behavior of the system away from the exactly-solvable "walls" of the pa
rameter space is the main subject of our further investigations.

eigenstates
localize
exciton
energy

eigenstates are
symmetrized

generalized
\
eigenst&tes
\

Figure 5.12: Summary of FED eigenstates in limiting cases.
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5.2 The Born-Oppenheimer Perturbation Method
Introduction
In this section we use a perturbation method to find approximate solutions to the
eigenvalue problem for the FED in the case that u;0 is small relative to flQ. In
1927 Born and Oppenheimer developed this method to pioneer the use of quantummechanics in describing the dynamics of the nuclei and electrons in molecules [8].
We refer to it as the BO method. Born and Oppenheimer's idea was to tackle this
problem using the fact that the energies of the nuclear and electronic motion differ
by two orders of magnitude.
For molecules, the physical intuition behind this idea is the following [45]. Con
sider a classical model of a hydrogen atom, consisting of two particles coupled to
gether by a force proportional to the distance between them. Particle 1 has a mass
M and represents the nucleus. Particle 2 represents an electron and has a mass
m « M. Given a particular initial condition, this dynamical system evolves ac

cording to Newton's laws of motion. In particular, the accelerations of the particles
due to the force F between them are given by
F
0L\ — -r-r

M

,
End

F
do —

rrt

•

For a given force, the acceleration of the nucleus is smaller than the acceleration of
the electron by the ratio m/M. The ratio of the electronic mass to the mass of an
atomic nucleus is typically less than 10-4; the ratio of corresponding kinetic energies
is the square root of this, a factor of about 1/100. Although rough and classical,
this simple model gives an accurate qualitative picture of molecular dynamics that
has been verified by exact detailed calculations and experiments. Measured energies
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of electronic transitions are generally about 100 times greater than the energies of
vibrational transitions. In qualitative terms, a molecule consists of "electrons, light
and swift, whizzing furiously around the heavy, sluggish nuclei" [45].
That same physical intuition and the corresponding perturbation method can
also be used to study the FED. In the physical problems motivating studies of the
FED, the energy flo of exciton oscillations is significantly greater than the energy
u>o of phonon motions. For ACN, good fits to experimental data have been achieved
using an exciton energy of 1672 cm-1 and an Einstein oscillator energy of 70 cm-1
[59]. In studies of alpha helix protein, the relevant energies are estimated to be .21
eV for the amide-I vibrations and 0-.006 eV for the acoustic phonon modes [16].
The eigenvalue problem for the FED can be approached using the BO method to
perturb around the case u0 = 0. The equations will be written in terms of the small
parameter
(5.15)
following the notation of Born and Oppenheimer's original paper.
In the following calculations, the parameters of the exciton oscillators flo, k and

m do not appear except in the form of k . This perturbation theory requires that k
be small. This will be true independent of the remaining parameters if m « M .
We write the Hamiltonian

H = H0 + K4H1.

(5.16)

Transforming the Einstein oscillator terms to the coordinate representation using
(5.2), we can write
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The equation above shows that in the case of large M, it is the Einstein oscillator
kinetic energy terms that are relatively small. The potential energy terms are pro

portional to the spring constant w and cannot be assumed to be small; these are
kept as part of the zeroth-order Hamiltonian. The Einstein oscillator kinetic energy
terms can be rewritten to show dependence on k explicitly as

In the limit k —• 0, we obtain the uq = 0 problem discussed in the previous
section. As discussed earlier, perturbation theory for small ui0 is singular perturba
tion theory and requires special care. In particular, the solution to the zero order
eigenvalue problem can be obtained in terms of generalized eigenstates involving
^-functions, but these are not vectors in the Hilbert space. The ujq = 0 generalized
eigenstates are products
y = v{xux2-,Yl,Y2)6{Y1-Yl)8{Y2-Y2).

(5.18)

In the first factor, x\ and x 2 are exciton coordinates while Yt and Y 2 are parameters.
The exciton functions do not depend on the Einstein oscillator coordinates, only on
these fixed parameters. The last two factors are Dirac ^-functions. According to
this description, the Einstein oscillators are fixed in the positions Y\ and Y2 for all
time.
The advantage of these zero-order generalized wavefunctions is that the exciton
part is easily obtained. There are two problems with these generalized eigenfunctions. First, they do not belong to the appropriate Hilbert space. Second, the
quantum theory dictates that quantum oscillators cannot remain fixed for all time,
even in their ground states. Intuitively, the Einstein oscillators must execute at least
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zero-point oscillations.
Following Born and Oppenheimer, we avoid using the generalized eigenstates
as zero-order approximations to the system wavefunctions. Instead, we make the
ansatz
V = <p{x 1 ,x 2 ,Y u Y 2 )u{Y 1 ,Y 2 ).

(5.19)

This ansatz carries with it the assumption that for u>o small but nonzero, the operator

H has regular (as opposed to generalized) eigenvectors. The ansatz is designed to
reduce to the form of the generalized eigenstates (5.18) in the limit u0

0. The

first factor of the ansatz is a solution of (5.8). That is,
<p(xi,x 2 ,Y 1 ,Y 2 ) = ip±(x! ,x 2 ,S).

The second factor of the ansatz is an as-yet-undetermined function of Einstein os
cillator coordinates that belongs in the Hilbert space when lj0 ^ 0. In the limit

loo —> 0, the function u{Yi,Y2) reduces to the product of ^-functions in the general
ized eigenstate (5.18).
The BO perturbation method is based on the assumption that the Einstein
oscillator coordinates in (5.19) can be written
Yi = Yi + «C,-,

where Yi is a fixed position and

(5.20)

describes small motions of the Einstein oscillator

relative to that fixed position. Substituting the expression above for Yi into the
ansatz (5.19) we express the wavefunction in a power series
$ = \Jr° +

+ K2^2 + ....

We seek eigenstates of the Hamiltonian (5.1) by requiring

HV = EV,
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where E is given by
E = Eq

kE\ + K? E 2 H- • • • .

This leads to an infinite set of perturbation equations determining the coefficients
in the power series for the wavefunctions and the energies.
Solving the perturbation equations puts restrictions on the initial ansatz (5.19).
One finds that the ansatz cannot be constructed around arbitrary Einstein oscillator
parameters Y{. Only pairs of Einstein coordinates that correspond to local minima
in the adiabatic exciton energy surfaces e±(Yi,Y2) lead to ansatze for which the
first-order perturbation theory equations can be solved. The following procedure is
developed.
1. The eigenvalue problem for the u>0 = 0 system (5.7) is solved with Y \ and Y 2
treated as parameters. This determines two energy functions and two exciton
eigenstates that depend on those parameters.
2. For each energy level obtained in step (1.), pairs {Y\,Y 2 ) are sought that cor
respond to local minima of the corresponding energy surface e+(Yi,Y2) or
e-(YuY2).

3. Each energy-minimizing pair (Vi,S^) from step (2.) is substituted into the
corresponding eigenfunction tp+ or <p~ from step (1.). This leads to a zerothorder eigenfunction independent of the coordinates Yi and Y2 that is acceptable
for starting perturbation calculations.
The zero-order BO states have the form
V° ± = <p° ± (x u x 2 -,6)u°(Y u Y 2 -,Y 1 ,Y 2 ),
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where </?± are the exciton parts of oj 0 = 0 generalized eigenstates and where u° is an
initially-undetermined function of Einstein oscillator coordinates.
Energy-minimizing values are chosen for the Y; in the zero-order BO states in
hopes of keeping the deviations Yi — Y{ small. The energy surfaces e+ or e_ act
as potentials for the Einstein oscillators; the Einstein oscillators move from one
configuration to another like a particle moving over one or the other of these en
ergy surfaces. If the Einstein oscillator motion was completely classical and the
initial kinetic energy was sufficiently small, this motion would be confined to small
deviations around a minimum in the potential surface. However, the motion of
a quantum-mechanical system is not restricted forever by a local minimum in the
potential; Einstein oscillator motion initially confined near one local minimum in
an energy surface could tunnel out to a different local minimum in another part of
configuration space. The BO perturbation method treats the Einstein oscillators
classically by neglecting such tunneling effects. This creates problems in the FED
calculations that will be discussed later on.
The mechanics of these perturbation calculations are rather complicated be
cause both factors in the zero-order ansatz depend on the perturbation parameter k
through (5.20). To begin with, the first-order correction to the zero-order wavefunction has both an exciton part and an Einstein oscillator part and can be written in
the form
= V1)(®i,®2;y1,ya)u0(y1,ya;Ji,Ka)+

(5.21)

V(®1, ®2! Y U Y 2)U^\YU y2; Yi, Yi) + 0(K2 ).
For the convenience of the reader, the details of the standard BO method, translated
from the original paper, are given in Appendix B [8]. Here the results obtained
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by using the BO method on the FED problem are summarized. The BO/FED
calculations that lead to these results are presented in Appendix C.

Energy surfaces
In Figures 5.13 and 5.14 we plot contours of the energy surface corresponding to
e+(Y\, Y2) for two different sets of parameter values. In agreement with the analytical

calculations in Appendix C, the e+ energy surface changes qualitatively at the point
2Jw _

X2
For simplicity we define

If /? > 1, (as in Figure 5.13), the e+ energy surface has a single minimum for which
6 = 0. However, for (3 < 1, the e+ energy surface has two minima, each with 8 ^ 0.

Figure 5.14 shows the two minima in the case /? = .5.
In Figures 5.15 and 5.16 the contours of the surface e_(Fi,F2) are plotted for
/? = 2.0 and /? = .5. These figures display the analytically-verified results: for all
/? > 0, the higher-energy surface e_(5^,l2) is concave up, roughly parabolic, and
has a single minimum at a point equidistant from the Y\ and Y2 axes (6 = 0).
The changes that occur in the minima of the e+ and e_ energy surfaces as /? is
varied are summarized in Figures 5.17 and 5.18.
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Figure 5.13: Contours of the u 0 = 0 energy surface e+ for w = 1, x
and hence /? = 2. The origin is in the center.

=

1-414, J = 2

Figure 5.14: Contours of the w0 = 0 energy surface e+ for w = 1, x — 1-414, J = .5
and hence /? = .5. The origin is in the center.
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Figure 5.15: Contours of the uo = 0 energy surface e_ for w = 1, % = 1-414, J = 2
and hence f3 = 2. The origin is in the center of the figure.

Figure 5.16: Contours of the w0 = 0 energy surface e_ for w = 1, x — 1-414, J = .5
and hence (3 — .5. The origin is in the center of figure.
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Figure 5.17: Position of the minimum (minima) in the energy surface e+ for w = 1,
X = 1.414 and 0 < /? < 2. The bifurcation from a single minimum to two minima
occurs at /? = 1.

Figure 5.18: Position of the minimum in the energy surface e_ for w = 1, X = 1.414
and 0 < /? < 2.
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Approximate Wavefunctions
As discussed in Appendix C, the zero-order BO wavefunctions have the form
* = V°(»i, » 2 ; Y 1 ,Y 2 )u°(Y 1 ,Y 2 ; Y 1 ,Y 2 ).

The first step in finding one of these wavefunctions is to determine the exciton part
f°{x\,X2',Y\,Y2) by following the 3 steps listed in the previous section. The results
are different for the two ranges of parameter space /? > 1 and (3 < 1.

P>1

The wo = 0 matrix Ho(Yi,Y 2 ) has two eigenvalues, e + (YI,Y 2 ) and e_(YI, Y 2 ). The
surface E+(YI, Y2) has a single minimum, at

When the corresponding H {L eigenstate <p1(x i, x 2 ]Yi,Y 2 ) is evaluated at the energyminimizing parameter values, we get
9J

= ^(|1>|0) + |0)|1)).

The surface e-(Yi,Y 2 ) also has a single minimum at
Yi = Ya =

X
2w

The corresponding Ho eigenstate is
fl = ^=(|l)|0) - |0)|1».
Thus for (3 > 1 there are two classes of BO zero-order wavefunctions:
= -L(li)io) ± |o)|i»4.
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Corresponding to each of the exciton factors <p± is a countably-infinite set of allowed
Einstein oscillator functions

These Einstein oscillator functions will be discussed

later.

0<1
The matrix H 0 (Yi,Y 2 ) has two eigenvalues, e + (YI,Y 2 ) and e -(YI,Y 2 ). The surface
e_(Fi, Y2) has a single minimum at

The corresponding H 0 eigenstate is
9° = ^(|l)|0) - |0)|1».
The surface e+(Yi,Y 2 ) has two minima. To discuss these two cases we make the
definitions
A

=

B

=

+

(5 - 22)

and
(5l23)

One minimum of e+ occurs at the point
Y 1 = A and

Y2 = B

and the other minimum of e+ at
? i = B and

Y 2 = A.
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To avoid confusion, the eigenstates at these two minima are both are written in
terms of the parameter a(6) evaluated at one of the two e+ minima:

= A and

% = B. We define

This removes the necessity of dealing with a ( A — B ) at one minimum and a ( B — A)
at the other. The parameter 77 can be expressed in terms of /?, as

* fi

and satisfies
T) > 1, for 0 < 0 < 1.
The Ho eigenstate corresponding to the minimum at Yi = A, Y 2 = B is
,.o

0||1>|0> + |0>|1»
-

0+1'

•

This state localizes exciton energy on site 1.
The minimum at Yi = B , Y 2 = A generates the Ho eigenstate
..0

(|1>|0)+#}|1»

^ —Vl+I'

•

This state localizes exciton energy on site 2.
For (3 < 1 there are thus three classes of zero-order BO wavefunctions:
^°_ = -L(|i)|o)-|o)|i)K_,
0 _ (#>10) + |0)|1)) 0
-

0+^

1+

and
,T,o

(|1)|0)+#)|1))„
"

0 + „a

2+'
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The energy of the each zero-order BO wavefunction is obtained by substituting
the corresponding values of Y t and Y 2 into the appropriate energy function e-(Yi,Y 2 )
or e+(Yi, Y2). These approximate energy values are correct to 0(k2) (see Appendix C
for details). Information about the zero-order BO wavefunctions is tabulated in
Figure 5.19.
The Einstein oscillator functions u°(li, Y 2 -, Yi, Y 2 ) are determined at 0 ( k 2 ) in
the perturbation calculations. To the first approximation, the Einstein oscillators
execute harmonic oscillations of frequency u>o about the configuration Y\ =Y\ and
Y2 — Y2. The exciton energy surface plays the role of the potential in which the

Einstein oscillators move. The Einstein oscillator part of a zero-order wavefunction
is
- ^)>Mr2 - y2)>
and the contribution to the system energy from the Einstein oscillator motions is
K2

E ^ = U > O ( tii

n 2 -f- 1 ) .

The expectation of the number operator (TV,) with respect to a given wavefunc
tion gives the average number of exciton quanta on site i in that state. We measure
the degree of exciton energy localization in a BO wavefunction by the difference
(Ni) — {N2). The zero-order states <5° and

for /? > 1 do not localize exciton

energy. For /3 < 1, the state $2. does not localize energy, but the zero-order states
ip+j and

satisfy
w - {n 2) =
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? ><
1

II

State

e » - e (?„r 2 )

w -w

0>1

^-,ni ,n2

0

V|jr

0

,

+,ni ,n2

"•-S(1+2")

^(|1)|0) -10)|1»

0

^(|1>|0) + |0)|1»

0

•4(11)10) -10)|1»

0

/?<1
©

^-h"!."2

0

11,-£(1-2/))

- - y / l ~ P2
w

!l0-^(2+ ^)

- y / l - P2
w

n »-^ 2 + W

y/l

fo|l>|0> + |0>|l»
VT+ V2

(|1)|0) + #>|1))
VI + V2

VI - P

-VI - P

Figure 5.19: Table of information about zero-order BO wavefunctions.
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First Order Corrections
The first-order corrections to the BO wavefunctions have two parts: an exciton part,

and an Einstein oscillator part,
/c<A(1)Perturbation calculations must be carried out to 0 ( k 4 ) to obtain these correction
terms. This is done in Appendix C. The first-order corrections are tabulated in
Figure 5.20.
The Einstein oscillator part of the correction for the two unsymmetric wavefunc
tions

and <1/2+ is
=

-%)(£) MM)

(5.24)

where
f{Yuy2)

__

{mm
^

- Y i ) - & - m z \ n i ) \ n 2 ) wio
(ni+n2- k-l)

and

|n 2 ) = \n 2 {Y 2 - Y 2 )),
\k) = \ k ( Y 1 - Y 1 ) }

and

The function f(Yi,Y 2 ) is a linear combination of products of Einstein oscillator
number states. A more explicit expression is given in Appendix C.
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With the first order corrections, the unsymmetric wavefunction \P1+,niiTl2 localizes
energy according to
(Ni) - (N 2 ) = y/l - P 2 [l + g(ua,ni, n2)]

(5.26)

where
g(u o,nj,n2) = /?s(l - p 2 ) " 0 ^ 1 3+2;2

+ 1)Km,n

2)

-

(5-27)

and
u(nu n2) =

+ n \ + 8n^n 2 + 5ni + 5n2 +

(5.28)

This expression is plotted in Figure 5.21 for several values of ui Q with n\ = n 2 = 0.
The wavefunction ^,+2,ni<n2 gives the negative of the expression in Eq. (5.26) for
W - (JV2>.
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KlfiW

State

KU<1)

( M ) - (N 2 )
with corrections

0

0

0

0

0

0

See Eq.(5.24).

+•^1 -/32[1 +5(w0,ni,n2)]
See Eq. (5.27).

See Eq. (5.24).

— \/l — /?2[1 + p(wo, «1, "2)]
See Eq (5.27).

0 > l
*-,n„n3

( u ) *+

o 1

1

»na

+s

0<1
®-,n„ns

,*»2

®2+,r»i ,n

2

_(s +| V i - W (£)»>„

Figure 5.20: Table of information about BO wavefunction corrections.
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Figure 5.21: The function (N\) — (N 2 ) used to measure amount of exciton energy
localized on site 1 by the corrected lowest-energy BO wavefunction \P°+oo- (Ni) —
(N2) is plotted vs. /? for x = 1-414, w = 1, and loo values 0,1,2,3,4 and 5. The
uppermost curve is the zero-order result (cjq = 0), the lowest curve is u>0 = 5.
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Connection to the DST Equation
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the zero-order BO wavefunctions
and the stable stationary solutions of the two-freedom classical DST equation. In
Figure 5.22, the zero-order energies of the BO wavefunctions are plotted versus
/?. The correspondence can be seen by comparing the DST bifurcation diagram in
Figure 2.3 with the FED bifurcation diagram in Figure 5.22.
Treating the zero-order BO procedure as an optimization problem, this corre
spondence can be made rigorous for the lowest-energy states of the FED. The process
of finding the lowest-energy BO wavefunctions can be broken down into two steps:
1. Find the smallest eigenvalue e+{Y\, Y 2 ) of the matrix H 0 (Yi, Y 2 ).
2. Find the values of Y\ and Y 2 that minimize e+(Fi, Y 2 ).
An arbitrary normalized vector in the appropriate Hilbert space can be written
$ = c1|l)|0)+c2|0)|l)

(5.29)

where
|ci|a + Ma = i.
The BO state

corresponding to e+(Yi, Y 2 ) is the vector that minimizes the ex

pectation
—

—

111

—

—

(®|ff0|*) = n0 + xilkil2 + x^M2 + yOFi2 + Yi) - J(ctc2 + C;C1)
with respect to variations of Ci and c 2 . For the lowest-energy FED states, we can
rewrite the first two BO steps as
1. Minimize {Ho) with respect to c\ and C2.
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2. Minimize (H 0 ) with respect to Yi and Y^.
Steps (1.) and (2.) are equivalent to the problem of minimizing (H0) over the
four-dimensional parameter space of cj, C2, Yi, and Y 2 In the standard BO method, the minimization problem is solved by minimizing
with respect to c\ and c2 first and Yi and Y2 second but the same results are obtained
when these steps are carried out in the reverse order. The single minimum of (Ho)
with respect to variations of Yi and Y2 occurs for
Yi = ——|ci|2 and
w

2
r2 = -^|c
2| .
w

(5.30)

Substituting the energy-minimizing values Yi and Y 2 into the expression for (Ho)
gives
(Ho) = Hq — ^"(lCl|4

lC214) + J{c\C2 + CjCj).

(5.31)

The exciton parts of the lowest-energy zero-order BO wavefunctions are obtained
by determining the values of C\ and c2 that minimize (5.31).
With the relation

the energy expectation (H0) given by (5.31) has the same form as the energy operator
for the two-freedom classical DST equation (2.3). The lowest-energy solutions of
the DST are stationary solutions. Thus the lowest-energy stationary solutions of
the DST equation and the lowest-energy BO wavefunctions are found by solving the
same mathematical problem. In particular this implies a correspondence between
the local modes of the DST equation and the unsymmetric BO wavefunctions ^j+
and ^2+-
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It is plausible that similar connections link a general class of Frohlich/Einstein
models to corresponding DST systems. As discussed in Chapter 2, among the DST
systems that have been studied are those involving an arbitrary number of freedoms,
those having different frequencies for different exciton oscillators, and those with a
variety of types of linear dispersive coupling. By invoking such a connection, the
lowest-energy BO zero-order wavefunctions for many generalizations of the FED
could be obtained directly from known solutions of the DST equation.

o

y

Figure 5.22: Zero-order energies of the BO wavefunctions vs. /?.
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Accuracy of the BO Results
The size of the error in a BO approximate wavefunction can be estimated by com
paring the Li norm of the first-order correction to the L2 norm of the corrected
wavefunction. If the BO perturbation series' converge rapidly, the ratio

||«® + *«0)||
of these two L2 norms is an accurate error estimate.
For P> 1,

where
2 = Ky/n1 + n 2 + 1

for all the BO approximate wavefunctions. As K — > 0, R —> 0. As /? decreases
towards 1, R increases. We consider the error small if R « 1. This will be true if
k« —

2x/?

(5.32)

Wy/ni +7*2 + 1

For /? < 1, the anti-symmetric BO wavefunctions
R-

satisfy

PZ
x/T+W

where z is as defined above. Again R —> 0 as K —> 0. For fixed z , R —> 0 as (3 —*• 0:
this is misleading because

is not an exact stationary state in the /? = 0

(J = 0) limit unless K = 0. A true measure of the accuracy of the states \&_)fll)„2
valid for 0 < /? < 1 is not known.
It is also possible to calculate R for the unsymmetric wavefunctions

and

^2+,ni,n2- However, we do not carry out this calculation because there is a problem
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with the perturbation theory for these /? < 1 wavefunctions that casts doubt on the
validity of first order corrections. If tpW is not correct, then neither is the error
estimate R.
The problem involves the symmetry of the states *&i+ini)n2 and ®2+,ni,n2

w'th

respect to exchanges of the two sites. The symmetry of the system Hamiltonian
dictates that one of the following must be true:
1. Exact stationary wavefunctions are non-degenerate. These eigenstates must
be either symmetric or anti-symmetric with respect to site exchanges.
2. Unsymmetric stationary states do exist. The unsymmetric wavefunctions come
in degenerate pairs. Linear combinations of the degenerate unsymmetric states
are also exact eigenstates.
In either case it is possible to write exact wavefunctions that are symmetric or
anti-symmetric with respect to site exchanges.
The BO zero-order states

and ^2+,n!,n2

are

unsymmetric and degen

erate. This implies that the system is described by condition (2.). If this is the
case, then a degenerate perturbation method should be used to obtain higher-order
corrections. In a degenerate perturbation calculation, an undetermined linear com
bination of the degenerate zero-order states is used in higher-order calculations.
However, the BO procedure is not consistent with a degenerate perturbation
theory for the unsymmetric wavefunctions. The BO perturbation series are based
on the assumption that the Einstein oscillator motions are small oscillations about
a specific equilibrium configuration
Yi = A and

Y2 = B
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or
?! = B and V 2 = A.

The undetermined linear combination of ^i+)ni ,„2 and ^S+.m ,«2 that must be used in
a degenerate perturbation calculation does not correspond to either of the Einstein
oscillator configurations above. The expectation of Einstein oscillator positions over
all possible linear combinations of the unsymmetric states ®+i,ni n2 and ^,2+,m,n2
a symmetric configuration

Thus is not possible to incorporate a standard degenerate perturbation approach
into the BO method.
In summary, the BO method does not allow condition (1.) at zero order, while
at first order the method cannot be reconciled with condition (2.).
Perturbation theory for small J ( and thus small /? ) produces lowest-energy
FED wavefunctions that are nondegenerate and symmetrized with respect to site
exchanges. These results suggest that condition (1.) above describes the symmetry
properties of the FED eigenstates for /? > 0. Further evidence for this is discussed
in subsequent sections of this chapter.

Explanation of /? < 1 Errors
The BO method treats the slow-moving components of a system semi-classically.
In the case of the FED, it is assumed that the exciton system creates an effec
tive potential in which the Einstein oscillators move. Approximate stationary state
wavefunctions are constructed so that the Einstein oscillator motions are localized
around a relative minimum of this effective potential. The assumption that the Ein
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stein oscillator system can be trapped in a local minimum of the effective potential
is a classical one: a quantum-mechanical system can tunnel out of a potential well.
For the FED system when f3 < 1, the energy surface e+(Fi, 1^) is an effective
potential with two degenerate minima. The (semi-classical) BO approach suggests
that the Einstein oscillator system will remain for all time in a configuration that
corresponds to one of the two minima. In contrast, a quantum-mechanical analysis
of the Einstein oscillator motion in the e+ effective potential indicates that the
Einstein oscillator system is equally likely to be found in either of the two energyminimizing configurations. This contradicts the assumption made in Eq. (5.20).
Thus the BO calculations are based on an invalid assumption and do not give a
correct description of the FED stationary states. However, this is not to say that
the higher-order BO calculations are not useful in describing the behavior of the
system.
In subsequent sections it is shown that there is tunneling between the two unsymmetric Einstein oscillator configurations. The true lowest-energy eigenstates are
symmetric and anti-symmetric wavefunctions that differ in energy by an amount
proportional to the tunneling probability. Thus the BO perturbation calculations
for the /? < 1 lowest-energy states must be considered time-dependent. The BO
wavefunctions

and

should be valid descriptions of the system for time in

tervals that are short relative to the average tunneling time A t . An estimate of At
is calculated.
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Comparison with Davydov's Analysis
The approximate analysis used by Davydov to study his model for solitons in protein
is related to the BO approximation: the FED eigenstates calculated using Davydov's
procedure are identical to the lowest-energy zero-order BO eigenstates.
The appropriate trial wavefunction for a Davydov-style analysis of the FED is

*D(t) = M*)|I>io) +

;:Ti-si(0))io(r2-r2(<))).

The states |0(li — Y{(t))) are displaced number states with quantum number zero.
The n = 0 eigenstate of a harmonic oscillator displaced by Yi is the same as a coher
ent state with parameter Y{. The average displacements of the Einstein oscillators
Yi(t) are time-dependent parameters in this trial state. The coefficients a,-(i) give

the probability of finding the exciton energy on site i and are also time-dependent
parameters. According to Davydov's procedure, the parameters are governed by the
equations of motion
iai = fi0ai + xYi a i ~ J a 2,
ia.2 = fioa2 +

— Jai,

M?1 = wYi+xWi\2

and
M?2 = w % + xM2.

The terms MY{ must vanish to make
yi = -^|ai|2
w

a stationary state. This implies
and

Y 2 = -^|a2|2
w

(5.33)
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and hence the parameters a,(f) must satisfy

(5.34)

(5.35)
The pair of equations (5.34) and (5.35) form the classical DST system for two
degrees of freedom. ^D(t) is a stationary quantum state if and only if ai(i) and
a2{t) constitute a stationary solution of this DST system.
It was shown earlier that the exciton probability amplitudes Ci and c2 in the zeroorder BO wavefunctions correspond to stationary solutions of this DST equation.
Thus the exciton factors in these Davydov-method states are identical to the exciton
factors in the zero-order BO wavefunctions.
In addition, the relations (5.33) between the Einstein oscillator displacements
and the exciton probability amplitudes are identical to the relations (5.30) for the
BO zero-order states. It follows that the states

are identical to a subset of

the zero-order BO wavefunctions - those with Einstein oscillator quantum numbers
m = n2 — 0. Thus the first-order corrections to the BO states with ni = n2 = 0

estimate the error introduced by Davydov's procedure.

Summary of BO Results
The zero-order BO approximate wavefunctions for the FED have been calculated
for arbitrary values of x, J and U0. These zero-order approximations are equal to
the exact eigenstates in all the limiting cases for which exact solutions are known.
Between the well-understood limits, the BO approximation suggests that the value
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of the parameter

determines the nature of the lowest-energy eigenstates as follows:

/3 > 1. The lowest-energy states of the FED are symmetrized with respect to
exchanges of the two sites.

(3 < 1. The lowest-energy states of the FED are unsymmetric, degenerate, energylocalizing wavefunctions.
We have calculated the first-order corrections to the BO states. For fl > 1, the
first-order corrections are used to calculate estimates of the errors in the zero-order
states.
For

< 1 we showed that BO first-order corrections tend to decrease the asym

metry of the unsymmetric states. The meaning of error estimates for the /? < 1 BO
zero-order wavefunctions is not clear. A comparison of the BO results with pertur
bation calculations for small J suggest that linear combinations of the unsymmetric
states are better approximations of stationary quantum states and that the unsymmetrized BO wavefunctions are really long-lived nonstationary wavepackets.
Using symmetrized linear combinations of BO states for /? < 1 and standard
BO states for /? > 1 solves the symmetry problems but leaves a strange bifurcation
at /? = 1: it would appear that the lowest-energy state for /? > 1, which is sym
metric, bifurcates into a symmetric and an anti-symmetric state. This bifurcation
is eliminated by the proposal for lowest-energy wavefunctions that will be made in
Section 5.4.
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It was shown that the zero-order BO wavefunctions correspond to stationary
solutions of the DST equation. It follows that the DST equation may be useful in
obtaining BO wavefunctions for larger systems.
For m = n2 = 0, the zero-order BO wavefunctions are identical to the stable sta
tionary states derived from a Davydov-style analysis. Thus the BO error estimates
are also estimates of the error introduced by Davydov's method.
We do not yet have a rigorous description of the lowest-energy FED eigenstates
for /? < 1. However, we do have a zero-order estimate of the energies. Energylocalizing BO states (or properly-symmetrized linear combinations of those states)
have approximate energies that are lowered due to the correlation of exciton energy
and Einstein oscillator displacement by an amount

a-gd-zv.
This energy difference Eb can be understood as the energy required to move the
system out of an energy-localizing state. In Davydov's soliton theory, the equivalent
of Eb is referred to as the binding energy of a localized state.
In the next section the FED is studied with another technique. This technique
is used to lay the foundations for the accurate calculation of FED eigenstates for all
values of /?.

5.3 The Born Exact Approach
Introduction
In this section we study the FED using a technique we call the Born Exact Approach
(BEA). The BEA was developed by Born in 1951 as an alternative to the standard
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BO method for finding approximate eigenstates of molecular systems [7]. Unlike the
BO method which is a perturbation theory, the BEA is a way of reformulating the
eigenvalue problem without approximation. The BEA is valid in cases where the
standard BO approximation breaks down.
For the FED problem, the BEA yields a system of two coupled ordinary differ
ential equations that lends itself to much useful analysis aind is expected to provide
exact eigenstates through small-scale numerical calculations. Thus for the FED,
the BEA is in many ways superior to standard BO theory. However, for a Frohlich
system with / sites, the BEA leads to / partial differential equations in / — 1 in
dependent variables. The computation time Tf required to obtain exact eigenstates
by solving such a system of /-dimensional partial differential equations increases at
best according to [53]
Tf oc T { .

Thus for sufficiently large systems with extrinsic nonlinearity, the BEA equations
become too difficult to solve even numerically. For studies of many-freedom systems,
the BO perturbation method is the more practical approach.
Here the BEA is described and applied to the FED system. In the analysis of the
resulting equations we have two goals. One goal is to understand energy localization
in the FED. A second objective is to develop, by comparing the BEA results with
those from the BO method, a useful interpretation of the BO results for /? < 1.

Change of Coordinates
It is useful to rewrite HFED in terms of the quantum operators
S = Yi —Y 2

and a = Yi + >2-
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The change of variables makes it possible to write
H = H1(x1,x2,6) + Ha(a).

(5.36)

With the usual restriction N = 1,
H, =

n0 -

+

+ B\Bx) +

w6 2

1 d2

4

M d6 2

- B\B2)

(5.37)

and
M

"

_ X° . wa2

2

4

1 d2
Mda2'

This separation implies that H commutes with H„. Thus the stationary states of
H may be chosen to be eigenvectors of both H and H„. The stationary states can

be written
^(arj, x2, (j, S) = 5(o-)V»(®i, x 2 , 6 )

(5.38)

where S(cr) is an eigenvector of H a with eigenvalue E a and x/>(xi,x2,S) is an eigenstate of Hi with eigenvalue E\. The total energy of the state in (5.38) is
E — E \ -f- E a .

Making this separation greatly simplifies the FED eigenvalue problem.

The S(cr) problem
The function S ( a ) is can be found by substituting (5.38) into the Schrodinger equa
tion Hty = E $ and using the separation of variables technique. The factor S ( a )
must satisfy the ordinary differential equation
S" -

4

+ 1)25 = ~{MEa + ^ - ) S
w
4w

(5.39)
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where ' denotes differentiation with respect to cr. At the boundaries a —» ±00 we
must satisfy $ —» 0. It follows that S(cr) must vanish when cr

—> 00.

Applying this

condition to general solutions of the equation above restricts S(a) to the standard
quantum number states for a displaced harmonic oscillator with equilibrium point
<j —

— — .

w

In terms of the standard number states |m(x)), these functions are
Sm(<r) = |
where m is the quantum number. The allowed values of E a are
1

E a = wo( m + —) — - — .
2
4w

The tp(xi,x2,6) Problem
The BEA is used to find the factor ij>(xi,x2,6). Following Bora's original paper [7],
we separate the kinetic energy term from the other terms in Hi and write
1 d2
M d62

We seek solutions to the partial differential equation
Hiil>(xi,x 2 ,6) = Eit/>(xi,x 2 ,6)

in the form
%!> = ip+(xi,x2,6)F(6) + (p-(xi,x2,6)G(6)

where i p + ( x i , x 2 , S ) and t p _ ( x i , x 2 , S ) are eigenfunctions of the operator
H0 = Slo- J{B\B2 + BlBi) +

- B \ B 2 ) +^

(5.40)
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where S is treated as a parameter. The operator Ho used here is similar but not
identical to the Ho used in the BO method to find the zero-order exciton states. Here
6, a coordinates are used and the a terms (which do not affect the corresponding
eigenfunctions) have been removed. However, <p+ and

are exactly the same

functions defined in Eqs. (5.11) and (5.12).
In the BO method, once <p+ and ip- are found, they are evaluated at particular
fixed values of Einstein oscillator coordinates

and Y2 to give zero-order estimates

that are independent of Einstein oscillator coordinates. Here the dependence of
ip- and ip+ on the Einstein oscillator coordinate S = Y\ — Y2 is not removed. Instead,
<p± are considered functions of both exciton and Einstein oscillator coordinates. This

is one major distinction between the BO method and the BEA.
The other major distinction between the BO method and the BEA is the follow
ing. In the standard BO approximation, each of the wavefunctions is approximated
at zero order using a single exciton function. For example,
«p°(xi,s3;fi,y2)ii t ( Y u Y 2 ) .
Only through higher-order corrections does the other exciton function

contribute

to \&_. This restricts the zero-order BO wavefunctions to a subset of the full Hilbert
space. In the BEA, eigenstates are not based on a particular exciton function. The
form (5.40) is completely general.
The eigenfunctions <p± of Ho define two orthogonal manifolds in the Hilbert
space. The form (5.40) expresses wavefunctions according to their projections onto
these two orthogonal manifolds. (This is analogous to writing the general solution
of a second-order, constant-coefficient, ordinary differential equation as a sine term
plus a cosine term.)
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We proceed by substituting (5.40) into the eigenvalue problem Hiip = Eiip. This
equation is then projected the onto the eigenspace belonging to <p+ by taking the
inner product of both sides with tp + (integrating over exciton coordinates X\ and x 2
only). This projection produces an ordinary differential equation with independent
variable 8. A similar projection onto the eigenspace belonging to

produces

another ordinary differential equation that is coupled to the first one. Thus we
obtain a system of two coupled ordinary differential equations for the functions
F(8) and G{8). With the definition
p(S) = y/AJ 2 + x 2 * 2 ,

these equations are
F" — M
G" — M

4
w82
4

2

'

F

Mp\

+££]o

= "ir[ G '-^ G ]< 5 - 4 1 >
=

where ' implies differentiation with respect to 8. The solution ( F ( 8 ) , G ( 8 ) ) to this
ordinary differential equation system generates an eigenstate tj) of H \ . Multiplying
y
the function 0(xi, x2,8 ) by a number state \ m { o - \ —)) produces an exact eigenstate
w

of the FED. No approximations have been made.
Analytic solutions of Eqs.(5.41) are known only in certain limiting cases. We
consider these limits following a brief discussion of symmetry properties and local
modes for the BEA.

Symmetry
The character of local modes for the FED depends on the symmetry properties of
the stationary wavefunctions. There are two possible descriptions of each energy
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level E:
1. E is a nondegenerate level. Stationary wavefunctions must be symmetric or

anti-symmetric.
2. E is a degenerate level. Wavefunctions may be unsymmetric but can be sym
metrized.
Conditions (1.) and (2.) are manifested in Eqs. (5.41) as follows. The function
ip+ is symmetric with respect to site exchanges; <p- is antisymmetric. If ( F ( 6 ) , G{8))

is a nontrivial solution of the system (5.41) for energy E, then
(la.) E is a nondegenerate level. Then F ( 6 ) is symmetric and G(S) is anti-symmet
ric, so that the full wavefunction 9 is symmetric with respect to site exchanges,
(lb.) E is a nondegenerate level. F ( 6 ) is anti-symmetric and G ( 6 ) is symmetric, so
that the full wavefunction $ is anti-symmetric with respect to site exchanges,
or
(2.) E is a degenerate level.

If a given solution (F ( 6 ) , G ( 6 )) does not satisfy

the symmetry conditions of either (la.) or (lb.), then (F+(6),G-(6)) and
(F-(6), G+(S)) are also solutions of (5.41) where

F+ = F ( 6 ) + F ( - 6 ) and G_ = G(S) - G ( - S )
and
F . = F(S) - F ( - 6 ) and

G+ = G(6) + G(-S).

The first of these two new solutions satisfies condition (la.) and generates a
symmetric wavefunction. The second satisfies (lb.) and generates an anti
symmetric wavefunction. Both of these wavefunctions have energy E .
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Limiting Case Solutions
We are interested in the solutions F ( 6 ) and G(S) of (5.41). In the limits where
exact eigenstates are known, it is possible to calculate F(6) and G(S) by putting the
eigenstates in the form in Eq. (5.40). For /? > 1, the BO results are used to obtain
approximations of the exact F ( 6 ) and G(S).

X=o
The exact eigenstates of H for x = 0 are
= ^=(|1>|0) ± |0>|1))W^))W^))

(5.42)

in (<r, 5) coordinates.
The symmetry of each wavefunction above with respect to site exchanges (6 —*
—6) is determined by the symmetries of both the exciton function and the Einstein

oscillator function. If n is even, the symmetry of the full wavefunction is the same as
the symmetry of the exciton part. If n is odd, the symmetry of the full wavefunction
is the opposite of the symmetry of the exciton part.
The x — 0 version of (5.41) is
F" —
G" —

MwS2
4

MwS2

4

=

0

+ M J - M(E - n 0 - Ea) G =

0.

- M J - M(E -n0- Ea) F

(5.43)

For x = 0 the basis states ip± are independent of 6 and equal to the BO zero-order
exciton functions <The stationary state

is in the form (5.40) if

F({)= Mi=)) and G(f) = 0.
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The stationary state

is in the form (5.40) if
F(S) = 0 and

X

<?(*) = |n(-^)).

Small

It is useful to consider the effect of perturbing x slightly away from zero. The
two equations of (5.41) become coupled. It is no longer possible to have nontrivial
solutions for which either F(S) or G(S) is zero. The reason for this is as follows. If
F = 0, we have the system
g '-^r g ] = °
¥[
p2 L
p2

G" —

<5-44>

A/f i»nX2
A/f m
p + MlMw
M(E-n0-E<r) + ^£- \G = o

4

2

v

P4

The first of these equations is a separable ordinary differential equation that can be
solved by standard techniques [9]. The solution is
G(S) = C i y / 4 J 2 + x 2 # 2 -

In order that the full wavefunction remain finite as 6 —> ±oo, we must have Ci = 0
in the solution above. Thus, F(S) = 0 implies G(S) = 0.
Similarly, if G = 0, F ( 6 ) must satisfy the system
+

F"-

= 0
= 0.

The boundary conditions for the solution
F(6) = C i V 4 J 2 + X2^2

(5.45)
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of the second equation in the system require that F ( 6 ) = 0.
In summary, for /? > 1
F(S) = 0 if and only if G(6) = 0.

In other words, when x is nonzero, the exact eigenstates of the system must include
components of both symmetric and anti-symmetric exciton functions. This is in
agreement with the results of the BO method. For /? > 1, the BO wavefunctions
with first-order corrections include components of both exciton functions for all
nonzero x-

J =0

For J = 0, the exact eigenstates of the full Hamiltonian come in degenerate pairs.
The basis states ip± are also degenerate. Here we choose the basis states to be
independent of 6
V i = ^(|1)|0) ± |0)|1»

and write the full eigenstates so that they are symmetrized with respect to site
exchanges and agree with the results of small J perturbation calculations.
When J = 0, Eqs. (5.41) become
p" _
G" -

Mw62

MxS

4

2

MwS2

MxS

=

0

M ( E - fi 0 - E a ) G =

0.

M(E - n

0

- Ea) F

The pair of functions
F ( 6 ) = \ n ( S - ± £ ) ) and

G(«) = 0

(5.46)
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is one solution and
F ( 6 ) = 0 and

G(6) = K ^ J ) )

is another.
According to the symmetry properties of Eqs. (5.41), this pair (F(S), G(8) gen
erates two symmetrized solutions of the same energy. The pair
F + (S) =

1

S+X.

S- & 1

<5 -I-

$- &

V2

and
G.(6) =
V2

generate a symmetric wavefunction
F.(6) =

1 r

and
,54.x

S - ±

*

8-z

y/2

and
r

G+(S) =
V2

, B ( -7f ) ) + | n ( ^f ) >

generate an anti-symmetric wavefunction

.

— 0

As discussed in Section 5.1, this limit admits no true eigenfunctions, only generalized
eigenvectors. When ujq = 0, the system (5.41) is no longer a system of differential
equations. Dividing by M and letting M —> oo, the system becomes
0

F

=

G

= 0.

(5.47)
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Solutions of these algebraic equations determine the ^-dependence of the generalized
eigenvectors. Points in the corresponding continuous spectrum satisfy
E=

w6 2
p(6)
+ E a + — =F

4

2

These generalized eigenstates are discussed in Section 5.1. Here we focus specifically
on the generalized eigenstates that would be used in the BO method to generate
approximate wavefunctions.
For /? > 1, there are two generalized eigenvectors that lead to BO states,
*± = -5=(|l)|0)±|0)|lM«)f(<r+£).
_
_
y
—
These states correspond to fixing Fj = Y 2 = —-— and hence (5 = 0. In these two
2w
generalized eigenstates
*± = ^(|l)|0) ± |0)|1»The generalized eigenstate

corresponds to the choice
F ( 6 ) = 8{6) and

The generalized eigenstate

G{6) = 0.

corresponds to the choice
F { 6 ) = 0 and

G{6) = 6(6).

For j3 < 1 there is one anti-symmetric generalized eigenvector of interest
*. = -^(|l)|0)-|0)|l))f(«)f(<T+|).
For \P_, the exciton factors ip± and the functions F ( 8 ) and G ( 6 ) are defined as for
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For /? < 1 the unsymmetric BO state
= -J—Mi)io> + io>ii»f(<++£>
w
w
V1 + V
corresponds to
*+ = -7=^—(i7|l)|0) + |0)|l>)

vl + V

and
F ( 8 ) = 8(8 + —y/T—~j3*)
w

and G{8) = 0.

The unsymmetric state ^2+ is obtained from
<e+ = —t===(|i>]o)
+ v|0)|i»
1

v +v

and
F ( 6 ) = 6(6 — —y/T^~jP)
w

and G ( 6 ) = 0.

BEA Summary
Using the BEA in conjunction with the results from the previous sections, the prob
lem of finding the stationary states of the FED has been reduced to a boundary
value problem for two coupled ordinary differential equations, Eqs. (5.41). Exact
solutions of Eqs. (5.41) were given for three limiting cases.
In the future, a complete numerical study of the ordinary differential equation
system will be conducted. Numerical calculations of this sort should cover the entire
three-dimensional parameter space and involve careful monitoring of the discretiza
tion and numerical errors. This project is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
In the following section, analytic results from previous sections are used to de
velop a description of self-localization in the FED. The results of a numerical analysis
of Eqs. (5.41) will be used in the future to confirm and enhance this description.
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5.4 Local Modes for the FED
In this section, approximate lowest-energy FED stationary states and energies are
described for a large region of the full parameter space. The problems with BO ap
proximate wavefunctions for /? < 1 are addressed and new /? < 1 eigenstates are
presented that suggest a resolution of those problems. The lowest-energy station
ary states described here are then used to construct local mode wavepackets. The
picture of self-localization proposed here is consistent with all known limiting case
and perturbation theory results, and interpolates smoothly between well-understood
limits.

Stationary Local Mode Components
Stationary states of the FED are written here in the form
* = M^)>

+ MS)]

(5.48)

where
v l = ^j(|l)|0) ± |0)|1».

For large /?, the BO zero-order basis states

are good approximations of the

functions y>±, which are ^-dependent. Thus the states F(6) and G(6) that are used
to express a wavefunction in the form (5.48) will be close to solutions of the BEA
equations (5.41). For small values of /?, ip±(6) are strongly dependent on <5; in this
case if a wavefunction is expressed in the form (5.48), it cannot be assumed that
the corresponding F(S) and G(6) are solutions of Eqs. (5.41). In this section, the
form (5.48) is used for all values of /? because it is a consistent format to write
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the wavefunctions. For large (3 using this format makes it easy to compare BO
approximate wavefunctions with solutions of the BEA equations.
Attention is focused on states for which the quantum number m = 0 (no exci
tation in the a coordinate) and either n = 0 or n = 1 (at most one quantum of
excitation in the 6 coordinate).
u>0 small, /? > 1
For /3 > 1 and lo 0 sufficiently small, the BO results can be used to find approximate
solutions F(6) and G(S) of Eqs. (5.41). Writing BO first-order wavefunctions in cr,
6 coordinates and using the form (5.48) gives one set of wavefunctions in the form

= |m(^-tp))
Writing

in the form (5.48) requires that
f+(«) = |n(-^)) and G-W =-(£)«|»(-L)).

The other set of BO wavefunctions for /? > 1 can be written

in (<r, 8 ) coordinates. Putting

in the form (5.48) implies

F - W = (j7) { l»(^)> "> d

G + («) - K^)).

Neither (F+(£), G - ( S ) ) nor (F-(6),G+(6)) is an exact solution of Eqs. (5.41), but
these pairs of functions both become the exact solutions in the limits
X —• 0. For (3 » 1, the BO basis states

k

—• 0 and

are close to the BEA basis states ^>±{S)

and thus these pairs F(6) and G(6) do approximate solutions of (5.41).
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w0 small, /? << 1
There is a significant problem with the zero-order stationary states produced by the
BO technique for /3 < 1: the BO states do not adequately reflect the symmetry
of the FED model. A resolution of that problem is proposed for the lowest-energy
stationary states in the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1 For (3 « 1 and w0 sufficiently small, the unsymmetric lowestenergy zero-order BO states described in Section 5.2,
0
fljf
V

1
c
b +W
X-\/l
<7 r++£i
8
l —
- B2
— -^^(,11)10) +10)|1))|0(-^))|0(
P ))

l+,0,0 —

(5.49)

and

*S+,o.o = ^ = = ( 1 1 ) 1 0 ) + , | 0 ) | l ) ) | 0 ( ^ ) ) | 0 ( f — ( 5 . 5 0 )
are approximations not of stationary states but o/nonstationary wavepackets. Fur
thermore, symmetric and anti-symmetric linear combinations the B O states

^s=^°1+,o,o + ^+,o,o)

(5.51)

and

(5.52)
are good approximations of the true stationary states.
The state

is generated by the symmetric function
6 + & - J1 - P
B2
6 - W l -P
B2
|0( ^
)) + |0(
))
V2
%/2

and the anti-symmetric function
S + 2.«/l _ p
R2

|o( ^

V2

)) - |o(

6 _ wV
X^/l - 0p2

/:

V2

))
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The state

is obtained by choosing
F A (6) =

1

|Q(

s + >L./1 -

32

P )) ~

y/2

V2

S - W l - 32

|

0

(

—

p ))

V2

and
)) +

|0(

V2

|0(

S- X

_ 02
p

))

Justification of Conjecture 1

Agreement with Small J Theory
The validity of Conjecture 1 is supported by the results of small J perturbation the
ory. In cr, 6 coordinates, the approximate wavefunctions obtained from perturbation
theory in small J are
$+ =

1
V2

|1)|0)|0(^))±|0)|1)|0(^#)) \ Q ( ^ f ) ) + 0 ( J ) .
y/2
y/2

For J = 0, $4. = ^5 and

= ^>1. For J sufficiently small, (3 is also small and
1

7t7?^ = 0(j)
and
2
1- P
4
Y/T+V* " '

These approximate relations can be substituted into Eqs. (5.49) through (5.52) to
obtain
tfs = $ + + O ( J ) and

+ O(J).

In other words, Conjecture 1 is in agreement with the results of small J perturbation
theory. In contrast, without Conjecture 1 the results of BO theory conflict with the
results of small J perturbation theory.
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Variational Calculation
Another piece of evidence supporting Conjecture 1 is the result of a linear varia
tional calculation in which the unsymmetric BO states are the basis states in a trial
wavefunction. In this trial wavefunction,
®(c) = -^=^(®?+i0i0 + c«°+i0(0)>
the real parameter c is the constant of variation. A new approximate lowest-energy
wavefunction is obtained by choosing the value of c that minimizes
(1 + c * ) H n + 2(3 CH 1 2

1 + c2 + 2 0 c
where
Hn = (\P i+^ol-^l^i+.o.o)

(5.53)

= fio - y ~ { 2 + 0 2 )

4u>

and
H12 — (^,i+,o,o|-flr|^,2+,o,o)

(5.54)
exp

=

*2-(l-/?2)

2wu>a

These formulae are complicated by terms representing the inner product of the two
BO basis functions. The basis functions are not orthogonal to each other; the inner
product is
(^i+,o,o|^,2+,o,o) = PBecause (H) is a well-behaved function of c, the positions of minima are restricted
to the boundaries c —> ±oo and those values of c for which the

« F L - o.
dc
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The first derivative condition gives the possibilities c = ±1. At the two infinite
limits
lim (®(c)|ff|*(c)) = Hu.
c—<-±oo
For /? << 1, the two values of of c where the derivative vanishes give energy expec
tations
(l)|ff|*(l)) « ( H u + P H l 2 ) { 1 - P ) « H u - p ( H u - H l t )
and
<<P(-l)|ff|*(-l)> « (ff„ - P H U ) { 1 + P ) « H u + f i ( H u - H u )
For fio large (the case of interest here), Hu > Hi2 and c = 1 gives the lowest value
for (H). With c = 1 in the variational wavefunction,
*(c) = *S = ^=(^?+,0,0 + ^2+,0,o)The state

is thus the optimum choice for lowest-energy eigenstate; the variational

calculation is in agreement with Conjecture 1.
The expectation (H) can also be used to obtain an estimate of the energy split
ting between the approximate eigenstates

and

The state

the choice c = — 1 so that
Ae = ( $ ( - i ) i w ( - i ) ) - w ) i ^ m i ) >
2P { H U - H 1 2 + P H 1 2 )
1 — P2
y2
For small values of P and Clo » -—,
4w
AE « 2/MV

corresponds to
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Thus the energy of the anti-symmetric state ^a is larger than that of the symmetric
state \1>5 by an amount that increases from 0 roughly linearly in /? near /? = 0. The
general expression for AE is
AE

a

1)1

(r^> *!"»('+w

(5 ' 55)

-£{(2 + /?*) + «1- W2 - 4)«p(-*^i)}].
The validity of this expression is limited by the choice of basis states.

Small w0 and /? « 1
The BO theory gives reasonable approximate wavefunctions for the case /3 > 1
and k sufficiently small. Here it is proposed that those BO results can be extended
to include a small range of /? values that are less than 1.
Conjecture 2 Consider the first-order wavefunctions obtained using the B O ap
proximation for /? > 1:

= [fl =F «(

^=)>M^)).

For u>o sufficiently small, these states are also good approximations to the exact
stationary states for /?<1.

Conjecture 2 suggests that the exact stationary states of the system do not
change dramatically at the point (3 = 1 and that the BO approximation results
for /? > 1 can be extended in a continuous manner to generate valid approximate
wavefunctions for values of /? somewhat less than 1.
Justification for Conjecture 2.
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The justification for Conjecture 2 involves the main assumption needed to justify
the BO perturbation expansions: that the Einstein oscillator motion is restricted
to small oscillations near an equilibrium point. This assumption, embodied in the
expansion Y{ = Yi +

leads to the BO perturbation series.

The /3 > 1 BO wavefunctions are derived under the assumption that the Einstein
oscillator motion consists of small oscillations around an equilibrium configuration

6=0

and a = — — .

(5.56)

w

This equilibrium configuration is determined by finding the minimum of the energy
surface e+(Yi, Y2). For /? < 1, the lower energy surface e+(Fi, Y2) has two minima,
at which
S = ±-y/1 — /32 and a =
w

w

(5.57)

rsj

For (3 < 1, both of the energy-minimizing configurations in Eq. (5.57) are close to
the /? = 1 configuration given by (5.56). Thus it is not unreasonable to suggest
that for /? < 1, the Einstein oscillator motions can still be considered small when
measured with respect to the configuration (5.56).
The assumptions made in the BO method concerning the Einstein oscillator
motion neglect the possibility of quantum-mechanical tunneling between the two
minima of e+. The possibility of tunneling suggests that Einstein-oscillator motion
is not only near the configuration (5.56) but is centered around that configuration,
for

< 1 as well as /? > 1.
According to Conjecture 2, the lowest-energy symmetric and anti-symmetric

/? > 1 BO wavefunctions are also valid for /? < 1. These two lowest energy levels
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are
.2

E = fio — ^
2w

J + t^o

and
Y2

E — n0 — r
2w

•/ -j" 2u>o-

The lowest-energy approximate wavefunction is
,c + ^
*+.0.0 = l°(^»

- £<V0-] |0(^)).

This state corresponds to the choice
m = io(^»

md GOT = -i«|o(-i)>.

The second-lowest energy level is the state for which the S coordinate is excited with
one quantum of energy and the a coordinate is unexcited. This state can be written

and corresponds to the choice
n«) = |l(^» and G(«) = -(|-)«|(-|)>.
The states ®+,o,i and ^+,0,0 are used to create a local mode for /? < 1 and ft > 1.

Local Mode Wavepackets
Conjectures 1 and 2 provide approximate lowest-energy FED eigenstates for /? << 1,
ft « 1 and ft > 1. The eigenstates for ft « 1 are obtained by symmetrizing the

standard unsymmetric zero-order ft < 1 BO states. The eigenstates for ft « 1 are
generated by extending the first-order BO states for ft > 1 in a continuous manner
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below the value /? = 1. From this collection of states, energy-localizing wavepackets
can be formed.
Although such wavepackets are nonstationary, they can be given a specific form
at some initial time. This t = 0 condition of a local mode wavepacket is written

= [FL(S) V ° + + G L(6)<PI]
Two characteristics of these local wavepackets are evaluated over a range of /? values.
1. The initial asymmetry in the distribution of exciton energy, as measured by
the quantity (NI) — (7V2).
2. The functions Fl(6) and Gl(6) needed to describe the initial condition of the
wavepacket $£,.
Local Modes For (3 « 1
In the standard form of Eq. (5.48), the wavepacket ^i+.o.o which localizes energy on
site 1 corresponds to
77-4-1

6 •{- ^"\/l — Qi

and

G L (S) =

V.

|0( ^" V __

y/l+V*

P

)).

V2

A t /? = 0, the functions of Fl (6) and Gl ( 6 ) are equal in amplitude and contribute

equally to the full wavefunction tyjj. As /3 increases from 0, the function Gl(6)
decreases in amplitude and the Fl(6) term in the wavefunction becomes dominant.
The fraction of exciton energy localized on site 1 in this wavepacket varies with
increasing /? according to

(N\) - (N 2 ) =
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According to Conjecture 1, \Pl is a the linear combination of properly-symmetrized
stationary state components. An estimate of the energy splitting AE between the
stationary state components $a and

for /3 « 1 is given in Eq. (5.55).

Local Modes for /? « 1 and /? > 1
For larger values of /3, an energy-localizing wavepacket is created by combining
the lowest-energy BO first-order wavefunction VP+,0,0 with the BO first-order wavefunction ^+,0,1 which has one quantum of Einstein oscillator excitation in the 6
coordinate. The linear combination

creates a wavepacket which initially localizes exciton energy on site 1. The functions

Fl(6) and Gl(£) corresponding to this wavepacket are

and

<w> — ( £ ) « > < > - w > > The fraction of exciton energy localized by this normalized wavepacket is

The energy splitting between the stationary state components of
of /? values is
A E = ujq -)- 0 ( k ' ' )

according to the BO theory for /? > 1.

in this range
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Local Mode Characteristics
In Figures 5.23-5.25, the two quantities chosen to characterize local mode wavepackets are graphed over a range of /? values. The approximate local modes for /? << 1
are used for 0 < /? < .5 and the large /? results are used for (3 > .8. In Figure 5.23,
the asymmetry function ( N\) — (N 2 ) for the initial condition

is plotted versus (3.

Figures 5.24 and 5.25 show how the functions Fl(6) and Gl(8) change as (3 varies.
In these figures, fixed values were used for the following parameters: ujq = 10.0,
X

= V2, w = 1.0 and flo = 1000.0. This gives the relation /? = J.
The amount of initial asymmetry (N\) — (N 2 ) and the shapes of the functions FI

and Gl transform continuously in the well-understood ranges of F3. In the intermedi
ate range of (3 between .5 and .8, it is clearly possible to construct wavefunctions that
interpolate smoothly between the small F3 and large (3 approximate states according
to the these characteristics.
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N1 - N2

0.25
Figure 5.23: ( N i ) — (7V2) for local mode wavepackets vs. /?. The parameters x —
Y/2,W — 1.0 and flo = 1000.0 were used. The four curves for (3 > .8 are for
u0 — 4.0,6.0,8.0 and 10.0.
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Figure 5.24: F l {5 ) for local mode wavepacket, for —3 < S < 3 , 0 < /? < .5 and
.8 < /? < 2. Here x = y/2,w = 1.0, ojq — 10.0 and fi0 = 1000.0. For both small and
large /?, Fi(S) has its maximum value for 6 < 0. The bottom of the box is at — 1,
the top at +1.

Figure 5.25: Gl (S ) for local mode wavepacket, for —3 <£<3, 0< / ? < . 5 a n d
•8 < 0 < 2. As above, x = V2,w = 1.0, uq = 10.0 and fio = 1000.0. For both small
and large /?, Gl(<5) has its maximum value for 6 < 0. The bottom of the box is at
—1, the top at +1.
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Local Mode Summary
This description of local modes is only the first step in the development of a complete
theory of self-localization in the FED. Only the lowest-energy quantum levels are
considered here; this greatly restricts the set of superposition states that it is possible
to construct. The full potential of the BEA for providing descriptions of stationary
state wavefunctions and energies has yet to be exploited.
Yet, it is shown that a local mode theory is possible for the FED. The basic
description of lowest-energy symmetric and anti-symmetric FED eigenstates given
here is consistent with known mathematical properties of the model and with the
basic quantum-mechanical properties of interacting oscillator systems. The lowest
energy level corresponds to a symmetric nondegenerate state for all /? > 0; the second
lowest level to an anti-symmetric nondegenerate state. From these two lowest-energy
eigenstates, energy-localizing nonstationary wavepackets are constructed. These
wavepackets become increasingly localized and remain localized for increasingly long
times as the nonlinear limit /? —> 0 is approached.

5.5 FED Summary
The Frohlich/Einstein Dimer (FED) has proved to be a remarkably good tool for
unraveling the puzzles of extrinsic quantum self-localization. Because there are
only two sites, the corresponding quantum eigenvalue problem is of sufficiently low
dimension that analytical methods not feasible for studying larger systems can be
applied successfully to the FED.
The BO perturbation method may be carried out to third order. This provides
not only a set of approximate FED wavefunctions and energies, but also first-order
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corrections to the wavefunctions. The approximate FED eigenstates obtained here
provide a unique opportunity for studying the quantum dynamics of an extrinsic
quantum model without losing control of the approximation errors.
It was shown that for the FED, the BO zero-order approximation is equivalent
to using a Davydov-style/coherent state analysis to obtain approximate stationary
states. Using coherent state wavepackets in a trial wavefunction, as Davydov did
in his soliton theory, is an intriguing and widely applicable technique for studying
quantum dynamics. The main flaw in this technique is the lack of error control.
The first-order BO wavefunction corrections permit the analytic examination of the
errors involved in such approximations.
The BEA has led to the reduction of the FED eigenvalue problem to a pair
of ordinary differential equations. It is expected that these differential equations
will yield high-precision numerical calculations of exact FED eigenstates. Thus
the foundations have been laid for both numerical and analytical examinations of
mathematical methods used on larger extrinsic quantum systems. In addition, the
results of limiting case analysis, BO perturbation calculations and the BEA have
been used in concert to construct a model of low-energy local modes in the FED.
Unlike the QDST, for which each quantum level n generates a finite-dimensional
eigenvalue problem, each exciton quantum level N in the FED generates an infinite
set of states and energy levels. Thus exact quantum calculations are quite compli
cated even for a two site model. The work here has involved exclusively the exciton
level N = 1. Figure 5.5 gives a good illustration of the complexity of the FED
eigenvalue problem for the single exciton level N = 1. For nonzero Xi all the levels
shown in Figure 5.5 become coupled. The discussion of local modes in the FED has
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focused on only the lowest of the N = 1 sublevels, those with Einstein oscillator
quantum number n = 0 and n = 1. The theory of self-localization in the FED is far
from complete.
However, several obstacles involved in constructing such a theory have been
overcome. The first of these obstacles was the misleading results of zero-orer BO
theory applied to the FED for /? < 1. Recall that according to zero-order BO
theory, the lowest-energy FED eigenstates correspond to the stationary states of
the nonlinear classical DST equation. There is an abrupt transition at f3 = 1 at
which the lowest-energy symmetric BO state bifurcates into two unsymmetric states.
As discussed earlier, this lack of symmetry contradicts the conventional quantummechanical wisdom about interacting oscillator systems, although it is not ruled out
by linear mathematical principles.
The zero-order BO results have been explained through careful examination
of the governing assumptions of the BO method, comparison of BO results with
other perturbation calculations, and a variational calculation. Symmetrized linear
combinations of BO unsymmetric states are shown to be reasonable approximate
stationary wavefunctions for

« 1. This indicates that a zero-order BO (or

Davydov-style) analysis accompanied by the symmetrization of any resulting un
symmetric wavefunction may be a suitable method for studies of a general class of
nonlinear quantum systems. A similar procedure, although not involving BO theory,
was originally proposed in the polaron theory of Hohler [34]. Further evaluation of
the accuracy of such a procedure for the FED system is one goal of future work.
Following the prescription of BO perturbation theory plus symmetrization pro
duces two closely-spaced FED eigenstates for /? << 1 that can be superposed to
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create a local mode. For (3 > 1, a reasonable choice of local mode components are
the two lowest-energy BO states, states with 0 quanta and 1 quantum of Einstein
oscillator excitation, respectively. Figures 5.23-5.25 show that it is not unreasonable
to expect a continuous transformation from the lowest-energy symmetric and anti
symmetric states for /? > 1 to the states

and

constructed in Conjecture 1.

There is an intermediate region of parameter space,

< 1 but (3 sufficiently

larger than zero, for which the analytic work presented here does not produce reason
able approximate FED wavefunctions. The numerical solution of the BEA equations
is expected to fill in this gap of knowledge in the future.
From the results presented here, it can be concluded that the abrupt transition at
/? = 1 suggested by standard BO calculations is an artifact of the calculations, not a
property of the model itself. When symmetrized zero-order BO states are used and
error estimates considered, there is no clear evidence for an abrupt /? = 1 transition
at which two degenerate lowest-energy states merge into one. The conjectures of
Section 5.4 indicate instead a gradual transformation of energies and wavefunctions
as /? is varied.
An important feature of this transformation is, however, highlighted by the zeroorder BO results. As /? decreases, that is, the strength of the nonlinear intersite
coupling increases, the presence of exciton energy in the system is increasingly cor
related with a displacement of Einstein oscillator equilibrium positions. These corre
lations are evident in the local mode wavepackets. For large /3, the average Einstein
oscillator configuration in any superposition state is

In the limit /? << 1, the average Einstein oscillator configuration in a local mode
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superposition is either
Y 1 = _*
w

and Y 2 = 0

or
y1=0 and y2 = --.
w

The nonlinearity in classical approximations of the FED is reflected not in unsymmetric quantum eigenstates but in this correlation between Einstein oscillator
displacements and exciton energy localization.
This correlation affects the behavior of localized quantum wavepackets by de
creasing the effective coupling between the two FED sites. The factor
/Jexp

v2
* -(I-/?2)

2wua

in the formula for AE for small /? obtained from the variational calculations is a
manifestation of the exciton/Einstein oscillator correlation. This factor "squeezes
together" the energy levels of the local mode component eigenfunctions, thus in
creasing the length of time that initially localized energy remains on the original
site. The existence of this squeezing-together of local mode component energies in a
quantum model at the N = 1 excited level is the characteristic signature of extrinsic
quantum nonlinearity.
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CHAPTER 6

DISCUSSION

In this dissertation, two specific models have been investigated: the Quantized Dis
crete Self-Trapping system (QDST) and the Frohlich/Einstein Dimer (FED). In
the classical limit, both of these models become nonlinear dynamical systems that
admit stable energy-localizing solutions. Here manifestations of this classical selflocalization have been found in the fully-quantized equations, which are linear.
The QDST model consists of coupled anharmonic oscillators. Because each in
dividual component in a QDST system is nonlinear, irrespective of interactions, the
QDST system is said to have intrinsic nonlinearity. In the FED, anharmonicity
comes from the interaction between two linear subsystems. The FED is said to have
extrinsic nonlinearity.
For both the intrinsic QDST and the extrinsic FED model, the terms in the
quantum equations that correspond to classical nonlinearities affect the quantum
wavefunctions and energies in the following way. Nonlinear terms produce a set
of exact eigenstates particularly suited to creating energy-localizing nonstationary
quantum wavepackets. This special set of local-mode-component states have energy
levels that differ by an amount AE which varies inversely with the strength of
the classical anharmonicity. An appropriate linear combination of stationary state
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components produces a wavepacket that can localize energy on some initial site for
a time
At oc 1/AE.

In the models investigated here, both At and the degree of initial localization in
crease as the nonlinearity parameter increases.
The two studies presented were quite different in scope. The calculations pre
sented for each model were motivated by specific applications and specific unsolved
mathematical problems. For the QDST equation, local modes were studied in the
strongly-nonlinear limit. In this limit, formulae for the energy splitting AE were
derived for all quantum levels and for systems with an arbitrary number of oscil
lators. In contrast, the study of extrinsic quantum nonlinearity was limited to a
system of just two sites: the FED. The FED model was studied only in the case
of one quantum of exciton energy but for coupling-to-nonlinearity ratios from zero
to infinity. Work related to the FED focused on the evaluation of mathematical
methods as much as the search for quantum local modes. The differences in these
two programs of study and the results generated by each motivate future research
on both models.
The intermediate range of coupling-to-nonlinearity ratios near the classical bi
furcation point
P=1

caused special difficulties in studies of the FED; it may be useful to consider the
two-freedom QDST in a similar parameter range. Understanding the quantummechanical manifestations of the classical bifurcation in the two-freedom QDST
may lead to a better understanding of the FED. In classical nonlinear dynamics,
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bifurcation theory provides useful information about the stability of solution states.
Understanding the quantum theory of classical bifurcations in general could be useful
in describing a large class of quantum systems.
The general, /-site energy splitting formula derived for the QDST model grew
out of an original project involving numerical calculations for a two-site system. It
is hoped that numerical calculations of exact FED eigenstates and energies may in
a similar way lead to the development of a more general analytic theory of extrinsic
self-localization.
The success of the QDST model in interpreting experimental data motivates a
search for physical systems that are well-described by the FED. Exact eigenstates
and energies for the FED system obtained from the BEA numerical calculations
should provide the results necessary to use the FED as a physical model.
In order to use these models to describe self-localization in real physical systems,
it is important to be aware of differences between the energy spectrum generated
by an intrinsic system and that generated by an extrinsic system. One observable
difference between the two models studied here is found within the context of the
energy-level squeezing phenomenon. At the first excited level, the QDST mode
does not exhibit any nonlinear character. The compression of energy levels and the
formation of a special subset of local mode component states begins at the level n = 2
in the QDST. In contrast, at the N = 1 level of the FED, the compression of local
mode component energy levels is clearly evident in estimate for AE obtained from
variational calculations. In other word, the extrinsic FED is effectively nonlinear at
the first quantum level while the intrinsic QDST is not. It is precisely the significant
nonlinearity at the first excited level that makes extrinsic models useful in many
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applications.
Clarifying the relationships between classical nonlinear effects and the corre
sponding quantum-mechanical manifestations is work that is important not only for
applications but also from a basic mathematical perspective. These investigations
bring to light a different way of thinking about linear systems. In the applied math
ematics community, linear systems are often viewed as the uninteresting result of
dropping terms from nonlinear equations, systems devoid of the rich and diverse be
havior found in the real world. However, the quantum theory has withstood the test
of many years of experiments and gives strong evidence that at some fundamental
level the natural world is governed by linear equations. Studies such as those pre
sented here demonstrate that there is not an inherent conflict between quantum me
chanics and nonlinear science: the quantum theory can connect a nonlinear classical
model to a linear system that exhibits many of the same interesting phenomema. A
underlying theme of this research is the idea that although all quantum-mechanical
systems are linear, some linear systems are more nonlinear than others.
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APPENDIX A

DETAILS OF QDST FORMULAE PROOFS

Lemma 3 For all 1 <m < f, and for all k,
(W k ) m m = (W k )

(A.l)

Proof of Lemma 3 To prove Lemma 3 we will construct a set of / permutation
matrices Qm, m = 1,Each matrix Qm defines a transformation that maps the
mm element of Wk to the 11 position, that is
(Wk) m m = (Q m W k Q- 1 )!!.

(A.2)

We then show that Wk is invariant under these transformations, which implies
Eq. (A.l).
By definition, a system with transitive symmetry has associated with it a set of
/ permutations on / elements, Pm, m = 1,...,/, that commute with the dispersion
matrix M. For each permutation Pm on m elements we define a corresponding
permutation Qm on p elements. We will demonstrate the procedure of defining
Q2 for the four oscillator system depicted in Figure 4, in the second excited level
(n = 2).
The permutation that corresponds to changing the oscillator labels from their
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positions in Figure 4a to their positions in Figure 4b is

/0

1

0 0\

1
0

0
0

0
0

P2 =

0
1

Vo o i oj
We assign indices to the 10 basis states |n/) for this system as follows: |7Zj) =
[2 0 0 0], |n2) = [0 2 0 0], |n3) = [0 0 2 0], |ra4) = [0 0 0 2], |n5) = [110 0],
|n6) = [101 0], |n7) = [100 1], |n8) = [011 0], |n9) = [010 1], and
|n10) = [001 1].
Permuting by P2 the elements 6/,- of the basis state |nj) changes that state into
another number eigenstate |n;<). For example, the permutation P2 maps the state
1^9) = [1 0 1 0] to |n6) = [010 1].

By identifying each of the ten number

eigenstates with the state resulting when its elements are permuted by P2, we obtain
the following mapping: |ni) i-> |n2),
Ins) *-* |n5),
|nio)

|ne) "-»• |n9),

|n2) 1-* Im),
|n8),

\n7)

|n3) t-» |n4),

|n8) h-> |n7),

|n9)

|n4) h-> |n3),
|n6),

and

> |n10). We then define the permutation Qi by associating the index I of each

number eigenstate |n/) with the index /' of the state |nj<) to which it is mapped. For
example, since |ng) is mapped to |ri6), we say that the permutation Q2 maps the
index 9 to the index 6. As a permutation matrix,

/ 0

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0\

1

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0

0
1

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
g2 =
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
V0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0
0

0
0

0 0
0

0

1 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 1/

(A.3)
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In the general case of an arbitrary QDST for an / degree-of-freedom system with
transitive symmetry, we follow this procedure for each of the / permutations P m .
That is to say, we number the basis states |n/) with the indices 1, ...,p and then
match each state

I"/) = [i/i bn 6/3 •• • bij]
with the state |nj») that results from permuting the elements bij of |n/) by P m . This
gives us a set of / one-to-one mappings Qm from the set of indices 1, ...,p to itself.
We will use the notation P m (i) = j (or Q m (i) = j) to indicate that the permuta
tion Pm (or Qm) maps the element i to the jth position. In this notation, if the state
|n/) has b[i quanta on the ith degree of freedom, the state |nQm(/)) has bu quanta on
the Pm(i)th degree of freedom.
We now verify that the permutations Q m defined by this procedure have the
property described by Eq. (A.2); multiplying Wk on the left by Qm and on the right
by Q"1 maps the mm element of Wk to the 11 position. Recall that the subscript
m on Pm indicates that
Pm{™) = 1.

Thus if the state |nj) has bi m quanta on the m t h degree of freedom, under permutation
by Pm those 6/m quanta are moved to the first degree of freedom. The state |nQm(/))
then satisfies
&Q m (/) l = b t m

where bQm^ j is the number of quanta on the first degree of freedom in the state
|ngm(/)). When the basis states are numbered according to our convention, the first
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/ states have the form
|rii) = [0 0 • • •; • • n •••, • • • 0 0].
I th position

By permuting the elements of the state |nm) that has all n quanta on the m t h degree
of freedom by the permutation Pm, we obtain the state |ni) that has all n quanta
on the lsl degree of freedom. In terms of the permutations Qm this means that
Qm(m) = 1.

(A.4)

The transformation Wk •—> QwWkQ^ permutes the rows and columns of Wk accord
ing to Qm. Eq. (A.4) implies that Qm maps the element (Wfc)mm to the 11 position,
satisfying Eq. (A.2).
It remains to show that Wk is invariant under the permutation of its rows and
columns by each Q m , m = 1,...,/. First, we will establish that the matrices L' 1
and V that appear in the definition of Wk are invariant under permutations of their
rows and columns by Qm, that is
{Q m L- x Q m - l ) v l = Lp}

and (Q m VQ m ~ l ) v l = V v l .

(A.5)

Since the matrix X-1 is diagonal, permuting its rows and then its columns by Q m
is equivalent to applying Q m once to its diagonal elements. The invariance of L~ l
follows from the fact that the matrix elements
f

- EL %r.

« wo
(A.6)

„ 0,

if Lu = 0

are the same for all values of I that correspond to states |n/) with the same parti
tioning of the quanta. The state |nQm(/)) differs from |n/} only in that the numbers
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of quanta bij have been permuted to different degrees of freedom; the partitioning of
the quanta is the same in |nQm(jj) and |n/). Thus the states |nj) and |ngm(/)) have the
same matrix elements with L~x. It follows that the transformation corresponding
to Qm merely interchanges elements of L~l that are identical, so that the first of
Eqs. (A.5) holds.
Now consider an arbitrary element of V,
Vin = (n/'| ^2 MijB\Bj\ni).

We will consider the zero and nonzero elements of V separately. Acting on the
state |ra/) with the operator

MijBjBj produces a linear combination of number

eigenstates, those obtained by decreasing by by one and increasing bu by one, for
all i ^ j. If the basis state |n/<) on the left is not one of the states so produced, then
by the orthogonality of distinct basis states
V v l = 0.

(A.7)

In other words, Vm will be zero if one cannot obtain |n/;) from |n;) by moving one
quantum from one degree of freedom to another. This relation between the two basis
states will not change if one permutes the elements of both states by Pm. Thus,
whenever Eq. (A.7) holds, we have also
( Q m V Q m T 1 )v i = 0 .

Now assume |nj<) can be obtained from |n/) by moving one quantum from the j t h
degree of freedom to the ith degree of freedom. Then
Vm = M^Vbu + 1.

(A.8)
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We need to show that Vv, is equal to (Q m VQ m1)'''- By definition,

(QmVQn)i'i = (raQm(f)l ^2 MijBlBj\nQmy)).

(A.9)

By assumption, the state |nj/) can be obtained from |nj) by decreasing by one b ,j,
the number of quanta on the jth degree of freedom, and increasing by one

the

number of quanta on the ith degree of freedom. Then |^Qm(/<)) can be obtained from
lnQm(')) ^ decreasing the number of quanta on the Pm{j)ih degree of freedom by
one and increasing the number of quanta on the Pm(i)th degree of freedom by one.
Since the number of quanta on the Pm(j)th degree of freedom in the state |n<3m(/)) is
bij, and the number of quanta on the Pm(i)th degree of freedom in the state |"Qm(/))
is ha,
(QmVQ- 1 ),,, = (PmMP-1)0V%V/^TT.

(A.10)

In other words, the square root factors in Eqs. (A.8) and (A.10) are the same. From
the definition of transitive symmetry,

P m MP~ l = M.

(A.11)

Together Eq. (A.8), (A.10), and (A.11) lead to the second of Eqs. (A.5). We have
now shown that both L - 1 and V commute with Q m .
It follows that an arbitrary product of L -1 and V also commutes with Q m , as will
a linear combination of such products. Since Wk is composed of a linear combination
of products of Z-1 and V, Wk also commutes with Qm. Combined with Eq. (A.2),
this completes the proof of Lemma 3.
Lemma 4
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For all 1 < / , / ' < / , / ^ V,

{

0,

if k < n

(-irn(M,„r

iikssn

(A.12)
(n - l)^"" 1 '

Proof of Lemma 4 Using our chosen numbering scheme for the basis states,

(A k)w = (Wk)u,
for 1 </,/'< /; it suffices to show that the IV element of Wk satisfies the right side
of Eq. A.12). For the remainder of this section the indices I and V satisfy 1 < / , / ' < /
and I ^ V.
First, we consider the case k < n. We need to show that the W elements of
Wk are zero. We do this by noting that Wit is composed of a linear combination
of products of the matrices X - 1 and V , and that the products have at most k < n
factors of V. We then show that the IV element of any product of L-1 and V is zero
if the product has fewer than n factors of V, so that (Wk)w = 0 when k < n.
As we did for the proof of Lemma 2, we begin the proof of Lemma 4 by consider
ing the type of equation that determines the elements of an arbitrary product of the
matrices L~l and V. Any such product will, like the product ((—l)fcF(j£/-1 V)A_1),
have elements defined by multiple sums such as that in Eq. (3.24).
The IV element of a product will be nonzero only if at least one term in the
defining sum is nonzero. It is necessary for the existence of a nonzero term that for
at least one set of values of Si, a2,Sk-\, every element in the k element sequence
Viai, K,i

/' is nonzero. These p k ~ l possible sequences of k elements of V

are those that start with elements from row I of V and end with elements from
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column V of V. The row index s,- of an element V Si „i+1 in the sequence must match
the column index of the preceding element.
Consider the elements of V in such a sequence. V a i , i + 1 will be nonzero only if
the number eigenstates |n4i) and |nij+1) differ in that |nSi+1) can be obtained from
|naj) by moving one quantum from one degree of freedom to another. It follows
that the IV element of a product of L~l and V with one factor of V will be nonzero
only if the state |nj<) can be obtained from the state |n/) by moving one quantum.
Similarly, one can find a sequence of two elements K,„i+1 and Kj+l4j+2 that are both
nonzero only if the number eigenstates |ra4i) and |na,+2) differ in that |nSi+2) can be
obtained from |n4i) by moving two quanta. Thus the IV element of a matrix product
with two factors of V will be nonzero only if the state |n/;) can be obtained from
the state |n;) by moving two quanta. By extending this argument, we find that the
IV element of a product of L~l and V will be nonzero only if the state |n/<) can be

obtained from the state |nj) by moving k quanta, where k is the number of factors
of V in the product.
Now we use the fact that we are considering values of I and V that are the indices
of basis states with all n quanta on the Ith and Vth degrees of freedom, respectively.
One must move at least n quanta to obtain the state |n/<) from the state |n/). This
means that in order to have a nonzero IV element, a product of L'1 and V must have
at least n factors of V. But when k < n, all of the matrix products that contribute
to Wk have fewer than n factors of V, and therefore have zero IV elements. The IV
element of Wjt is merely a linear combination of the IV elements of these contributing
matrix products, so that

{Wk)w = 0, for k <n.

(A-13)
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It remains to show that Eq. (A.12) holds for the case k = n. The only matrix product
contributing to Wn with at least n factors of V is the product (—l)nF(i-1 V)n_1,
so that as for two degrees of freedom,

(W n ) w = (-inViL-'Vr- 1 ),,,.

(A.14)

We proceed to calculate the IV elements of (—1)"V(.L-1 V)n_1. There is only one
sequence Vi 31, V3132, ...KA:_1 /' of exactly n nonzero elements of V starting in a row
/, ending in a column

and for which the indices of adjacent terms match. That is

the sequence that corresponds to the sequence of basis states

• • • ( ) • • • ] - > [• • • n — 1 • • • 1 • • • ] —> [• • • r i — 2 • • • 2 • • • ] — • • • •

(A.15)

[• • • n — 3 • • • 3 • • •] —• • • • —• [• • • 3 • • • n — 3 • • •] —•

[ . . . 2 • • • 7i — 2 • • • ] —• [• • • 1 • • • n — 1 • • •] —• [• • • 0 • • • n • • •].
The strongest coupling between states |7ij) and

each having all n quanta on

different degrees of freedom involves such a sequence of intermediate states. The
reason that there is so much similarity between the splitting formulae for systems
with different numbers of degrees of freedom is that no matter how many freedoms
are in the system, the unique strongest coupling sequence (A.15) always involves
the same n + 1 partitionings of the n quanta.
The element V ai „.+, couples a state with n — i quanta on degree of freedom I
and i quanta on degree of freedom I' to a state with n — (i + 1) quanta on degree of
freedom / and i + 1 quanta on degree of freedom V. Therefore,

V Si a , +1 = MifVn - i\/i + 1.
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Knowing the exact sequence of basis states involved also tells us that
r-i _

1

i(n-i)y
The IV element of (—l)n(V(Z-1 V)n_1 that comes from this sequence is then given
by

,

m

.

(_1) (

f

v „IIfal

>/("-*)(*' + 1 ) _ (-l)"(Af/ i ' ) n «
ns. ( n - . h
(n-l)-7--

/a

1fix

(A16)

Combining Eqs. (A.13), (A.14) and (A.16), we obtain Eq. (A.12). This completes
the proof of Lemma 4.
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APPENDIX B

THE BO PERTURBATION METHOD

The contents of this appendix are for the most part translated directly from [8].
Some details that are not necessary to describe the BO method in the context of
the FED have been omitted or simplified. In particular, the FED problem involves
only two types of vibrational motion while a general molecular dynamics problem
involves electronic, vibrational and rotational motions; the theory described in [8]
has been adjusted here to describe motion on only two time scales. Also, the last
section here is specific to the FED problem.
It is assumed that the system of interest can be divided into two parts because
each element in the system has a mass of approximately m or M, where

m « M.

The Hamiltonian for the system is written

H = Ho + k 4 #!

where

k 4h x
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is the kinetic energy of the more-massive subsystem and

*-TT

< " « >

The coordinates {x,} will be used to describe motions of the less-massive elements
and the coordinates {VJ} to describe motions of the more-massive subsystem.
It is assumed that the eigenvalue problem

(®-^)

iioV ~ Bo V

can be solved for a complete set of eigenvectors {y?p} and eigenvalues {ep}. The
eigenstates {<pp} and the energies {ep} are functions of the {a:,} and the {V^}.
One factor of a BO zero-order wavefunction is obtained by evaluating a function
ipn at a specific configuration of the more-massive subsystem: a configuration that
minimizes the corresponding energy, en. We denote an energy-minimizing config
uration {Vj}. Motion relative to a configuration {f<} is given in terms of scaled
relative coordinates (,•, defined by

Yi-Yi = «C,-.
Using Eq. (B.3), the operator

(B.3)

an energy eigenvalue en({x,}, {Fj})

or a state <£>n({x,}, {V<}) can be expanded in a Taylor Series around a chosen con
figuration {Vi}. That is,
All

HodxihiYi}) = tfo0({*.};tf

}) + E

{*•})+

t

S
^+ " '
J
i.4 2^^dYidV^^

(B.4)
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en ({*})

iQp

M;«})+ E'£f'^fOW)) +

=

(B.5)

I

1
«'.i

V n ( { x i h {Yi})

/)2p

;
2*2^J <9Y;-dF/
J

+

= < P ° n ({xiY, m) + £

"'

({».•}; {*}) +

(B.6)

•({«.•};(«}) + ••••

The derivative functions on the right sides of these expressions do not depend on the
coordinates {V;}. For H0 or tpn, they are functions of the coordinates {x,} and de
pend parametrically on the fixed parameters {Y^} at which they are evaluated. The
coefficients in the series for en depend only on the parameters {V^}. The parameter
dependence of the functions is listed following the

in the argument list.

We write these series' more concisely as
Ho = H° + k Hl 1 ] + k 2 H < 2 ) • • •

en = e° + /ccW + K'eW-..
<Pn =

+

KipW +

k VL2)

Here, for example,
tf 0 ° = # „ ( { * , } ; { £ } ) ,

and so forth. Thus Hq T\ e\[\ and
the

represent homogeneous reorder functions of
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Based on the initial assumption that the zero-order problem in Eq. (B.2) has
been completely solved, it is possible to calculate any element in these power series.
In particular we will use the fact that e^2\ y?n ^ and <pft can be calculated when
making calculations later on.
For simplicity, the coordinate dependence is not always shown.
Because en is expanded around a local minimum,

£> = 0.

Using the known functions {wp} and calculating the necessary derivatives, ipft and
<Pn * can be obtained. Expanding
dipn
dYi

in the basis {<£?} gives the expression for

'

rf' = £c.-

(B.7)

The function tpfi is used in the first-order correction to the zero-order BO wavefunction. It is calculated from the expression above. Similarly, <pft is computed
from the expression

<p (n] =

,Oi d 2 tp n .

23 k.o
«»J

L P

pldY

n

p
{dY/^

The function <pn' is also used in the derivation of the first-order wavefunction cor
rections.
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Also used in the calculations to follow are perturbation equations obtained by
substituting the Taylor series' expansions for Hq, e„ and ipn into Eq. (B.2). When
the coefficients of like powers of k are equated, the following system of equations is
obtained:
(H° 0 - e° n )<p° n

= 0

(B.8)

K - e M ' = -H$Vn
(H°-e° n )<pW

=

(B.9)
+

(B.10)

In manipulating these equations, inner products involving different terms in the ip n
expansion are written

where <p^ is the reorder coefficient in the series expansion of <p p , as defined earlier.
Using this notation, the solvability condition for Eq. (B.10) is

e?) = (^1,)a,) + (^2))»».

(B.ll)

This solvability condition is used in later calculations.
The BO zero-order wavefunctions have two factors and are written

{IS}) = ¥*({«,};{fi}K( W; {£•})•
The first factor, <,0°, is a function of the {#,} but is independent of the coordinates
{Fj}. The second factor is independent of the {i;} coordinates and depends on the
coordinates {Vi}. Both factors depend on the parameters {11}. So far, only the
factor y«({a;t}; {?<}) has been discussed.
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To obtain the second factor u°, the term nAH\ must be expanded in terms of the
(i. That is, we write

4 IT

It ~ 1

\

Defining

H° = — V —

2m ^ dQ'

the full Hamiltonian for the system can now be written

H = H° + kH™ + K 2 (HW + H°«) + • • •

(In the case of the FED, these first four terms constitute the full Hamiltonian.) It
is assumed that the energy eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of this full Hamiltonian
can be written in series'

En

=

Ipn =

where the

E° + kEM + K 2 EW + --ll>° +

+ KVi2) + ' ' •

are constants. Substituting these expansions into

Hrj) = Eil>
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leads to
( H ° - E °n)rn

= o

(B.12)

(HS-EftW = (EW-H^W
(H°-E0n)W = (£(D - H^)^)+(EW -

(B.13)
(B.14)

Rewriting the first three perturbation equations using that

V-° = <P°nu°n

(B.15)

and
E° - e°
cn

gives
(^0°-e>X = 0

(B.16)

{H°0-e°n)W = (EW - H^)<p0nu0n

(B.17)

= (E^-H^)^ + (E^-H^-H^°nu°n

(B.18)

The operator H has been chosen to be independent of the £,• coordinates. Thus the
q

first equation above can be divided by the (-coordinate function

to leave

the zero-order problem that we assume has already been solved. So far, no con
straints are place on u°. Eq. (B.17) has the solvability condition
= 0.

(B.19)
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We cannot satisfy this solvability condition by making u° = 0 without causing the
entire wavefunction (B.15) to vanish. Thus the quantity in parenthesis must vanish.
Becase Hq^ is a homogeneous linear function of the £,• and <p° is independent of the
& (HP)™ is also a homogeneous linear function of the

That is,

»

where &,• are constants. The coefficient En\ however, is independent of the £,• by
definition. Thus,

(H^) nn = EU
for arbitrary £,• if and only if

(H^) nn = E& = o.
In the original paper by Born and Oppenheimer it is shown that this condition is
equivalent to the condition that the state

is obtained from a configuration {i^}

that corresponds to a local minimum of en. Thus the procedure of using only energyminimizing eigenstates of Hq as the first factor of a trial wavefunction is necessary
in order for the full perturbation method to be carried out.
Satisfying Eq. (B.19) in the necessary manner leaves
termine

still unknown. To de

we must proceed to higher order calculations.

Eq. (B.17) now has the form
=

(B.20)

This is an inhomogeneous equation for the operator Hq — E°I. The most general
solution can be written as the sum of a solution to the corresponding homogeneous
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problem, and a particular solution to the inhomogeneous problem. We can write a
solution to the homogeneous problem
ttfVS,

(B.21)

where uL1' is an as-yet-unknown function of the {Yi} coordinates but not the {a:,}
coordinates.
A particular solution to the full inhomogeneous equation can be written
vWul,
where

(B.22)

is the function defined by (B.7). Thus the full first-order correction is

written
+ u^Vn-

(B.23)

Proceeding to Eq.(B.18) and taking the inner product of both sides with <p° and
using the

= 0, we find the solvability condition

(£?> - H™ -

-(zri")!X -

= 0.

Using that
( H P ) n n = 0,

this solvability condition becomes
[(H^) n n + (H™)™ + (ff° ( ) n n - EW] u° n = 0.

Substituting for the first two terms in brackets using Eq. (B.ll) gives

(B.24)
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The inner product (^)„„ is known. The quantity
C"2)

is defined as

5Z 2dYidYj ^

The energy function e„({V;}) is known to have a minimum at the configuration
{?•}. Thus the first derivative evaluated at that point is zero. The second derivatve
determines a parabolic approximation of e„({V;}) around that minimum. Treating
e„({y<}) as an effective potential, in this parabolic approximation it is a harmonic
potential for a system with spring constant

Using w as defined above, we can finally write Eq. (B.19)

This equation determines the second factor

in the BO zero-order wavefunction. It

is the equation for the eigenfunctions of a system of uncoupled harmonic oscillators
of frequency

in the coordinates

The quantity

is the natural frequency of the more-massive oscillators in this harmonic approxi
mation, in the original, unsealed coordinates {Yi}.
Through the term
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the less-massive elements in the system play the role of the harmonic potential for
the massive subsystem. The energy eigenvalues are

t
where n,- is the quantum number for the motion described by

In £,• coordinates

the corresponding wavefunctions are
Un,{n;} =

n
t

In the original coordinates, these eigenfunctions are products of displaced harmonic
oscillator states with frequency u>0,

The complete zero-order BO wavefunction is

V>° = ¥*({».•};
where the parameter dependences of the functions are listed after the

Third Order Calculations
The perturbation equation of order (k 3) is

(ff» - e°M3> = El')«M - •£ Fgv;
p

where

J?(3) _ p(3,l)u(2)
, F(3,2) (1)
, F(3,3) 0
"P
«P n,{n,} ^ np "n,{n,} ^ rnp un,{n,}
and

f! 3/' = « + ^2|-£g„,))n, + (tfS1,)«|.
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The function F„p'3* is as yet unknown, except that it is a homogeneous function of
third order in the

(i

and in the d/d (i.

The solvability condition for Eq. (B) is

Using that (H^)nn = 0, this can be written
^3n'2)«S„l} = (43) " ^3))"n,{n,}

(B.25)

^•2) = ^°C + 42)-^|ni}-

(B.26)

where

The solvability condition for (B.26) with respect to (,• coordinates is

Because i7^3,3' is an odd function of the

it follows that

The total energy is now known up to 0(k 3 ).
In general, the function

has two factors, only one of which is determined at

this order of BO perturbation theory. For the FED, however, we have the special
case

and it is possible to determineat this step.
For the remaining calculations we use that

{Yi} = {Y u Y 2 }, {n i } = {n 1 ,n 2 }
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for the FED.
Using E n < n u n 2 = 0 in Eq. (B.25) gives
(fl?c +

(B.27)

Expanding the unknown function Un*lii,n2 in the basis of the zero-order eigenfunctions

uW
r»,T»i,nj =

ank,u

°M

(B-28)

kl

and substituting this expression into the equation above gives

kl
/

= £(£S;
kl

The ' on the sum indicates that the sum is taken over all k ^

and I ^ n 2 - (The

term being thus omitted from the sum is equal to zero.) Taking the inner product
of both sides with u°k* then leaves
(E n k l - E n , n u n 2 )a n k l = (u° n k l \(H^\u° n n i n 2 )

(B.30)

or
nkl

~

Tp

j?

\<E*nkl

\

*-'n,ni l n2^

(B.31)

P(3,3)

nnnin2&/

(E n kl ~ E n>ni )T i2 )

Substuting this expression for a k i into the expansion of Un,ni,n2 and using the known
energy values gives
..(X)

_

2
k
K

'

p ( 3'3)

u°

nn,m,m,k,l nkl

--2r(n)+Bj_t_,)-

/x> oo\

(B-32)
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This last formula is used to compute the remaining unknown factor in the first-order
correction to the BO wavefunction for the FED. At this point in the perturbation
theory, wavefunctions are known to O(k ), and energies are known to 0 ( k 3 ) .
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APPENDIX C

BO CALCULATIONS FOR THE FED

Zero-Order
The first steps in the BO calculations are contained in Chapter 5, Section 5.2, in
the description of the uo = 0 limit. There, the eigenfunctions <p + (xi,x 2 , Fj, Y 2 ) and
<p-(xi,x 2 , Y x,Y 2 ) of
2

.

Ho = Y, [("o +
t=i

2

- J{B\ B 2 + B l B ^ ) + - Y ?
«=i

are found. The subsequent BO step is to determine values Y\ and Y 2 that correspond
to local minima of the eigenvalues
e± = flo + |(Fi + Y 2 ) + ^{Y? + Y?) T

+ X2*2-

This appendix begins with the calculation of these local minima.

Determining Critical Points
Taking the first partial derivatives of e+ and e_ with respect to Y\ and Y 2 yields
de± _ X ,
dYi
2
de±

5F2

... X ,

2

f|iV:

^ 1
X26
2
2 ^/4J + x2^2

1 +

f|fV +

2

1

X2^

2 v/4J2 + X2^'
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In working with these expressions, it is useful to define

x2s
2y/4J 2 + x 2 S 2
so that

if = f+ •»>-.
and

At critical points,
de± _ de±
3Y X
dY 2

=

It follows that the sum and difference of these partials must be zero, that is

(CA)

The sum condition requires that
Yx + % =

w

(C.2)

For w = 0, there is no solution unless x is also zero. We are not interested in that
case; we assume that x and w are both nonzero. Combined with the definition of
6, (C.2) implies that
v

6

* = -£;+2
and
v = -2L-i
2

2w

2'

The difference condition in Eq. (C.l) implies
T

.

xH

V4J2 + X2&2

+ w6 = 0

(C.3)
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There are two possible solutions. The simplest is
6 = 0.

When combined with the sum condition, S = 0 implies that a critical point exists
for
Yt

=

Y2

=

2w

Another solution to (C.3) is possible if 6 satisfies
T

Y2

/
= + w = 0.
y/ 4J2 + x2^2

In the case of e_, the two terms on the left in the equation above are both positive
and the equation has no solution. For e+, Eq. (C.3) is equivalent to
2
y/4J2 + x2<52 = X

w

(C.4)

A necessary condition for solutions to (C.4) is

<c-5»
This nonzero critical-point value of 6 is a real number if and only if
2 Jw
X'

< 1.

Using the quantity
X2
we have the result that e+ has three critical points for f3 < 1.
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Summary of Critical Points
A summary of the critical point situation for e± is as follows. The eigenvalue e_ has
a single critical point

The situation is more complicated for e+. For /? > 1 there is a single critical point,
n—
For /? < 1 there are three critical points of e+:
and
X

=

(! _ ,/TTF)

=-i (l - vT^) ,
n =(1+ v^>),

and

These critical points may be minima, maxima, or saddle points of the functions
e±. It is useful to review the conditions for the existence of a local minimum of a
function f{Y\, Yz) of two variables [41]. The Hessian matrix of such a function is
defined by
/
r/pc_

HZ* -

d2f

d2f

dY?
Q2J

8Y 2 dY 1
Q2f

\ dY 1 8Y 2

\

dY 2 2

A. sufficient condition for a critical point (5^,1^) to a be a local minimum of a

function is that the Hessian matrix evaluated at that point be positive definite. For
a 2 x 2 matrix, positive definiteness is equivalent to the conditions
d2f
dY 2

> 0 and det(HES) > 0.
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Thus we seek the complete set of second partial derivatives for each of our energy
functions.
In this endeavor we will use the following: for functions such as g(S) that can be
written completely in terms of 6 instead of Y\ and Yi, derivatives with respect to
the parameters Yi satisfy the relations
dg _&£_
dYi ~ dS ~

dg
dY 2 '

With this in mind, we define

Differentiating the first partials, we find
d 2 e±

=

(C.6)

dY?
d2e±

=

8Y 2 dYi

d 2 e±
dY\dYi

=

±m

82e±

dY2
If follows that the Hessian matrices for e± are
HES ± =(* 3 '( S ).t l w
V W(6)

=W>

)

=Fsf{S) + W )

We can now express a necessary condition for critical points to be local minima in
terms of the asymmetry parameter S. A critical point will be a local minimum if
w > ±g'(6)

(C.7)
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and
w > ±2g'(S).

(C.8)

where we have used that w > 0. The second condition (C.8) implies the first in our
problem:

© if ±g'((5) < 0, then both (C.7) and (C.8) hold for all positive w

® if ±g'(6) > 0, (C.8) is a stricter condition than (C.7); both conditions are true
if and only if (C.8) is satisfied.

In order to use (C.8) to find which critical points are minima, we need to find the
values of g'(S) at the critical points. We have

M) = -^(4J2 + x^2)-3/2 + y(4J2 + X2^2)-1/2

(C.9)

At critical points where 6 = 0,

(C.10)

At the two asymmetric critical points where 8 ^ 0,

Armed with the knowledge g'{6) at each of the critical points, we can now determine
which critical points are local minima for each of the eigenvalues e±. Here we will
consider different ranges of /? separately.
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Determining Minima
P> 1

For both e+ and e_ there is a single critical point at which 5 = 0. For e+, this will
be a local minimum if
w > 2g'(0) <=> (3 > 1.

This is precisely the range of f$ values we are considering. Thus the critical point at
5 = 0 is a minimum of the energy surface e+ for (3 > 1.
For e_, the critical point at 5 = 0 will be a local minimum if
w > -2g'(Q) «*=» /? > -1.

As we are considering /? > 1, this condition is clearly satisfied. Thus the critical
point at 6 = 0 is a local minimum of e_ for /? > 1.
The single critical point at 5 = 0 is a local minimum for both e+ and e_ if /? > 1.
/? = 1
For the case (3 = 1, the Hessian matrices for e+ and e_ can be evaluated directly at
the critical point where 5 = 0. We have for /? = 1 and 5 = 0,
HEc
HES+

_ ( w/ 2 w/ 2 \
~ V w/2 w/2 J •

The eigenvalues of HES+ for j3 = 1 are {0, to}. Thus HES+ is positive semi-definite.
The Hessian test is not conclusive. However, graphing e+ for /? = 1 shows that 5 = 0
is a local minimum.
For /? = 1 and 5 = 0,

- (% %

Z'll)•
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The eigenvalues of HES- for /? = 1 are {5u;/2, w/2}. Thus HES- is positive
definite and S = 0 is a local minimum of e_.
The critical point at 6 = 0 is a local minimum for both e+ and e_ for all /? > 1.

fi< 1

In this range of /? values, both e+ and e_ have critical points at 6 = 0. However,
the condition for e+ to have a local minimum at S = 0 is

w >

£* *<
=

3 > 1

-

Thus, for /? < 1, the critical point at 6 = 0 is not a local minimum of e+.
The condition for e_ to have a local minimum at 6 — 0 is

This condition does hold for 0 < /? < 1, the range of /? considered here. Thus for
(3 < 1, the symmetric critical point is a minimum of e_ but not of e+.

For /? < 1 there are two other candidates for local minima of e+; the two asym
metric critical points, for which
2J2w3
m

X4

These will be local minima if and only if
w >

4J2to3

— <*=> ft < 1.
X4

The asymmetric critical points are local minima of e+ for /? < 1.
The local minima of e+ and e_ are summarized in Figure C.l.

Energy Surface

Yi

y2

6

P > 1

e_

X_
2w

e+

_ X _
2w

X_

0

2w

_ X

0

2w

P < 1

e_

X_
2w

X_

0

2w

e+

-frl-y/i-P)

e+

-1(1-0-^) -1(1 + 0-^)

w

-y/l -P 2
w

Figure C.l: Minima of FED energy surfaces.
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Exciton Part of First Order Correction
Recall that the exciton part of the the zero order wavefunctions can be expanded
tp = (p° + MP {1) + K<p (2) + •••

Expressions for tp^ and ipW are listed in Appendix B. A calculation of the firstorder wavefunction correction requires both (p^ and

These are computed in

this section using the expressions from Appendix B.
First Derivative
We start by finding the partial derivatives of <p + and y>_. Using the product rule
for derivatives,
d<p+
d6

-

d (

1

\

dS \y'l -(- a(S) 2

1

da.,..,.

JVf + -===^11)10)
yj\ + a(<5) dS
2

and
dtp_ _ d (

1

\

1

5a

~ Vl + ^) 2 ^"

~W " dS \y/l+ a {6)*J

Defining
0a

as'
the derivatives are
9<p±
06

)

\ 1 + a2 /

It is useful to introduce the parameter
p = y/AJ 2 + x 2 P-

Before continuing, we list some relations between the parameters that are useful in
the work to follow but will not be derived here.
2J
a

~ X* + P
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2\ _
(1 + a2) =

2p
X6 + P

1
(1 + a2)

xt + p

2p

1

(1 +

(x<5 + pf

a2)2

4p2
-2XJ

X =

Kx^ + p)

4* 2 J 2

X2 =

pW + p)2
d2a

2Jx2
~d6~~dP~ p 3
3X

*
(1 + a2)

-X^
p2

dp _ X2^
p

(C.ll)
(C-12)

Substituting the value of X into the expressions for the first partials of <p+ and
tp-

and simplifying using p gives
d<P± _-,-XJ i n
~df ~

Results for ip + and </5_ are discussed separately from here on, to avoid sign confusion.
We begin with <p+. Translating S derivatives to derivatives with respect to Y\ or
Y2

gives
d<p+ _

xJ

dY1

p2 V~

9<P+ _ XJ
dV2

It follows that the first-order correction to
rf)

p2 *is

= -(Ci-Ca)^

or equivalently
«V+1) = - ( $ - £) ( j j f ) V-Following the same procedure for y>_, we calculate
9<P- _ xJ

dYt

f *+

and
dtp_ _ _ X J
dY 2

p2 ^ + '

to obtain
/cv~)

= (£-£) (~r) v+-

Symmetric Point Results
At symmetric points, 6 = 0 and p = 2 J. Thus
*L=(*-)

\4J/
so that
= =F(^ — 5)
Writing in terms of the J = 0 basis states, at symmetric points

^+" = - { (ij)^ (|1>|0) - |0>|1>)
and
= +«(£) J|(|1>|0> + |0)|1)).
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Asymmetric Point Results
At asymmetric critical points,
w

so that
Hi =

fp(X-)

p2

H

(C.13)

V4J)

and
wT = =F0 2 (6 ~ 5) (jj) <P%

In terms of the parameter a and the J = 0 basis states, at asymmetric points

= -w+ ( j j ) ff"''
and
= -w - iv^F) (£) ("">^+^>|1>)

Second Derivative Calculations
Using the fact that when the derivatives act on functions of 6 ,
d ^
36

d' ^
dY1

8
dYi

it follows that the second partial derivatives satisfy
d2

d2

d2

86*

dY2

dY2

and the mixed second partials
d2

d2

d2

dS 2

SY x dY 2

dY 2 8Y 1

(C.14)
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Following the results of first-partial computations,
*T

=

(c.15)

Or more concisely
«VL2) = ^-«)2^$r>

(C.i6)

where the derivatives are evaluated at the appropriate local minimum. Using the
results of first-partial computations, we find that
dV±
86 2

where both p and

\

9

=

86 V P 2

V

(c 17.

^

^

depend on 6.

Using the product rule on the preceding equation,
82f±
86 2

=^

p 2 v 86 '

A

^ 86

Knowing that
d V*

96

_+
XJ,„
—
±-T"V±)
f

the first term inside the brackets becomes

±x 2 J 2
P4

-v±-

We need to calculate the derivative of p~ 2 .
dp _ x 2 6
86
p

and
dp~ 2

_

36

—2 x 2 6
P*

It follows that the second term inside the brackets is
- 2J X 3 6

(C.18)

Second Derivative Results
The complete second partial derivative in 6 is
dV±

(

J2x2\ *

i (2 J X 3 f>\

dS2

so that
1 (6 - 6f
*42) = -o
2 /c2
Evaluating at Minimum Points
Symmetric Points
At symmetric points 8 = 0 and
J2X2

J2X2

16J4

" (S)
so that at symmetric points

• w - ' U bY * i In terms of localized states
«vi!| = ^2(^)24(ii)io)d=io)ii))
Asymmetric Points
At asymmetric minima points,

J2x2
P4

- ' ( 6 )
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and

^= "4(£)!—

(C.23)

Thus at asymmetric points
«VL!) --he- t)V (±y

T

(C.24)

2^4

In terms of localized states

«m? -

(C.25)

-\(s+ivr=w)v(±y

T] +

2x 2 Vr=rp\ h \ l f t \ , ( 1 _ w W T J j P
|1>|0) +
wJ
wJ

|0)|1>

and
(C.26)
1

+ v "^ r? ) IDIO) + (, +

Vv ^ W )

|0)|1)

In the following section we use these results to compute the first-order wavefunction
correction for the full system.

Einstein Oscillator Part of Correction
Evaluating F±±\
In order to complete the third-order perturbation theory, we need to find the matrix
element
Fjg*

An expression for

=

is given by Eq. (C.20). Due to our choice of the fj-,
(^|^1)|^) = 0.
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This reduces the inner product we seek to

Thus we are interested in the values of the "mismatched" inner products,

It is straightforward to compute an arbitrary matrix element of
(wlHPln)

and then filling in specific values for ipi and <p2- Let <*p\ and y?2 be arbitrary wavefunctions written in the number state basis as
ipi = a|l)|0) + 6|0)|1)

and
V2 = c|l)|0) + <f|0)|l).

Acting on v?i with H^ gives
= a[Ci(x + wYi) + C2t»ya]|l)|0) 4- 6[C2(x + wY2) + Ci">li]|0)|l).

This can be simplified using Eq. (C.2). We find that
wYi + x = —wY 2 and wY2 + X = —wY\.
Thus we have
ftfV, = -w(Ci - Ca)[«^|l>|0) - ^i|0)|l)].

and following this
= ~w(Ci - C2)[ac? 2 - bd? 1 ].
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Using this definition of S again, we can write

~ ^ ac ~ bd ) ~ |( ac+6c )
or equivalently,
(Va|-H'o1)|yi> =

^

-^ a c ~ b d ) ~ f ( a c + 6 c )

For

we have
ac + bd = 0 and ac — bd = f}.

Thus
(eilflfV) =
Since

is a self-adjoint operator in this metric, the other mismatched inner

product has the same value, that is

It follows that
(2Jx 3 6\ fa

\ P4

J

It is useful to write
0=

2 Jw

and simplify
2 Jx 3 6xP
p4

2

2J X 4 62Jw

2J 2 X 2 Sw

2p 4 x 2

This gives finally the result
r(3,3) _ , (6 - 6) 3 J 2 x 2 Sw
±
,
.
K3
p4

•T±±

2

.
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Evaluating
Here we evaluate the expression for

at the appropriate local minima.

0>1
In this case, 8 = 0 at all local minima, so that
(1)

ji
"±
nj ri2

-n

^

and the BO wavefunctions with first-order corrections are
= (V± + kv 3 ± ) )I"i>I"I> + 0(k 2 ).

j3<l
In the case of /? < 1, there are several minima to consider. For

, 8 = 0 and thus

"— Til 712 = 0
It follows that the BO wavefunctions with anti-symmetric exciton part have the
form
V"- = (V- + KV-*)|»l)|»l) + 0(K2)However, for the two unsymmetric BO wavefunctions, 6^0. At the corresponding
local minima,
J 2 X 2 Sw

p4
There is a nonzero correction

,.4/x\2.
±/34(^) xx/W5^ \4J
„2 and the wavefunctions have the form

= V>X„in2 + "(V+^+nm, + V°u+n,».2) + 0(«2).
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The correction ul1' for these states involves the matrix elements of

with the

Einstein oscillator zero-order states. Using that

w.w
ily
p
p<

\u>

at the asymmetric minima, these matrix elements of

can be written

*81.., = ^ (£)'»wi<f - JJ'MMUsing the expression for ui?' from Appendix II,
....(i)
_ *4/ X\ 2 c w
(*l('l(* - £) 3 l"i)M |fc)|/)
+ n m > - P iijJ * - 2 j
{ni+n2_ k_ 1)

KU

ktl

Defining the operator f(Yi,Y 2 ) by
m,y.) wm - ±
(Til

+ n2 -

K

— l)

wio

(c.27)

we have
= P ( ± y S^-f(Y u Y 2 )\ n i )\n 2 ).

It is important to remember that the number states |n,) are centered at the point
Yi = Yt.

Evaluating f(Yi,Y 2 )
For arbitrary values of rii and n 2 the expression for
(•6 - S)3|rn)|n2) = [(Fi - Yi) - (Y 2 - y2)]3|m)|n2)
has been computed with the help of Mathematica. By writing 6 — 8 in terms of
dimensionless coordinates
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centered at the equilibrium points of the Einstein oscillators states, the quantity

(

\ 3/2

is straightforward to calculate using the properties of number states. The expression
above is composed of sixteen distinct product states. The computer calculations
yield
(7i -72)3K)K) = ^=[-V»2(»2 - 1)("2 - 2)|ni)|na ~ 3)
+\/7ii(ni - 1)(«! - 2)|ni - 3)|n2)
-3-v/nJ(2n1 + n2 + l)|ni)|n2 - 1)
+3^/^7(2712 + «! + l)|rax - l)|n2)
—3\/II2 -f 1(2 rii + n2 + 2)|ni)|n2 + 1)
+3\A*i + l(2n2 + Tii + 2)|ni + l)|n2)
—

\/( n 2

+ l)(n2 + 2)(n2 + 3)|ni)|n2 + 3)

-\-y/(ni + l)(ni + 2)(ni + 3)|nj -+• 3)|n2)
—3 y/ni(ni — l)n2|ni — 2)|n2 — 1)
+3\/n2("2 —

— 1)|«2 — 2)

—Sy/ni(ni — l)(n2 + l)^ - 2)|n2 + 1)
+3\/n2(n2 — l)(fii + l)|rai + 1)|"2 ~~ 2)
—3\/(ni + l)("i + 2)n2|«i + 2)|n2 - 1)
+3\/(n2 + 1)(^2 + 2)raj|ni — l)|n2 -f 2)
—3\/(ni + l)("i + 2)(n2 + 1)1^1 + 2)|n2 -f 1)
-f-3\/(n2 + l)(n2 + 2)(rii +

+ l)ln2 4- 2)].
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From this result, it follows that

(

\ 3/2

1

1

/(*i,l2)|ni)|n2) = ^[--\/n2(n2 - l)(n2 - 2)|n1)|n2 - 3)
+^V /n i( R i - l)( n i - 2)|«i - 3)|n 2 ))
—3y/ni{2ni + n 2 + l)|ni)|«2 — 1)

+3y/n^(2n2 + nx + l)|na - l)|n2)
+3\/n2 + l(2rai + n2 + 2)|7ix)|n2 -f- 1)
—3\Znj -f 1(2712 + ni + 2)|ni -f l)|fi2)
-\/(7Z2 + l)(n2 + 2)(n2 + 3)|ni)|n2 + 3)
— gV (nx + l)(ni + 2)(n-i + 3)|ni + 3)|n2))
— y/ni(ni — l)n2|ni — 2)|n2 — 1)
+\fn 2 (n 2 - l)ni|ni - l)|n2 - 2)

-3\/ni(ni - l)(n2 + l)|nx - 2)|n2 + 1)
+Sy/n2(n2 — l)(ni + l)|rai + l)|n2 — 2)

3\/(ni + l)(nx + 2)n2|ni + 2)|n2 - 1)
-3y/(n2 + l)(n2 + 2)nx|nj - l)|n2 + 2)
y/(ni •+• 1)(7li + 2 )(n 2 -J- l)|ni + 2)|n2 + 1)

— \/(Tl2 + l)(n2 + 2)(nj + l)|ni + 1)|R2 + 2)].
This gives us the final information needed for the complete, first-order expression
for the wavefunctions with general values of ni and n 2 .
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